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TEST YOURSELF 
Yes No 

0 0 Are you satisfied with 
your mental power? 

0 0 Do :vou feel restecl when 
you get up in the morn· 
log? 

0 0 Do you finish cnry job 
you tackle? 

0 0 Are you In tip-top sbapl' 
physically? 

0 0 Do you control tension, 
fear. 'vorry, ''nerves"'? 0 0 Do people like you? 

0 0 Are you "getting ahead" 
In your work? 

0 0 Do you use the power of 
your subconscious mind? 

0 0 Is your life full, success· 
ful, happy? 

If you have to answer NO to 
any of these Questions you are 
not getting the most out of 
your life. Yogism can help you, 
and 

YOU CAN TEST ITS RESULTS FREE! 
DON'T WAIT A MINUTE LONGER! 
YOU ARE STARTING ON THE WAY 
TO A NEW LIFE • • • 

ACT NOW! WRITE !ODAY! 

YOGA -THE ANCIENT WISDOM 
OF THE EAST 

adapted to the needs of Western man, gives yoll 
a healthy borly and a calm, confident mind. 
European students have long ma•·veled at the 
miracles accomplished by Yoga training-now 
available to Americans in the exclusive 12• 
lesson life-�cience course. The results are 
STARTLING • . •  IM.MEDIATFJ. 
Learn YOGA Success Secrets 

• Increase your ability to concentrate 
• climimHe depression and fatigue 

• change and Improve your environment 
• overcome age - roll back the year$ 
• get and keep glowing health 
• shut out worry and fear HOW TO: • find and. develop hidden capabltltlea: 
• relax and rest 

• control •!nerves" and tension 
• avoid sleeplessness 
• use the power- of THOUGHT 

• devcloo inner- resources, poise· an<! S£t� 
CONFIDJ;:NCE 

· •••••••••••• YOUR FREE LESSON ·····•••••••••• 

SCHOOL OF YOGA, Dept. B 
845 Chieago Ave .. Evanstoo. I ll. 
Please send me my FREE TRIAL lESSON, absolutely without obligation. 
Name 
Street 
City .. , ............. Zone . •  State. , • •  

.................................................••.•••• 



(/ 
•�Jf people on 

earth could 

obtain just 

one glimpse 

of this!" 

Why does Joy Snell, author of this book, make this joyous statement? 
Because she believes she has the ability to see "into the 
next world. And what she sees is. a secret so startling that 
she feels bound to share it with you in 

�----THE MINISTRY OF ANGELS ------· 

Here is probably the most widely read personal accoll'nt of life 
after death ever written. It gives Joy Snell's own reasons why 
death is only a transition to real living, why the world we live in 
is but a shadow of the true reality we meet in the next! 

THE HISTORY OF THIS BOOK 
The "Ministry of Angels" has recently been published in the United 
States for the first time. Before that it went through 33 separate 
editions in England and on the continent. The only copies available 
here were those rare ones travelers brought home with them. And 
now this book exceeds the beauty of previoUcs editions for it has 
been crafted with loving care even to its own protective slip case. 

JOURNEY INTO 
THE WORLD BEYOND 
You will want to join Joy Snell 
in her psychic experiences. Learn 
why she knows that even our per
sonal "possessions" survive! Read 
the; evidence that our daily ac
tions are guided by spirits. Gain 
new hope and encouragement 
from THE MINISTRY OF 
ANGELS! Modestly priced st 
only $4.95. 

-1· 
�-------················· 

I 

UNIV E RSITY BOOKS 

845 Chieogo Avo. 
Evanston, Ill. 

Please send me a eopy of Joy Snell's THE 
MINISTRY OF ANGELS at only $4.95 ppd. 
I enclose O cheek O cash 0 monoy order. 

N A M E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 

A D D RESS .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 

CITY & STATE .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 

._ ________________ , ________________________ _ 
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ONLY one power controls you:e 
destiny-a strange force sleeping 
in your mind. A waken it! Com
mand it to obey you! Pusli 
obstacles aside and attain your 
fondest hopes and ideals. Let 
the Rosicrucians show you how 
this can be done. 

Learn why m�ny of history's 
great masters were Rosicrucians 
such as Leonardo de Vinci, Beri
jamin Franklin, Isaac Newton, 
Sir Francis Bacon, etc. Each of 
these men learned how to con
trol their fate, to develop mind 
power, to attain success and 
happiness. The knowledge that 
helped these men of history is 
now helping thousands of think· 
ing men and women throughout 
the world climb to new heights 
they, at one time, thought im
possible. And they are no dif
terent than you ! 

SEND FOR FREE BOOK 
Why not discover for yourself how 
you can take advantage of this price
less knowledge The Rosicrucians 
have preserved through the ages. 
If you are sincere in wanting greater 
success, security and happiness send 
TODAY for the fascinating FREE 
book, "The Mastery of Life." There 
is no obligation and it may mean 
the turning point in your life, to
ward achievements you've never be
lieved possible. Why not do it 
NOW? lust address your request to: Scribe �.Q.J. 

The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC) 
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 

(NOT a religious organization) 
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t'J the P aper6 • 

QUOTE OF THE MONTH 
Read, not to contradict and con
fute, nor to accept and take for 
granted, but to weigh and consider. 

-Sir Francis Bacon 
FROM THE GREAT SEA 

CONSIDER THE WHALE and 
the porpoise. Once they were 

land animals, walking about upon 
the dry surface of the earth much 
as other animals do. But something 
happened. Their remote ancestors . 
found it easier to make a living 
in the ocean and back to the sea 
they went. Now they cannot live 
on dry land. 

Did the reverse process happen 
to Man? 

Yes, according to a sensational 
theory recently advanced by Sir 

• Alister Hardy, a professor of zool
ogy at Oxford University. 

Sir Alister has spent 30 years 
gathering evidence that he believes 
offers definitive proof that man 
was derived from a "sea ape" and 
not from a "land ape." He reasons 
thus: 

A million years ago there was 
intense competition for food and 
life in the forest. So at least 
one race of apes turned to 
the sea for forage. At first these 
land apes who turned to the sea 
waded and groped along the shal-

6 

low bottoms and in the tidal flats. 
These creatures gradually learned 
to swim. 

After thousands of years in the 
water these animals lost all, or 
nearly all of their hair, just as 
the whales lost their hair. But they 
kept the hair on their heads as 
protection against the sun. 

They learned to stand upright 
because the water supported their 
bodies, and they developed longer 
legs than the land apes to help 
them swim. Their hands lengthened 
and straightened so they might 
feel along the sea bed for food 
and probe in .the mud and between 
rock crannies. And their first need 
for tools, Professor Hardy goes on, 
was for stones to crack open shell 



The 
EDGAR CAYCE 

PHENOMENON 

YOUR INTRODUCTION TO 
The 50-Year File of Psychic 

Discourses by the Century's 
Best-Verified Clairvoyant-

EDGAR t;A Yt;E 
The late Edgar Cayce, o'ften described as "The Miracle 

!\Ian of Virginia Beach," left a 90,000-page library of re
corded psychic data in custody of the Edgar Cayce Foun
dation - a non-profit, research organization. The find
ings of the Foundation's continuous research program are 
presented in booklet form by the Edgar Cayce Publishing 
Co., which invites �ou to explore the celebrated clairvoy
ant's remarkable files, via these popularly priced volumes. 

r---------------�------� 
1 Four Popular$ I Booklets 
1 Based Upon Research in the Cayce file& 

�·il�i��af:e g���!e�.r�:J: I 0 100 QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
lngs" and the present 1

1 $1 Verbatim answers to 100 vital questions, direct from 
program for t heir study the Cayce files - mysteries of antiquity, other 
and use by interested I planets, future, life and death, etc. 62 pp. 
persons or groups. A I 0 GOD'S OTHER DOOR complimentary copy wlll 
be enclosed with your I $1 
order. I 

A study of several hundred discourses on life after 
death and the world of the spirit. 48 pp. 

--------.;...--J D THE GREAT PYRAMID 

Have You Read 

THERE IS 
A RIVER 

by Thomas Sugrue 

? 
This is the complete, 
pocketbook edition of 
the original biogra· 
phy of the clai rvoy
a nt,. 

EDGAR CAYCE 

384 PP• • 6Dc 
CHECK HERE 0 
TO ORDER 

$1 

D 
$1 

. . .  and Its Builders. History of a lost 
to have built the Pyramid by scientific 
a prophetic symbol. 48 pp. 

LOST ATLANTIS 

race, said 
means, as 

Short history of the rise and decline of the 
Atlantean nation, asserted Ia have been a genuine, 
prehistorical era. 44 pp. 

EDGAR CAYCE PUBLISHING CO. 

Virginia !leach, Virginia 

Please send me postpaid L'OPies or the tltlea checked above and at left. 

Correct !"emittance ta enclosed. 

NAME · · · ············••••• •••••••••• •••••• • • • • •  .. • • • • • • • ••""' .... . 

STREET .. . . ....................................................... . 

CITY . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ZONE . . . . . . . ... . . STATE . ............... . 
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fish. From these first halting ad
vances, it was but a step for the 
sea apes to find that some stones 
could be chipped and sharpened 
into more useful tools. And by 
such tool-making man developed 
his brain. 

( It should be noted that one of 
the few other tool-using mammals 
is a sea animal-the sea otter
and it uses stones in its "hands" 
to crack shell fish . )  

Professor Hardy believes that 
the sea ape ancestors of man enter
ed the shallow waters of the seas 
perhaps a million years ago and 
emerged a half million years ago. 
He believes his theory also explains 
why man can swim so well. 

Could it also explain why most 
men feel a kinship with the sea and 
why so many human rhythms seem 
related to the tides and the moon? 

... 
THE U N NATURALNESS OF DEATH 

LINUS PAULING is a Nobel 
prize-winner in chemistry and 

a bitter enemy of the testing of 
atomic bombs and all indiscrimin
ate increases of radiation hazards. 

Dr. Pauling recently exclaimed 
that he loves people and he loves 
life. He told the Faculty Club 
of the University of Southern 
California that death is "unnat
ural" and probably the result of 
pure human cussedness. 

Researches that he and his as-

FATE 

sociates have done on aging have 
led them to the conclusion that 
man should live forever-and the 
reason he dies are unknown. 

"Theoretically," said Dr. Paul
ing, "man is quite immortal. His 
bodily tissues replace themselves. 
He is a self-repairing machine. And 
yet, he gets old and he dies, and 
the reasons for this are still a mys
tery." 

Many of the effects of aging, 
Dr. Pauling explained, are brought 
on by bad living habits. "We con
stantly insult ourselves by doing 
things for which our bodies were 
never intended. And the result of 
these constant, recurrent insults 
is aging and death." 

Cigaret smoking, for example, 
decreases the average lifespan of 
a man by one-fifth of a day per 
pack of cigarets smoked. Each cig
aret consumed shortens the aver
age man's life by 1 4.4 minutes
or about three times as long as i t  
actually takes to smoke it. 

Dr. Pauling's statements are not 
confined to lung cancer alone but 
to the total damage to health by 
dgarets. His conclusions are reach
ed by studying the average death 
ages of smokers as compared with 
non-smokers. 

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT'S STORY 

MRS. ELEANOR Roosevelt 
told this story in a recent 



UNIVE,ftSITY BOOKS CLASSICS 
Occult, arcane, religious and historical 
masterworks that will live for centuries. 

Aal. BOOK OF THE DEAD, Trans . by E. A. 
Wallis -Budge. The oldes t book in the world mavs 
the Egyptian road thr ough death and the grave. 
Ita prayers and hymns were Incantations to pro
tect the soul from atter·lire perils. $8.00 

A51. MAGIC ANO MYSTERY IN TIBET by 
Madame A1exandra David-Nee). 'fhe author truel
ed and lived tor 14 years in Tibet. •!sited areaa 
never seen berore by a white traveler. She reporta 
on the strange mYStertes ot "The Land of Snowa" 
in the most authenUc book or its kind ever pub
li�o hed. Descr ibes the s ecret powers or the Tibetan 
mystics. $6.00 

A52. JESUS by Pror. Charles Guignebert. Ex· 
presses the view that Jesus was not really a 
Christian and that he neltber toresa\V nor dM!red 
to establish a church. A critical analysis. 562 
POllOI. $6.00 

A58. THE STORY OF HEALING. THE DIVINE 
ART by Manly Palmer Hall. The director or the 
Philosophical Research Society reviews healine 
from its most an cient concepts to modern methods. 
A:n invaluable auney ot the metaphysics or heal
Ing, Including maanet!c heallnc, rattb healing, 
wentn1 heal iug, suggestive and auto-suggesth•e 
therapy. healing by affirmation an d the medical 
soeculatlona of alchemists and the Rosicrucians. 
Special chapter on the pineal rland, the organ or 
spiritual alght. $4.00 

A57. THE SACRED FIRE by B. Z. Goldberg. 
The &tory or sox in rellglon. Discusses the sexual 
symbolism that underlies the various faiths. De
scribes frenzLed worship of Baal, renls or Dtony· 
lUI, fert1ltt7 rltea, erotic worship of the genera
tire dhlnltles. $7.50 

A59. ORIENTAL MAGIC by Sayed !dries Shah. 
Contains classical rltunls of the magic arts that 
go back to ancient Babylon. The author has ran
sacked the secret llbrarles of the East to get the 
rltea of ton-maeic. bla:ck books of the sorcerers, 
rites of exorcism. tablets of incantations. seal of 
Solomon and other mJStlcal lore. �·3.98 

A60. LIFE IN THE WORLD UNSEEN, tran
scribed by Anthony Borgia. Reveals the exper
Iences "after death"' of Robert Hugh Benson, 
Enrllsh clerayman whose rather w as Archbishop of 
Canterbury. Represents complete account or the 
after-ure. Two volume boxed set. S8.71 

A81. THE PULSE TEST by Dr. Arthur F. Coca. 
Tells how to win wonderrul heallh by a simple 
test that involves dlooonrlng on e's own pulse pat• 
tern. The test discloses the foods to which count
leS8 people are allergic. The author Is honoranr 
vrerldent of the American Association ot lm· 
munologlsta and former medical director or 
Lederle Laboratorl... $4.95 

A82. DE SADE SELECTED WRITINGS by the 
MarQuis de Bade. Selections trom the work• ot 
the most notorious man in history, including Jus .. 
tin&, Juliette, Les 120 Journees de Sodome, 
Philosophie dans le Boudoir and others. A perma.· 
nent reference work for serious 1tudenta of erotica. 

$4.15 
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A64. EGYPTIAN MAGIC by Sir W allls Budge. 
The rituals that the ancient Egyptians used to 
heal the sick, raise the dead, destroy enemies, 
part the waters of the sea. know the mysteries or 
H!e and death, the past and future. Also dis cusses 
curious. modern survivals or old Egyptian "black 
magic."' $5.00 

A66. SEXUAL SYMBOLISM by Richard Payne 
Knlcht and Thomas Wrieht. I ncludes two complete 
volumes with original plates. Describes practice or 
s.e:rual supcrstttion in ancien t times and during the 
Middle Ages. Including phallic worship, and the 
eeneratlve powers. Originally published iD 1786 
and 1866 and lone out ot print. S7.50 

A69. THE ORIGINS OF CHRISTIANITY by 
Prof. Frederick C. Conybeare. A crit ical ret 
underatandtnc study or Christian origins. Analyzes 
the eosp&Js, the eucharist, baptism and develop· 
ment Ot Christian doctrine. The author belleves 
that St. Paul himself created the personality 
or C hrist worshipped in most Christian churche� 
today. $6.00 

A70. DOWN THERE (La Bas) by Jor:s-Karl 
Huysmans . Perhaps the most famous book ever 
written on Satanl.sm. discussing the bitter lessons 
of a wicked ex-priest. the Abbe Boulan. $5.00 

A71. GOD WILL WORK WITH YOU BUT NOT 
FOR YOU by Lao Russell. Dramatically answers 
1ome or U1c gre at questions of all time. Gives the 
new knowledge that can save the world. Including 
!ree premium book, Glenn ClaTk's famous work 
on W alter Russell. THE MAN WHO TAPPED 
THE SECRETS OF THE UNIVERSE. 

Both only $4.00 

A72. YOUR HOROSCOPE AND YOUR DREAMS 
by Ned Ballantyne and SteUa Coeli. Actually two 
complete books in one-871 pages in all. Practical 
guide helping to solve your daily problems based 
on both your horoscope and your dreamt. $3.95 

-----------------------� 

UNIVERSITY BOOKS 
845 Chicago Avenue 

Evanston, Ill. 

Please send me postpaid by return mall the 

following books listed by number: 

........... I en close d $ . • . • • • . . • . . . . . • •  

Name 

Addreu 

C ity & State . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 
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HYPNOSIS 

UNAWARES 
LEARN to hypnotize others w hile 
they sleep. You can-easily-with my 
new copyrighted Home-Study Course! 
Jealously-guarded professional secrets 
of ''natural sleep hypnosis"; cases, 
examples. exciting instructions-eauti
ously offered to ADULTS. Special 
Economy Edition, "Hypnosis Una
wares," now FOR FIRST TIME only 
$3.00. (Sorry, no C.O.D.) 

WADE HA�IPTON, Ph.D. 
12147 E. La.keland Rd . ;  Box 88 

Santa Fe Springs, Corlif. 

IMPROVE YOUR EYESIGHT! 
Slrnpie daily drills help ellmfnate glasses. A con· 
densatlon of the famous Dr. Bates System of Better 

VIsion. Comprehensive, easy-to-understand booklet� 
only $1.00. 

DAVID STRY HEALTH RESORT 
____ M

_
E
_

LBOURNE 4, FLORIDA 

SCIENCE ofliGELESS WISDOM 
OCCULT PSYCHOLOGY, TAROT, QABALAH, SELF· UNFOLDMENT. Correspondence courses by 

foremost dedicated non-proflt Mystery 
School. Sincere aspirants send for free 
booklet THE OPEN DOOR, and documentation 
on th e "Tzaddi Miracle." 

BUILDERS OF TH E ADYTUM, Dept. A, 
6018 Springvale Dr., Los Angeles 42, Calif. 

STUDY At HOME 
for your personal advancement and 
Spiritual unfoldment. S Y S T EM A
TIC study of Metaphysics or Meta
physical Psychology will do much for 
you. Learn the Secret of contentment, 
happiness. Solve mental worries. Ex
perience the revelation of Truth. Cor
respondence only. Individual help. 
Write for FREE book showing the 
way to greater attainment. 
COLLEGE OF UNIVERSAL TRUTH 
23 E. Jackson, Dep�. 10, Chicago 4, Ill. 

FATE 
newspaper column. 

A taxicab driver picked her up, 
recognized her, and described a 
psychic experience he had had 
concerning her late husband, 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The 
cab driver had worked for FDR 
politically and had always felt 
there was a particular tie between 
them, although he had never met 
the president. 

One day before President Roose
velt's death he was working in the 
boiler room of a heavy Navy 
cruiser in the Brooklyn Navy yard. 
Suddenly he saw President Roose
velt standing beside him at his 
work. 

"He told me he was leaving me," 
the ca:b driver told Mrs. Roose
velt, ''and that I should carry on 
and do the best I could. It was so 
real to me that I picked up my 
tools and packed them away and 
went upside and told the man I 
had finished my work for the day. 

"He said, 'You can't go off 
now," and I replied, 'Yes I have 
lost one of my best friends.' " 

"Stories such as this are 
strange," writes Mrs. Roosevelt, 
"but they seem to indicate some 
supersensitive connection between 
people." 

RUSSIAN PROGRESS NO. 1 

N
O ONE who has been acquaint
ed with Soviet scientific 



I SEE BY THE PAPERS 

Sir Edmund Hillary, con
queror of Mount Everest, 
displays sketch of Abom
inable Snowma.n, which he 
hopes to capture on his 
n e x t  expedition to t h e  
Himalayas i n  September, 
1960. Hillary recently vis
ited Chicago to organize 
the expedition, which is 
being sponsored by Field 
Enterprises Education Corp. 
U.P .I. Photo. 

achievements doubts their tremen
dous capabilities. Recently Dr. A. 
R. Luria, a Soviet scientist devoted 
to the rehabilitation of children, 
gave the American Orthopsychia
tric Association some startling re
ports of progress in his field. 
• Ten years ago, Soviet homes 
were filled with feeble-minded 
children. Investigation revealed 
that only a small percentage of 
them were really feeble-minded; 
most were just hard of hearing. 
These near-deaf children ·fell be
hind in their classes, became frus
trated and then hostile. Other 
children were found to have dam
aged brains; others had physical 
rather than mental defects. "We 
place no dependence on the intel-

II 

ligence quotient because no one 
can say whether an I.Q. of 7 5 
indicates a mentally retarded 
child or one who is so emotionally 
disturbed or· physically handicap
ped that he cannot make a higher 
score," says Dr. Luria. 
• The Soviets have invented a 
"reading machine" for blind per
sons. It scans a line of type and 
thrusts up six little needles to cre
ate a kind of braille pattern on the 
fingers of the reader. In addition, 
this machine is capable of trans
lating its responses into a signal 
that can be heard. Within 60 hours 
of practice a blind person can 
learn to "hear" the lines of type 
in any book. 
• The Soviets are also using a 
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STUDY 
OCCULT 

SCIENCI::S 
AT HOMEI 

READ HOROSCOPES 
The most complete 
course ever written. 
Many test boroacopea 
w it b Instructions 
abowlng bow you cao 
use astrology . . . 

$6.50 
e ANALYZE HAND· 

WRITING-step- by· 
step, simple method!,. 
based on latest solen· 
tlflc research lnlo 
man's most ex pre.ulfe 

eesture. Learn to read! 
between th& !lneo. 

$5.01 
e READ THE TAROT 

-Fullest. most p r ac
tical e:r:poaltl on eter made of the uncanny Tarot 
and how to use It to foresee events tn everyday 
Ufe. lnoludel 78 authentic T1rot Carda .... $7.50 

• READ HAND8-Anclent science or palmlotry 
brought up to date and presented in a sensible, 
verifiable \.flY that anyone can master . . . $5.00 

e DEVELOP PSYCHIC POWER8-How clair-
voyance, p sychometry,  telepathy. etc. , can be 
develope(.) under your complete control. Most 
comprehensive training ever per fected. Alan�: 
safe, pos.itive lines-student can switch "on" and 
"oft" the psychic p lane when he chooaee. $5.00 

e EACH COURSE SENT TO YOU COMPLETE 
including full set or lessons, charts, examples, 
numerous selt·tests and full model answers. You 
ne ed no special advance training. Every course 
supplleo everything reoutred. ORDER TODAY I 
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''sonar" principle of waves to 
warn blind persons of curbs or 
obstacles in their paths. 
• They believe they are close to 
a cure of cerebral palsy. 

+ 
RUSSIAN PROGRESS NO. 2 

A
NTARCTICA was a fertile 

continent perhaps 200 to 300 
million years ago, Soviet findings 
indicate. They report discovering 
10 kinds of ancient spores on Ant
arctica, proving the existence of 
fern-like plants at one time. 

However, the already known ex
istence of coal deposits in Antarc
ti-ca would seem to have proven 
that years ago. 

+-
RUSSIAN PROGRESS NO. 3 

THE SOVIETS have recently 
announced the discovery of a 

new planet in our solar system. If 
this is true, it means there are 10 
instead of nine planets orbiting 
our sun. 

The new planet is said to be 
very small and farther out than 
Pluto, which is the most recent 
planet to be found and is 3 ,500 
million miles from the sun. 

Existence of a farther-out plan
et has been suspected because of 
irregularities in Pluto's orbit. If 
the Soviets have indeed found and 
identified it-a matter which is 
still uncertain at this writing-
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• DIVINATION 
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it can easily ibe checked by U.S. 
astronomers. 

RUSSIAN PROGRESS NO. 4 
IN OCTOBER, 1 959,  the Rus-

sians released to the West pho
tographs supposedly taken by Lu
nik 3 and showing the far side of 
the moon. 

Now Lloyd Malian, a science 
writer and aviation photographer, 
in a copyrighted article in Popular 
Photography contends that the 
photographs are a hoax-and in 
fact are not even photographs but 
a painting of some sort. 

Mr. Malian obtained prints of 
the original negative from Sov
foto direct from Moscow. Hence 
they were not marred by the scan
ning lines of wire transmission. 

"I could see brush strokes with 
my naked eye," declares Malian. 
A group of experts agreed that the 
"photographs" were a "rendition 
lby brush on some kind of textured 
surface." 

A few years ago Malian made a 
trip to Russia and says that Soviet 
photographic and electronic equip
ment is not capable of performing 
such an epic feat as transmission 
from beyond the moon anyway. 

.. 
WORLD PROGRESS, 1970 

IN THE light of anticipated 
L==�==::::::::=======

�--
world developments in space 
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science, the Russian hoax, if in· 
deed it is a hoax, seems like a 
childish and useless thing to do. 

For within 10 years, men will 
land upon the Moon to see what 
it is actually like up there. 

This is the prediction of Dr. I. 
M. Levitt, director of the Frank· 
lin Institute's Fels Planetarium in 
Philadelphia. 

Within 20 years there may be 
a civilization there, Levitt says. 

He declares that a nuclear react· 
or could supply the power needed 
and the Moon could provide every
thing else--food, water, air, clothes. 

Man can extract water from 

IS 
rocks, and break down the water 
into oxygen for air and hydrogen 
for fuel. Food would come from 
algae. Nearly everything else ne
cessary can be fabricated from 
the basic elements of oxygen, ni
trogen, carbon and so on. 

On the Moon, man will probably 
live in caves. He would bring 
along giant plastic balloons which 
would be inflated with atmosphere 
inside a cave, then sprayed with 
a setting plastic. 

But first, Dr. Levitt admits, 
we've got to have manned satellites 
which moon explorers can use as 
space stations. 

PROPHETIC VERSES OF ANCIENT SEER 
OPEN THE DOOR OF THE FUTURE! 

Now, In one volume • • •  

THE COMPLETE PROPHECIES OF 

NOSTRADAMUS 
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turns alive. 
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ORDER TODAY! ONLY $5.00 
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Addreu 
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PUPPY, COME HOME 

PUPPY IS a four-year-old collie 
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Ed 

Stout of Crossville, Ill. A few 
months ago the Stouts gave Puppy 
to a relative, Mrs. Arion Mackson 
of Russelville, Ala. 

A month after going to Ala
bama, Puppy disappeared. Two 
months later he showed up at the 
Stout's home in Crossville, feet 
swollen but otherwise none the 
worse for wear. 

" It's a dream come true for me," 
says Mrs. Stout, who had dreamed 
twice that Puppy was on his way 
home. "If  he thinks that much of 
us, we'll never give him away 
again." 

FLYING FISH 

WHEN A Western Airlines 
DC-6B arrived recently at 

Los Angeles International Airport 
a maintenance crew found a live, 
five-inch-long fish on the wing of 
the plane. It resembled a mudsuck
er, and Howard Wetzel, a crew 
chief, and Walter Alvarez, radio 
repairman, kept i t. alive in a pail 
of water. 

How did the fish get there? 
The plane had taken off five 

hours earlier from MexiCo City. 
It flew at an altitude of 14,500 
feet at a speed of 285 m .p .h .  

Did a frightened seagull drop i t  
on the plane as it came in  for 

FATE 

its landing? 
Or did it come from Somewhere 

Else? 

THREE HEARTS THAT BEAT AS ONE 

NO, THIS is not poetry day. 
The heading above refers to 

the peculiar hagfish, a curiosity of 
nature that has three hearts. Count 
'em !  The hagfish is about a foot 
long and looks something like an 
eel. 

Perhaps even more curious is 
that one of the three hearts has 
no nerves and has been kept 
beating outside the fish for several 
days in experiments. 

And even more astounding, when 
the hagfish heart is reduced to 
a powder and injected into other 
creatures as a drug, it has the pow
er to rejuvenate a weak heart, ac
cording to Jeffery D .  Frautschy, 
assistant director of the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography, San 
Diego. 

PRIVATE RADIO STATIONS 

J F YOU hear voices, maybe your 
teeth are broadcasting. Alton 

Blakeslee, science writer of the As
sociated Press, has confirmed that 
on some rare occasions the metallic 
fillings in a person's teeth pick up 
and amplify radio signals-both 
music and commercials. 

We remember a coal-burning 
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A BOOK 
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WHO DARES TO 
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about medical trade unions. 
malpractice. kick-backs. fee
splitting. unnecessary surgery, 
ghost surgery food poisons, 
poison sprays, drug monopoly, 
medical rackets and a host ol 
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ditions of the Hippocratic Oath. 
These are the lifetime notes 
of a General Practitioner. now 
too old to practice, but deter
mined to reveal the evils that 
medical monopoly bottled up 
for a hall-century. Here is a 
fearless indictment, backed up 
by documentary proof. of the 
terrible menace to public 

A DOCTOR IS BORN 
By Dr. W. D. Chesney, M.D. 

2 1 6  Pages Price $3.50 
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.furnace once that for one o r  two 
glorious days played soft music. 

More to the point, though, is 
the fact that this proves we all 
are bathed continually in the par
ticular form of radiation known as 
radio and TV waves. 

Does it harm us ? Maybe, but 
no one knows for sure. What they 
do know, however, is that living 
things placed dose to very strong 
radio and radar waves are affected 
in strange ways. 

Some radio frequencies make 
tiny animals obey a curious radio
controlled dance: Others can make 
monkeys agitated and even kiii 
them. Strong radar waves can cause 
eye cataracts. 

FATE 

Remember this, microwaves of 
radio, radar, X-rays, visible light 
rays, infrared and ultraviolet light 
rays are all exactly the same kind 
of energy. They differ only in their 
wave lengths. Some of these wave 
lengths we know to be harmful ; 
others need a lot more research. 

ANCI ENT N EIGHBORS 

IN THE MIDDLE of Sacramento 
-on the north bank of the 

American River near Watt Ave
nue-there was an Indian village 
known as Kadema. 

Archeologists working in the 
area have uncovered remains going 
back at least 1 , 500 years and per-

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND OUR 
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To be held at Lily Dole, N.  Y., 55 miles south 
of Buffalo, J une 19-20-21, 1960. 
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Psychic Reports of the Brotherhood, $1. 00 ;  The Living Oracle, $2.00; 
Oahspe, American edition, $10.00, English edition, $3.00. 

Regular Tuesday 8 p.m. meetings at Casa Loma, Toronto 

The Brotherhood of Faithists 
Casa Loma, 1 Austin Terrace, Toronto 1 0, Ontario, Canada 
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haps farther. Among the finds are 
Olivella shell beads, punched 
crudely in the center for stringing. 

Archeologists have been work
ing on the site for six months. 
Now they are hurrying to finish 
their work so they can learn what 
manner of men inhabited the pleas
ant river bank shortly after the 
birth of Christ and possibly before. 

But they don't have much time ; 
progress is catching up with them. 
Soon the bulldozers will roar in to 
transform the long-dead settlement 
into a bustling subdivision, com
plete with electric refrigerator's 
and lamps, vacuum cleaners and 
picture windows • • • 

... 
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POSTSCRI PTS 

RECENTLY WE mentioned the 
peculiar radiators in  the two

year-old brick and stucco home of 
Levie Richards at 966 Valley Street 
in the Vauxhall section of Union, 
N. J .  The radiators were mysteri
ously filled with gas. At last re
port they were still filled-with gas. 
No one yet knows why. 
• Remember our recent yarn on 
the Baltimore "poltergeist?" Dr. 
Nandor Fodor, an investigator for 
the Parapsychology Foundation, 
who visited the house, felt that the 
"poltergeist agent" was probably 
1 7-year-old Ted Pauls. "I say this 
boy is a 'wonder boy,' " says Dr . 
Fodor. "Look at his writing. This 

ANNOUNCING : the THIRD, ENLARGED EDITION of 
Sydney Omarr's THOUGHT DIAL 
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is all he  wants to  do .  He is  too 
smart for school. He rarely leaves 
the house. He should be a writer. 
I have given his ego a boost. an 
uplift. I do not think the explo
sions will take place again. This is 
my therapy." 
• And for those of you who rem
ember the exploding milk bottles 
in the Bibeau home of Worchester, 
Mass., we have a letter from Mrs. 
Bibeau who writes : "The milk 
bottle situation seems to be under 
control for now. The refrigerator 
company took the old refrigerator 
back and gave me a new one. The 
matter hasn't been solved as yet. 
The company is working on it and 
they will keep me posted on their 
findings . . .  I don't care to say 
what I think caused it because I 
don't want to make any trouble for 
anyone . • . •  " 

UP THERE 

JN 1 909 THE astronomer An-
toniadi reported the emergence 

on Mars, in the center of the Ely
sium desert, of a small green patch 
which he called an "oasis." 

By 1939 this patch had disap
peared but astronomers were able 
to detect the faint outlines of two 
channels on the northern and 
southern edges of the desert, at 
Cyclopia and Amenthes. These two 
channels slowly lengthened, last 
year they joined together after 
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crossing from 1 800 to 2400 miles. 
And they joined at the exact 

spot where Antoniadi bad found his 
"oasis" 50 years before. 

THE MOONS OF MARS 

WE HAVE mentioned the So-
viet theory that one moon 

of Mars, Phobos, may not be a 
moon at all but an artificial satel
lite. 

The Soviet Astro-Physicist Shklo
vski offered this specific theory at 
a recent Astronomical Conference 
in London to explain the slowing 
down of Phobos in its circling of 
Mars. 

Some ast.ronomers have made 
fun of Shklovski. Yet none has 
produced a better explanation. 

Why? Aime Michel, the French 
mathematician and UFO research
er answers this question in a re
cent issue of Flying Saucer Review. 

"The answer is simple enough : 
because there is no other explan
ation ," writes Michel. "Why indeed 
should there be a slowing down in 
the movement of Phobos when 
there is none in Deimos which 
looks like its twin brother? What 
difference is there between them, if 
any? To all appearances, the dif
ference is only one of position, 
their re5pective sizes being appre
ciably the same. 

"Yet as a result of this differ
ence, Phobos being the nearer, is 
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exposed to the resistance of the 
limits of the Martian atmosphere. 
That atmosphere is exceedingly 
thin and to have any effect Pho
bos would have to be very light 
in fact, so light as to be hollow. But 
there is no such thing as a hollow 
heavenly body : not unless it hap
pens to be an artificial one. That, 
in short, is the situation and there 
is no getting away from it." 

ON THE UFO FRONT 

IN RECENT months there have 
been only a few UFO sightings. 

It also has been one of those per
iods when belief among authorities 
seems to be increasing-so much 
so that Michel is able to write : 

''Perhaps those astronomers who 
believe least in flying saucers will 
be the first to prove their exis
tence, and reveal their origin." He 
expects that within a few years 
manned rockets will be fired to 
take close-up photos of Phobos and 
Deimos. 

Meanwhile there recently has 
been a series of incidents in which 
private individuals and private re
search groups are publicly chal
lenging the U. S .  Government on 
the UFO front. Of these the most 
significant, because of the import
ance of the men involved, is the 
public challenge of the United 
States Air Force by NICAP. 

APRO, Aerial Phenomena Re-
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seai'Ch Organization, a group cen
tered at Alamogordo, . M., has 
notified Air Force officials in Wash
ington that their group has in its 
possession actual evidence that 
UFO's come from outside Earth. 

These two challenges are report
ed in detail elsewhere in this issue 
by Frank Edwards. But there are 
other challenges. 

.. 
ANOTHER AF ATTACK. 

STILL ANOTHER organization, 
the Unidentified Flying Objects 

Research Committee of Akron, 0., 
has attacked the Air Force explan
ation of the well-known UFO 
sighting on February 24, 1959 ,  by 
a number of airline pilots. The 
most detailed report was made by 
Capt. Peter Killian of American 
Airlines. 

The Air Force first claimed that 
Killian's companions and two 
United Air Lines pilots had seen 
the Belt of Orion. The Air Force 
at one time hinted the pilots might 
have been indulging in intoxica
ting liquors. Later, the AF officially 
announced that Captain Killian 
probably saw a B -47 refueling op
eration. 

The Akron group bas compiled a 
24-page ·document ,  plus covers, 
available for $ 1  from P.O. Box 
5 242· Akron 1 3 ,  0. 

Reproduced in the manuscript, 
among other things, is a news story 
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written by John Lester of the New
ark Star-Ledger. Lester reports that 
a group of more than 50 airline 
pilots, all of them veterans of more 
than 1 5  years, had called "abso
lutely ridiculous" the Air Force 
censorship policies on UFO's. Each 
of the pilots has sighted at least 
one UFO ; the majority have seen 
several. 

All have been interrogated by 
the Air Force and all have express
ed disgust at AF policies. A pilot 
quoted by Lester declared that 
any pilot who fails to maintain 
secrecy after a sighting is subject 
to a maximum of 10 years in pri
son and a fine of $ 10,000. 

John Lester says that a total of 
450 airline pilots in all have join
ed the original group of complain
ing pilots. 

WHY DISGUSTED? 

WHY ARE the pilots disgust
ed ? Here's a typical com

ment: 
"We are ordered to report all 

UFO sightings. But when we do 
we usually are treated like incom
petents and told to keep quiet. 

"This is no fun, especially after 
many hours of questioning-some
times all night long. You're tired. 
You've just come in from a gruel
ing flight, anxious to get home to 
the wife and kids. But you make 
your report anyhow and the Air 
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Force tells you that the thing that 
paced your plane for 1 5  minutes 
was a mirage or a bolt of lighting. 

"Nuts to that. Who needs i t?"  

IT'S A CONSPIRACY 

CHEER UP folks. If  it's any 
comfort to you ,  things are this 

way all over. Reginald Dutta, a 
British member of the Interna
tional Flying Saucer Observer 
Corps, declares there's an "inter
national conspiracy" by govern
ments to keep quiet their keen 
interest in UFO's. 

Every government of any con
sequence in the world is still car-. 
rying on official investigation into 
more than 100 sightings a week, 
Dutta declared. Yet Britain's of
ficial policy is to play down the 
idea altogether. 

Does this sound familiar? 
Dutta complains : "If you phone 

the Air Ministry you will be put 
through to a spec.ial department 
handling such queries and will be 
told that what you have seen is a 
meteorolo·gical balloon or a meteor
ite or something similar." 

But behind this department, as
serts Dutta, there is another, tre
mendously interested in the sub
ject. 

"Once we m a n a g e d  to g e t  
their number," he told Joan Gra
ham of the London Bureau of the 
Baltimore Sun. ''When we asked 



2. THE :MESSAGE OF AQUARIA by 
Harriette and Homer Curtiss is an en
lightening explanation of the signifi
cance of the New Aquarian Age, so long 
foretold and which many believe our 
Solar System is now entering, $4.00 
4. THE GREAT PYRAMID SERmS by 
Adam Rutherford. Book 1, THE DIV
INE BLUEPRINT; Book 2, A -NEW 
REVELATION ; Book 3, ARMAGEDDON ; 
Book 4, SAVIOR OF THE WORLD. 
This Is the finest and most complete ex
planation of this fascinating subject. 
All 4 books only $5.00 
5. A LAMP UNTO �IY FEET by Walter 
C. Lanyon is exactly what the name im
plies. It is a flaming torch of revela
tion leading the student into a deeper 
and more profound-yet simpler revela
tion of the Power of Truth. $3.50 
7. TELEPHONE BETWEEN WORLDS 
by James Crenshaw. For those w h o  
doubt the reality of life after death, 
this book carries a spiritual and inspir
ing message. $3.50 

OF G R EAT VALUE BY ALBAN M. EM LEY 
10. THJi: MAGIC PRAYER. A valu
able exposition on prayer and 22 in
vocations compi-ise this powerful book 
which unlocks the secret of the mys
terious 119th Psalm which is based 
on the Kabbalah. It encompasses the 
solution of every problem and daily 
use will prove miraculous $7.50 
11. THB SONG 0 F T H E  SOUL. 
Sublime beauty leading the Soul up
ward on the path leading to Cosmic 
Consciousness, filled with encourage
ment for those struggling on the way. 

$3.50 
14. REJmS I N .SHIFTING SAND. 
Never-to-be - f o r  g o t t e n  Parab>le-like 
short stories in which are subtly 
woven the ever-lasting values of life. 

$3.50 

17. ADVENTURES I N  T H E  UN
KNOWN Is a set of 4 small hard
bound books reveal ing the hidden 
powers of the human mind. Titles are : HOW TO FIND THE UN
KNOWN, YOUR PATH TO POWER, 
HEALTH AT YOUR COMMAND and 
PROOF OF R E I N C A R N A T I O N .  
SPECIAL, Only $2.00 

19. PERSONALITY DEVELOP:l\lENT 
by E. B. Hunter is 14 paper-oound books 
covering every phase of self improvement 
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for men and women, part o f  which are 
HEALTH. DRESS, CONVERSATION, 
ETIQUETTE, S E L F CONFIDENCE, 
POISE, MENTAL EFFICIENCY. 
This is a rare bargain at $3.50 

AUTHO R E D  BY M A N LY P. HALL 
34. LOST KEYS OF FREEMASON
RY or THE SECRET OF HIRAM 
ABIFF reveals the mysteries and 
lnitatlons of the ancients by a pro
found interpretation of Masonic Sym
bolism. Only $2.00 
35. MAN, THE GRAND SYMBOL 
OF THE MYSTERIES depicts the 
mystic lore bearing upon the anatomy 
and physiology of the human body. 
Illustrations are chiefly derived from 
rare volumes of the 16th, 17th and 
18th centuries. M A N  : know thy 
body temple and its wonders. $5.00 
36. COLLECTED WRITINGS, VOL. 
I contains the "long out of print, hard 
to find" early writings. Now in one 
handsome v o I u m e  are THIRTY
EIGHT THOUSAND MILES OF IM
PRESSIONS, THE MYSTERIES OF 
ASIA, THE HERMETIC MARRIAGE, 
THE MYSTERY OF FIRE (original
ly MELCHIEZEDEK A N  D THE 
MYSTERY OF FIRE) and THE INI
TIATES OF THE FLAME. This is 
a "must" for every occult l ibrary. 

Only $4.50 

41.  THE RICHEST MAN IN BABYLON 
by George S. Clason reveals the success 
secrets of the ancients and presents a 
sure path to prosperity and happiness. 

$2.95 
45. THE AQUARIAN GOSPEL 0 F 
JESUS THE CHRIST by Levi covers the 
COMPLETE life of Jesus, encompassing 
the years He was in India, Tibet, Per
sia, Assyria, Greece and Egypt prepar
ing Himself for the work He was to 
do-important years, pregnant with sig
nificance for every student. $4.00 
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FOR PEACE A N D  CONTENTME NT, JO I N  

R O N  ORMOND'·S 
TOU R  O F  S H R I N ES 

A N D  H EALI N G  T E M PLES 
An occult tour ot the Orient. Visit Terte, the 

bloodless surgeon or the Philippines. See 

Qulapo where thousands have been healed. 

Tour the Wonderful HOLY CITY ot Tay-Ninh 

In Indo-China. Meet the holy men ot Siam. 

Burma, India. Egypt. Get instructions direct.. 

For details about date, plans and cost.&. write: 
RON O R M O N D'S O R I ENTAL TOU RS, Dept. F 

6940 Longrldge Ave., North Hollywood, Calif. 

FAIRY CROSSES + These unusual good luck charms are per-
fect cross·ahaped stone& found ln Virginia 

mountains. About one inch oTer all, they are 
reddish-brown, mounted with aold-plated eyes 
for wear as watch charms or pendants. Two 
t.Y.oes are available - Roman and Maltese, 
Speciry shape you wlsh when ordering. 

PRICE ONLY $1.00 EACH POSTPAID 

CLA R K  PUBLI S H I N G  CO. 
845 Chicago Ave. Evanston, Illinois 

{i�!lllf!;::::i:::�'''';;::;;.�:���!!� 
:•:····-· . - CAPPED if you do not 

develop y o u r EXTRASENSORY PER
CEPTION. Gems are an aid. We rec
ommend • • •  

LAPIS LINGUA (R) The Cayce Stone 
Special Handpiece - - - - - - - - - - $2.00 
Lapis Lingua Pendulum _ _ _ _  $3.00 
Book ot Instructions - - - - - - - $1.00 

TE;LOLITH (R) Reaches to the Stars 
Selected Handpiece - - - - - - - - - $5.00 

"VENUSIAN SECRET SCIENCE", 
the Book of Giving 
Instructions - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $6.95 

W R I T E  TODAY FOR F R E E  BROCH U R ES 
D ESC R I B I NG T H E  PSYC H I C  G EMS WE O F F E R. 

The GEM EXCHANGE 
GEM VILLAGE ( F )  

BAYFIELD, COLORADO 
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them about flying saucers there 
was consternation. Two hours later 
we phoned back-but the number 
had been changed." 

Dutta descr-ibed two mass sight
ings in Britain recently. In March 
1 959 , he says that a UFO hovered 
over London Airport for 20 minutes 
and was studied through binoculars 
by an airport official who sum
moned fighter planes. When the 
,flights arrived the UFO made off 
"at incredible speed" and was of
ficially explained away as the plan
et Venus shining brightly or the 
nose cone of a plane. 

.. 
- A TIME OF WONDERS 

'GRANVILLE B RADSHAW, a 
67-year-old British .million

aire, claims he has invented a new 
type of motor that will completely 
revolutionize the world's automo
tive industry. 

Bradshaw is a world-famed 
authority; chief research engineer 
of the Royal Navy during World 
War II and the man who built the 
world's first radial power plant. 

He says his new engine has only 
nine moving parts, is only a third 
the size of a normal auto engine, 
yet develops 30 per cent more 
power, weighs 70 per cent less and 
will run on any liquid fuel. He 
expects it will last for over 2oo,ooo 
miles. 

An equally revolutionary claim 
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has been made by Felix Sebba, 
professor of physical chemistry at 
Witwatersrand University in South 
Africa. Sebba claims that by pip
ing air and a chemical "soap" or 
detergent as a reagent into sea
water, a scum will form which can 
yield hundreds of tons of alum
inum in a day and smaller quan
tities of other metals, including 
uranium, copper, possibly gold. 

... 
ALONE THE HUMAN mind is wonder-

fully complex and still an 
enormous mystery. One of the 
characteristics of human beings is 
that they are social. What happens 
to a man or a woman who is com

pletely isolated? 
British experimenters decided to 

find out. They built a completely 
insulated room big enough to walk 
around in, and they suspended it 
by nylon cords inside a room at the 
Lancaster Moor Hospital. 

Eleven men and nine women 
were tested separately in this room. 

All of them conformed to much 
the same pattern . First they slept. 
When they waked they were up
set. Some became so papicked. they 
had to be led out of the room. Some 
felt their heads were spinning away 
from their bodies. Nearly all had 
disordered thinking. 

Just from being alone! 
- Curtis Fuller 

E X PE R I M E N T  
WITH L I F E  I N  YOUR  

OWN GARDE N  
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You can experiment with life itself 
In your garden. The study of plants 
grown from seeds treated with atomic 
gamma radiation Is a vivid lesson In the 
effects of radiation on seeds animal or 
vegetable. 

In laboratories licensed by the A.E.C. ,  
we have I rradiated test groups of garden 
seeds to change their genetic character
Istics. Some . of these seeds will grow 
Into new plant varieties-plants with 
size, coloring, or shape never seen 
before. 

Experience the thrill of seeing a new 
form of plant life come Into being! 
You need just three things : 

1. ATOl\UC ENERGIZED SEEDS. 
li'inest·Quality seeds bombarded with gamma 
rays. This atomic treatment creates mutations. 
Duplicates effect of cosmic radiation but vro
duc .. 2000 to 3000 times liB many altered plants. 

2. CONTROL SEEDS. 
Normal. untreated seeds of same orilin as aecds 
given atomic treatment. Control seeds aro grown 
for eomparison purposes. 

3. WORKBOOK. 
16-page Workbook gives run and complets dir
ection's or every step in your own garden ex
periment in atomic science. 

COMPLETE 
EXPERIMENT 

SJ-25 
E X P E R I M E N T  I N C L U D ES packet o f  treated, AT· 
OUIC-ENERGIZED SEED ; packet of normal, Con
trol Seeds: 16-page Workbook. 
C H OOSE rrom 8 varieties : ZLnnta, Petunia. Mart5:old 
Aster. Sweet Corn, Tomato. Lettuce, Radi&h.. $1.25 
each,. 
Seeds, plants and fruit are absolutely aafe to han .. 
cfle or eat. 

ORDER FRO:M 

Biology Section 
Oak Ridge Atom Industries Sales Corp. 

845 Chicago Ave. • Evonston, Ill. 



HYPNOTISM REVEALED 
(Photographically I llustrated) 

by MI!LVIN POWERS 
In explaining the Powers technique of hypnotism and self-hypnosis, the author 

s hows you, step-by-step, how you can easily learn to master this fascinating 
science. He does not merely write about the subject, but actually gives the exact 
p hraseology that is used to induce a deep state of hypnosis. 

HYPNOTISM REVEALED is now In its 8th Revised Edition and Includes the 
latest developments in the field. It even tells of the use of hypnosis in dentistry, 
childbirth, ln cases of amnesia, as an anest hetic in operations, and other amaz
ing cases . .  

You are shown how hypnotism is used to cope with inferiority complexes, 
smoking, alcoholism, insomnia, nail-biting, and to improve memory ability. 

Chapter titles are as follows : 
1.  The History of Hypnotl!lm. 2.. Facts About Hypnotism. 3. How to Hypnotize Your 

Subject. 4 How to Hypnotize Refractory Subjects. 5. Self-Hypnosi s :  How to Hypnotize 
Yourself. 6. How to Awaken Your Subject or Yourselt from Hypnosis. 7. The PsychologJ 
of Post-hypnotic Suga:esUon. 8. Psychotherapy. 9. The Utility or Suea:estlona. 10. Tho 
Unlversallty of Hypnotism. 11.  SLEEP AND LEARN. 

1 14 Pages $1 
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES OF HYPNOSIS 

(Photographically Il lustrated) 
by MELVIN POWERS 

This new hypnotic book is dedicated to those who aspire to a fuller under
standing o f  hypnotic procedures. A careful reading of the book wlll not only be 
rewarding because of the wealth of Information contained In it. but will also 
assure the reader maximum effici ency in the exciting and fascinating practice 
of advanced hypnosis. 

Chapter titles are as follows : 
1. What Every Hypnotht Should Know. 2. The Psychological Approach and Technique. 

3. You Can Hypnotize Anyone. 4. Advanced 'Methods. of Hypnotism. 5. Eight Original Tech
niques for Inducing "Deep Hypnosis." 6. New Procedures of AcQuiring "Se1f-Hypnollia ... 
7. "Waklni Hypnosis! '  8. Secrets ot the Staae Hypnotist. 9. How "Instantaneous Hypnosta•• 
II Accompllohed. 10. Hypnotic Techniques In Psychotherapy. 11. Hypnotltm Dou Help. 

1 28 Pages $·1 
SELF-HYPNOSIS 

lh Theory, Technique and Appl ication 
by MELVIN POWfRS 

Foreword by Dr. Jean Bordeaux 
Let us keep these wondrous minds of ours open as we delve into the mys

teries ot self-hypnosis. The author, through patient years ot studying hypnosis 
and self-hypnosis, has translated some of these potentialltles Into actuallties ; 
and wants the reader to know what he has discovered. 

The reader of this book must begin to reallze the riches that l ie  in this vast 
sub-continent. "the sub-conscious." Our task Is to mine these riches, bring t hem 
to the surface. and use them for fuller living. 

Chapter titles are as follows : 
1. Suggestion and Its Applications. 2. The Conscious .Mind. 3. The Subconscious Mind. 

4. Subconscious Motivation. 5. Schools of Psychotherapy. 6. Self-Help Through Self-Analysis. 
1. What Is Hypnosis ?  8. Self-Hypnosis and Its Application. 9. The Technique& ot 
Achlevlnr Be!C-Hypnosls. 10. It You H•ve Attempted to Achieve Se!C·Hypnoslt. but Failed. 

1 45 Pages $2 
Please remit when ordering boolcs 

Send for FREE illustrated catalog of over 300 hypno1ism books and aids. 
Wilshire School of Hypnotism 

8721 Sunset Blvd., Dept, 7, HollYWood 46, California 
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Margaret Foas displays heavy blindfold, then shows thot despite it ahe can match 
revernd letters on paper sheet with letters on "scrabble" pieces. UPI photos. 

THE GIRL WHO SEES 
WITHOUT EYES 

While securely blindfolded, this teen-age girl reads tine 
print, copies drawings and identifies colors. 

r/J'I Stuart _A/fen anJ U P 3. 

S INCE MARGARET FOOS' ap-
pearance early in 1 960 on the 

Art Linkletter People A re Funny 
television program, the True Sight 
Church in Los Angeles, Calif., 
founded by her father, William 
Foos, has been deluged with en
quiries and requests for more infor
mation on her remarkable "gift". 
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Margaret, a pretty blond, perfect
ly normal teenager, who has just 
been graduated from high school 
and is about to enter college, re
mains unmoved by all the activity 
surrounding her and her accomplish
ments. To her, this is nothing new. 
The only difference is that her dem
onstration on television this year 
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was before an audience of millions, 
whereas in the past she bas dem
onstrated for smaller groups num
bering to more than a few hundred 
but usually consisting of about a 
dozen persons. 

"I just carry out the demonstra
tion, my father answers the ques
tions from then on," she said. 

What does Margaret Foos do and 
how does she do it?  

According to her father and 
teacher, there is nothing to it. Any 
normal person can do it and there 
is no mystery. Margaret Foos sim
ply is able to use her sharpened 
senses to a greater degree than 
most people. Through skilled train
ing she has extended her senses, by 
no means to their maximum, but to 
the extent that she is able to see 
without the use of her eyes. 

Until Margaret was 14 years old 
, she grew up a perfectly normal 
girl in a small Virginia town where 
her father worked as foreman of a 
salvage warehouse for the Chesa
peake & Oruo Railway Co. She 
loved to fish, keep pets and ride 
horses. She was intelligent and 
strong-willed and, when her father 
became interested in E.S.P. and be
gan experiments using other child
ren, she showed no interest at all. 

"I knew what Daddy was doing. 
I knew that he was experimenting 
with other children, through blind
fold games, trying to find out if 
they could sharpen their senses of 
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direction and perception. I used to 
watch his youth groups playing and 
testing each other and used to listen 
to Daddy's delight when any of 
them showed marked improvement 
and ability. But I never partici
pated and had no desire at all to 
be a part of these activities. I just 
wanted to ride horses and keep my 
pets," said Margaret. 

According to William Foos, it 
was not until late 1 956, when she 
was beginning to take an interest in 
boys, that Margaret displayed any 
interest in what he was doing. 

" By now my experiments were 
showing real progress and a certain 
young man in my group was exhib
iting more than the normal ability 
to perceive while blindfolded. Mar
garet became interested in him and, 
as a result, her natural desire to 
participate in activities with him 
prompted her to join the group. 

"Margaret and I always have en
joyed complete trust in each other. 
This trust I believe, accelerated 
Margaret's development of "true 
sight" once she decided to partici
pate. Her complete belief in me 
and unquestioning confidence in 
whatever I told her was right plus 
her own personal desire to become 
proficient in developing her per
ceptive power certainly hastened 
her development and enabled her 
to accomplish feats considerably 
ahead of her fellow group mem
bers." 
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According to her father, Mar

garet's training took about 80 hours 
over a period of about three weeks, 
during which time he worked with 
her steadily, step by step develop
ing her powers from being able to 
distinguish large and small objects 
and find their positions on a table, 
to being able to distinguish indi
vidual features of those objects, in
cluding texture and later--color. 

"Margaret's rapid progress did 
not surprise me although I must 
admit that, when she finally achiev
ed full sight while completely blind
folded, I felt · very humble yet 
highly elated," her father said. 

The moment of final achieve
ment was not remarkable, accord
ing to William Foos, who has given 
up all other activities to research 
what he calls "extended sensory 
perception" and to train people in 
its application. 

"We had reached a point in Mar
garet's training when she could see 
almost as plainly with her eyes 
covered as she could with them 
open and uncovered. Margaret was 
describing objects but remarked 
that, while she could distinguish 
everything, the whole conception 
seemed fuzzy-as though she were 
trying to see through smoke. I told 
her that, if it seemed smokey, she 
should just blow the smoke away. 
Physically, this is all she did." 

"The moment I blew the smoke 
away, everything suddenly became 

crystal clear,?' added Margaret. 
"Since I blew away the smoke, be
ing blindfolded no longer presents 
any problem to me. I can s e e, 
through 'true sight', as clearly as 
with my eyes wide open--color, tex
ture, detail-everything is a s 
though I were looking straight at 
it." 

As further proof of this amazing 
ability, she placed numbers of thick 
wads on a thick, opaque bandage 
and covered her eyes to the com
plete satisfaction of this reporter. 
There was no doubt in my mind or 
that of the photographer that she 
could not possibly see either 
through the cover or out of the 
edges. 

I then produced a copy of a local 
Los Angeles newspaper and turned 
to the lightly printed and heavily 
compacted want ad section. Open
ing at a page on which was a dis
play ad in one part of the page I 
asked her what she saw. Without a 
moment's hesitation she not only 
began reading the advertisement -
but also described the layout and 
sizes of print. She did this so .fast 
that, looking over her shoulder, I 
had to ask her to slow down in or
der to ascertain for myself that she 
was 100 percent correct. She read 
type so small that I could not read 
it without a closer look. To com
plete this test, she traced exactly 
an original line drawing in the ad 
and then copied this drawing onto 
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another piece of paper, a t  the same 
time apologizing for the unevenness 
of her drawing and the mistakes she 
made in certain proportions-a mis
judgment anyone could make in 
copying another drawing. 

While the page was still open, I 
asked her what was to the right of 
the display ad. Without a second's 
hesitation she began reading a 
standard, minute-type, want ad 
column at such a speed that, had 
she been able to see through the 
blindfold she could not possibly 
have been able to make out such 
small type characters with such 
immediate clarity. 

For the benefit of the photo
grapher, I asked her to read a word 
that I would then write on a page 
and then pick the letters from -a 
pile of "scrabble" tablets and place 
those letters over the letters on the 
page. To further complicate mat
ters, I placed the page facing out 
so that it was upside down to her. 
Since she knew no foreign words 
(previously ascertained) I wrote 
the word ''cheval", which is French 
for " horse". Margaret did not know 
the word nor how to pronounce it  
but spelt it for me and pointed to 
each letter. Without knowing ex
actly where the pile of "scrabble" 
letters had been placed, she immedi
ately placed her hand on the pile 
and began sorting out the letters. 
There was no doubt in my mind 
that she would be able to find each 
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letter and place them on the page 
exactly as instructed and within 
two minutes she had completed the 
word. 

Something else occurred during 
this operation which left no doubts 
as to her ability to pen;eive with 
phenomenal clarity. 

When she picked up a letter 
"H", Margaret remarked that this 
particular letter miaht not show up 
for the photographer since it was 
not printed as black as the other 
letters. She said that it had been 
worn and that the pencilled letter
ing that had been done over it 
was not dark enough. 

I asked if there was a pen handy 
to mark it more distinctly and she 
immediately handed me a red pen 
out of two that were on the table, 
then apologized for its color and 
offered the black pen. 

At no time during these demon
strations was William Foos able 
to signal to her or direct her in 
any way. 

"One man thought I had X-ray 
vision and insisted on making a 
special lead mask before I gave a 
demonstration. Of course, it made 
absolutely no difference to me once 
I put it on," said Margaret, who 
also expressed a certain boredom 
with the whole thing just as any 
skilled musician would if asked to 
repeatedly demonstrate his ability 
to people who could see for them
selves yet were still unwilling to 
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believe the facts. 

One group of doctors tested her 
"true sight" for many hours and 
then insisted on placing 1 1  layers 
of thick wadding over her eyes and 
taping them. 

''That really made me mad, es
pecially since one of them admitted 
to me that he believed in my abili
ty beyond doubt but still wanted 
tQ see more," she said. 

William Foos has demonstrat
ed Margaret's ability throughout 
the United States in the past three 
years. She has appeared for long 
sessions before distinguished groups 
of serious minded persons in the 
fields of medicine, parapsychology, 
religion, psychic research, govern
ment and security. 

" Reactions are mixed to say the 
least," Foos said. " In demonstrat
ing before one prominent medical 
authority for a considerable time, 
the doctor turned to me after it 
was all over and made a statement 
I never thought I 'd hear. He told 
me that he knew everything Marg
aret had done was completely 
authentic but that he refused to 
believe in it further. He said that, 
to delve into this field and to try 
to apply it would shake 40 years 
of established practice and study," 
recounted Foos. 

Margaret changed c o n s  i d e r
ably once her paroptic VISIOn 
reached perfection. According to 
her loving parents, the maturing 

process became greatly accelerated 
and she was no longer a little girl 
but a competely self-confident 
young woman, secure in her belief 
that she now had something very 
important to show the world. 

Since Margaret's ability is not 
a supernatural gift but the result 
of careful development of her sen
ses by her father, his explanation 
is of interest. 

" It seems that when most peo
ple get an urge to investigate 
E .S .P. they are reluctant to see 
what is in front of them and keep 
their heads in the clouds looking 
for something supernatural. The 
sooner it is realized that we are 
dealing with an extension of the 
biological man, the better will be 
our understanding of these abili
ties. 

"Our research has borne out the 
fact that each of the senses can be 
extended and the function of phy
sical mind can cause an ionization 
process of air at unlimited dis
tances and thus can be felt and 
inter

-
preted by other minds sensi

tive to these disturbances. Rather 
than call it extra sensory percep
tion, we like to speak of it as ex
tended sensory perception - the 
extending of our mind to cause a 
disturbance close to the mind." 

William Foos stated that there 
is nothing new about what he is 
doing. Much research and practical 
study has been done in this field 
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in the last century and in the early 
part of this century by prominent 
people in many countries. While 
many medical groups perceive but 
prefer to ignore the work of Wil
liam Foos and its possible applica
tion, there are many who attach 
great importance to his activities. 

Dr. Michael Ash, a distinguished 
British specialist who is both a 
surgeon and a psychologist and has 
a prominent Harley Street prac
tice, said, after describing one of 
Margaret's demonstrations, "I wit
nessed at close hand a feat of 
perception by a subject under Bill 
Foos' direction. She did not have 
the use of her eyes as this func
tion was eliminated by effective 
blindfold so constructed that all 
light was excluded. She was as ac
curate in her perception without 
the use of her eyes as a normal 
subject with them. There was no 
possibility that this demonstration 
was a fake. 

"There thus was demonstrated 
a means of perception recognized 
in medical circles as radiesthesia. 
This type of perception depends 
upon ionization of the air at criti
cal distances around objects. The 
pattern of ionization can be used 
as a means of recognizing the de
tailed nature of the objects. 

"This ability to perceive is la
tent in most normal subjects and 
can be elicited by training and by 
autosuggestion. In the case of the 
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subject shown, contact of the blind
fold was a signal that the subject 
associated with this ability be 
manifest and on removal of the 
blindfold the ability submerged 
again. This matter is worthy of 
serious scientific attention by ex
perts in psychology, biology and 
physics and I would gladly under
take such investigation myself." 

Further approval has come from 
many religious science groups who 
see evidence in Margaret's ability 
of many things they propose-es
pecially that the mind can be 
developed. 

"True sight is not mind read
ing, is not magic, is not super
natural and is not secret and I 
can teach it to anybody in person 
or by correspondence. I have had 
some wonderful results with sub
jects who never have made physi
cal contact with me. Once they 
have received my method, the 
development begins and results like 
reading books and playing check
ers can readily be achieved," said 
William Foos, who claims that the 
foundation of his knowledge came 
straight from the Bible and a de
sire to understand many of the 
facts it advocates. 

Dr. Louis Allen Seltzer, promi
nent biologist of Los Angeles, stated 
publicly after watching Margaret 
Foos, "In my opinion this demon
stration of 'true sight' is the only 
authentic scientific demonstration 
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of E.S.P. I t  can b e  demonstrated 
in 100% of trial experiments ; 
whereas any demonstration of 
E.S.P. out of Duke University has 
been a small insignificant percent
age increase." 

And what of Margaret Foos? 
She is getting ready to enter col

lege and study psychology. She 
still keeps her pets, including a . 
small boa constrictor, and will 

continue to demonstrate her ''true 
sight" with the hope that others 
may benefit by what her father 
has been able to achieve with her. 

Echoing her father, she said, 
"We have only scratched the sur
face in developing our senses. The 
possibilities of applying what I 
can do are enormous. The challenge 
is stimulating and we have all 
dedicated ourselves to that end:" 

THE QUEEN BEE'S FEMALE WEAPON 

A
OCORDING to a report in 

the international techni
cal journal, Nature, a queen bee 
guarantees that she is the only 
true female in her hive-world, 
despite the presence of tens of 
thousands of potential rivals, 
because she possesses· a female 
chemical weapon of awesome 
potency. 

The bee chemical was separ
ated from the complex personal 
chemistry of queen bees by a 
team of chemists led by C. G. 
Butler, an English bee scien
tist. Their findings are believed 
to indicate that the much-ad
mired "instincts" of bees, which 
have been thought to be the 
basis of the most perfectly re
gulated social order in nature, 
are nothing more than a series 
of interlocking and automatic 

responses of a chemical nature. 
The queen bee may have as 

subjects as many as a hundred 
thousand workers, all of them 
female-the males, a few hun
dred in number, having no im
portance beyond their biological 
function. She maintains control 
over all with a potent chemical 
which she makes in her man
dibular glands and secretes. 
The other bees, receiving it from 
her, are kept from becoming 
functioning females by develop
ing egg-laying organs. This 
chemical, which appears to be 
an unsaturated carboxylic acid 
related chemically to the dece
noic acid which seems to be the 
working part of royal jelly, 
also was found to prevent dis
satisfaction and rebellion among 
the W{)rkers. 



Why I BELIEVE 
. 

tn a LIFE BEYOND 
From T H E  W I LL TO B EL I E V E, by Martus 
Bach, published by Prentice· Hall,  Inc.,  
Copyright 1955 by Prentice.Hall, Inc. The ectoplasm took on the form 

of a girl. She said she was my 

sister who had died 20 years ago. 

I A M  C O N T I N U ALLY being 
asked, "Did you really talk with 

your sister who has been dead for 
20 years ?" 

The question has been put to me 
with every possible inflection ever 
since the story was publicized sev
eral y e a r s  ago,  ( in T lt e y  Ha v e  
Found A Faitlt by Marcus Bach, 
1946, The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 
Inc . )  and the desire to know exactly 
what happened is an indication of 
the deep-seated human c u r i o s i t y  
about l ife after death. 

In fact, the reason more people 
go to church at Easter than at any 
other time of the year is for this 
very reason : the allurement of the 
unknown and the instinctive desire 
to learn what lies beyond. The wish 
to solve the riddle is universal. Job 
put it into a phrase and we are still 
asking it ,  "If a man die shall he 
live again?" 

I took a poll in one of  my uni-

versity classes, inquiring of the 1 50 
students how many of them had an 
active interest in or a curiosity 
about life after death. Every hand 
went up. Then I asked how many 
believed in life after death. I was 
due for a shock. Only 60 per cent 
were willing to say they did. I re
spected their candor. 

These young people are decidedly 
more honest and outspoken in their 
views than I was at their age. For 
at that time in my life I was held 
in  awe by ecclesiastical pronounce
ments and restrained by a symbol- -

ism of language, the meaning of � 

which I did not comprehend , but to 
which I subscribed because the min
ister said I had to. The language 
may have had meaning for him. It 
had none for me. 

Not so with students today. So 
when I asked them how many were 
c o n v i n c ed that there was some
thing in life-the soul, the · spirit, 



Dr. Marcus Bach is a pro
fessor in the School of Re· 
ligion at the Stole Univer· 
sity a f  I o w a .  A n o t e d  
theologian, h e  has won wide 
acclaim as a brilliant lec
turer. He is the author of 
eight popular books, among 
them "Strange A l t a r s ; "  
"God and the Soviets" and 
"Adventures in Faith." 

the psyche, the life essence, the ego, 
the "God stuff"-that would live 
on after death, only 60 per cent 
said they believed. But even the 
"doubting 40 per cent" said to me, 
"Now about that sister business. 
Was there really something to it or 
was it a trick?" 

The incident in question hap
pened in a spiritualistic seance. I 
am not a spiritualist. I never intend 
to become one. I am not even a 
spiritualistic enthusiast. On the con

trary, I think that some 9 7 per cent 
of what I have seen in "spiritual
ism" is hokus-pokus or self-delusion 
or mind-reading or chance or some-
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thing that can or ought to be rather 
easily explained by any accredited 
member of the magicians' organiza
tion, the Linking Ring. But I am 
frank to say that after I have ex
plained the 97 per cent, the residu
um of three per cent has me baf
fled-and the "sister seance" be
longs in the three pet cent. 

It happened at Chesterfield, Ind., 
where spiritualistic conventions are 
held every summer and where in
vestigators have maintained that 
phenomena occur for which there is 
no known law. I was frankly skep
tical and after several days on the 
grounds had the feeling that in most 
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case� the mediums played majestic
dly upon my mental susceptibilities, 
leaving me quite as unconvinced as 
other mediums had during my years 
of seance sitting across the country. 

There c a m e  a d ay,  an e a.r l y  
autumn afternoon, when I sat with 
three other men and three women 
in the basement room of a cottage 
for a materializin" demonstration 
under the mediumship of one Fan
chion Harwood. On this occasion I 
had permission to examine the room. 
We had entered by the outside cel
lar stairs. The door through which 
we had come was now locked. There 
was another door in the opposite 
corner of the room leading into an
other part of the basement. This 
was also locked. The walls were 
solid and so was the floor. The case
ment windows, locked, were covered 
by venetian blinds over which black 
velvet curtains had been drawn. The 
room was vividly lighted. 

A black curtain was suspended in 
cyclorama fashion from one of the 
walls to create an enclosure some 
four feet in diameter and six feet 
high. This formed what mediums 
call the "cabinet." I pulled aside 
the curtain. There was a chair here 
with its back to the basement wall, 
and when I asked about this I was 
given the usual explanation. 

"It is here that the materializing 
m e d i um sits," said the w o m a n  
w h o m  I will call the  "c a b i n e t  
woman," Mrs. Harwood's assistant. 
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"Tbe cabinet shields the medium 
during the time the e c t op la s m i c  
force which builds the spirit forms 
is generated and assembled. This 
ectoplasm exudes from the medium's 
mouth and body in the nature of 
a gauzy, f o ggy, s m o k e-like sub
stance from which spirits are formed 
by the spirit chemists." 

"What about the lights?" I in
quired. 

"The bright lights will be turned 
off. Ectoplasm, with its quality of 
luminosity, shows up best in the 
dark or in semi-darkness. The se
ance will take place in a red light 
that will not detract from the ma
terialized forms, and will be bright 
enough for you to discern one an
other all the while and to see me 
standing near the cabinet." 

All of which sounded to me like 
the old routine. 

Now there was a rap at the door 
and Mrs. Harwood was admitted. 
The door was then relocked. 

Mrs. Harwood had been described 
as one who "wouldn't put anything 
over on you for the world," and 
that was exactly the impression this 
gentle and c o r d i a l  m i d d le-a g e d  
woman gave me. She greeted us 
warmly and then, in a businesslike 
manner, stepped inside the "cab
inet." Two of the women satisfied 
themselves that our medium had 
concealed n o t  b i n g  with which to 
perpetrate a hoax and, this done, 
the assistant took her place beside 
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the drawn curtain. Mrs. Harwood 
now, so we were told, was going 
into a trance and we were requested 
to be in a reverent frame of mind. 

"I have these requests," said the 
cabinet woman. " Be sincere. Please 
do not speak among yourselves. If 
a spirit appears and indicates it 
wants to talk to you, if it calls you 
by name or motions to you to come, 
get up and speak to it. I only ask 
that you will please not touch the 
spirits." 

"Why shouldn't we touch them ? "  
I asked. 

"There is a connection between 
the spirits and the medium. v\ hen 
you touch the spirit you are really 
touching the medium and disturb
ing the conditions of the trance. 
When Jesus appeared to Mary in 
the garden after His resurrection 
He said, 'Touch me not, for I am 
not yet ascended to my Father.> " 

I had further questions but kept 
them to myself. For I must admit 
that I have always been of the 
opinion that the success of a seance 
depends as much on those who form 
the "circle" as it does upon the 
medium. By this I mean that if 
there is "something to" spirit com
munication, it must surely be a 
highly sensitized technique. I have 
always been all for cooperating, but 
have also tried to be on guard 
against t r i c k e ry or deception or 
whatever might be hidden under the 
term "psychical demonstration." 

So the assistant turned out the 
bright lights and gave the room 
over to the deep red glow of a 
gelatin-covered spotlight fixed to 
the wall directly over my shoulder. 
At my right sat a doctoi of medi
cine from Texas, at my left a New 
York publisher of psychical liter
ature. The others in our group of 
seven sat with us in a semi-circle, 
the room having sufficient light for 
them to be discernible to me at all 
times. 

After a few moments of silent 
waiting, the cabinet woman sug
gested that we sing a song. Someone 
started, "I heard the voice of Jesus 
'�Y·

" \Ve sang one verse and were 
.1bout to begin a n o th e r  when a 
childlike voice spoke. 

"How are you, e v e r y o n e? "  it 
asked. "I am Twilight." 

At this everyone responded, 
"Hello, Twilight. How are you ?"  

"I'm just fine," said Twilight. 
She was ch:atty. "I think this 

will be a good seance," she babbled. 
"Oh, a very good seance, I think 
for sure. It is a good circle. Oh, 
it's a good day for a seance. Nice 
and sunny. Atmospheric conditions 
have a lot to do with seances. When 
the atmosphere is heavy, it  is hard 
for the spirits to manifest. Materi
alization is hard then. Oh, yes 
it is. And we must have materiali
zations ! We just must have ! All 
religions must have phenomen
how do you say it?" 
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Twilight giggled and I was an

noyed, sure that this would be 
just another one of those things. 
Evidently Mrs. Harwood was a 
ventriloquist and this would merely 
be a duplication of what I had 
heard many times in many places. 

Then a light flickered near the 
floor, a few feet from the cabinet 
and close to where the assistant 
stood. It was a luminous glow that 
came suddenly, tarried a moment, 
and faded slowly away. Twlight's 
chatter continued as the light 
loomed again. This time it mount
ed bright and shimmering and out 
of its smoky vortex a form began 
to appear. Something like should
ers. then a face was resolved as 
the luminescent stuff swirled into 
bodily form. Then a voice called 
one of the women in our circle 
by her first name. The woman got 
up, took a few steps, and said to 
the materialized form, "Yes, Moth
er?" 

"How are you ?"  the "spirit" 
asked in a low whisper. 

" I 'm fine. \Vhy didn't you bring 
Father with you ? "  

A man's voice said, "She did ." 
And hoverina suddenly beside the 
figure of the little old woman was 
the figure of a man. Then a third 
figure appeared , that of a young 
boy who whispered, " Mother, do 
you remember the walks we used 
to take ?"  

Mother said, " I  surely do.' 
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"Then," said the boy, "let's take 
one now ! "  

With this he took his mother's 
arm and promenaded across the 
room, so close to me that I pulled 
back my feet. Throughout all this 
Twilight interspersed her childish 
chatter, and there were whispers 
from the materialized forms, to
gether with laughter, low and 
pleased. 

I drew my attention from this 
"out-of-this-world" demonstration 
to analyze the possibilities of de
ception and fraud. The room, to 
which my eyes had become ac
customed, was sufficiently lighted 
for me to see that there were no 
tricks which any reasonable mem
ber of a magicians' brotherhood 
would obviously discover. There 
was something different and un
usual about this seance and, for 
the moment at least, deception 
was ruled out. 

Once when the three figures 
brushed by, a voice cautioned, "It 
is getting very bright." 

At this the cabinet woman came 
over and put another thin sheet 
of gelatin over the spotlight behind 
my shoulder. 

I was making mental notations 
of all that was happening-the 
hovering, swaying motion of the 
"spirits," the rhythm of life, in 
keeping with which was the rise 
and fall of the whispered voices, 
the suspended, throbbing motion 
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of the moving figures. I watched 
and said to myself, "Now, let's 
figure this out." But I had come 
to no conclusion when, at the end 
of an hour, numerous "spirits" had 
materialized and dematerialized and 
most of the sitters in our circle 
had been called up. Nothing had 
happened to me. 

Then the swirling ectoplasmic 
stuff rose from the floor to take 
on the form of a girl. And as she 
grew, she spoke in a whisper : 

"Marc, dear . . .  Marc, dear." 
I got up and walked toward her 

until we were some four feet apart. 
I asked, "Who are you? "  
" Don't you know me?" 
"No, I don't know you. Who 

are you ? "  
She said, "Paula." 
Some 20 years ago my sister 

Paula had died at the age of 23. 
Her child, Janette, had died short
ly before her own passing. These 
deaths had been among the deep 
sorrows in our family, but time 
and travel had reduced them into 
forgetfulness. I had to confess that 
no medium or spirit or mind read
er had plucked this name out of 
my mind because I had not once 
thought about Paula during this 
seance. I had, instead, been think
ing about a friend of mine, a young 
man who had been killed not long 
before in a plane crash. 

" How do I look?" the figure 
asked. 

"You look fine," I replied. 
The outline' of the form and 

features resembled Paula, as I 
remembered her, sufficiently to 
make her recognizable at least. But 
then, the mind plays tricks and I 
am sure that her mention of other 
relatives who had died-and who 
sent "greetings"-helped more than 
this to draw me into a web of be
lief and credulity. The materialized 
form was like a " false front," a 
flat, two-dimensional body with a 
semblance of arms, clothed in a 
shadowy g r ay-w h i te film. The 
face was typically mask-like. Paula 
used to wear her hair "page-boy 
style," and that is what the con
tour of this materialized "hair" 
was like. I would not be able to 
say whether the whispered voice 
resembled Paula's or not. I could 
not remember. 

But this is what flashed through 
my mind. Could it have been pos
sible for someone at Chesterfield 
-I had been there about a week 
-to have done some quick re-
search on my family, and through 
a well-laid system of espionage to 
have come up with the facts about 
Paula's death and also Paula's 
description ? It could be, though 
at three dollars for the seance 
someone was probably losing 
money! 

But, let's say they did go to 
this trouble and get the facts ; 
then what I saw before me must 
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be a puppet, voiced by a ventrilo
· quist and manipulated in a most 
clever fashion. So the thing for 
me to do would be to reach out 
and touch this figure and find out 
for myself what this ectoplasmic 
stuff was really like. 

I moved closer. I stepped slight
ly to one side so that the red light 
would strike Paula's face more 
directly. We were about three feet 
apart. She was talking about . life 
in the spirit world and asked 
whether I had any questions. I 
had many:  Have you seen Jesus? 
What is heaven like? How do you 
measure time ? Can you be every
where at once? What are the first 
experiences of a soul after death? 

She had answers. "No one has 
seen Jesus. He is in the philosoph
ers' heaven. 

"Heaven is like thought that is 
made alive. 

"I do not think about time. 
"Thought can be everywhere at 

once. 
"Death is like waking from a 

sleep. If the death is violent, the 
awaking is troubled. If death is 
quiet, the awaking is quiet. It is 
like that." 

Then a thought came to me. 
"Paula ," I said, "do you remem
ber the catechism we kids learned 
at home?" 

"Of course." 
"What is the first question in  

that catechism ? " 
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The answer came at once. 
" 'What is your chief comfort in 
life and in death? ' " 

"Go on," I urged. 
" 'That I, with body and soul, 

both in life and in death am not 
my own . . . '  " She interrupted 
herself to say, "Here where we are 
the words have a greater meaning." 

Then quickly, breathlessly, she 
assured me that serving God means 
personal development. Death, she 
insisted, was not a violent .result 
of sin .  It had no sting. It was 
neither friend nor enemy. It was 
simply part of life, part of the 
divine purpose, and whoever tried 
to solve that purpose would find 
it had no beginning and no end. 
Several times she asked anxiously, 
"Do you understand? Is that 
clear? "  

The whispering grew fainter. "I  
can stay no longer. I must go now." 

"Paula," I urged, "one more 
thing. Will you put your arms 
around me? "  

She said, "I'll give you a kiss. 
Come close." 

"You come close." I said. I 
wanted her to come nearer the red 
light. She did. Her face was lumi
nous, seemingly transparent, . and 
without depth. 

I leaned forward and lowered 
my head. Something like arms went 
around my neck. Something soft 
and flaxen brushed my forehead ; 
it was only a slight se ::. -ation, al-
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most physically unfelt. Then Paula 
or whatever it was de-materialized 
into the floor and disappeared. 

I walked back to my chair and 
sat down. 

"Was that all right? "  Twilight 
was asking. ''What do you think?" 

I did not reply. 
I did not know what to think. 
The doctor leaned over and 

whispered, "What do you make of 
it?" 

I had no answer. 
We waited until the bright 

lights were turned on and the cabi
net woman called to Mrs. Har
wood, "Are you all right?" There 
was a stirring inside the curtain 
and in a moment the medium ap
peared . Either by design or cir
cumstances, she gave the impres
sion of being completely exhausted. 
I shook hands with her and told 
her frankly that this particular 
seance had aspects which could 
not be easily explained or quickly 
dismissed. 

She agreed. 

LEGEND OF THE SISKIYOU RAIN ROCK 

R ESIDENTS of Ft. Jones, 
Siskiyou County, Calif., 

reportedly believe that some 
five inches of snow fell through
out Siskiyou County in Decem
ber, 1959, because they uncov
ered their famous Indian rain 
rock. 

The rain rock is of soapstone 
and weighs two tons. Uncover
ing the rock, it is said, will 
produce rain or snow. Cover
ing it will cause the weather 
to turn dry. Beating the rock 
during a severe drouth will 
cause a flood. The rock is so ef
ficacious, it is said, that its 
magical powers must be used 
sparingly. 

· 

A county road erew working 
near Gottville on the Klamath 
River, found the rock in 1947. 
Dick Pepper, a leader in the 

Karoc Indian tribe, was ques
tioned about the more than 40 
holes ground into the top of the 
rock. He warned the crewmen 
to keep the rock covered or it 
would rain and snow all sum
mer. The rock, he said, had been 
buried by tribesmen several 
generations previously after 
abuse of its magical properties 
had caused a disastrous flood 
on the Klamath River. 

According to Pepper, Indians 
and forest animals pounded on 
the rock when in desperate need 
of water. This left the many 
holes and scratches now visible 
on the rock. Orice rain fell, 
Pepper said, the Indians often 
had difficulty stopping it. He 
claimed the only way of ending 
a downpour was by completely 
covering the rock with mud. 



FRANK EDWARDS' REPORT 

Official U.S. Air Force policy is 
to pretend that UFO's do not exist 

or are not important. Yet here is 
the detailed account of an amazing 

official directive in which the-

AIR FORCE WARNS FLYING SAUCERS NO JOKE 

ONE REVEALING press re
lease from a source which 

could not be dismissed or ridi
culed has at last created the long 
awaited crack in the Air Force 
policy of Unidentified Flying Ob
jects. 

Vice Admiral Robert Hillen
koetter, U.S.N., Retired, was for
merly head of the nation's Cen
tral Intelligence Agency where he 
was in a position that gave him 
access to the flow of top secrets, 
including those dealing with the 
world wide scope of "flying saucer" 
activities. Now, as .chairman of 
the board of NICAP, privately fi-
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nanced organization devoted to 
UFO research, he jarred the Air 
Force with a press release which 
made headlines all over the world. 

His statement hit the newswires 
late in February. It pointed out 
that the Air Force followed a pol
icy of pretending that the Uniden
tified Flying Objects were either 
unimportant or non-existent, while 
in reality they regarded the UFO's 
as · a very serious matter. To sup
port his contention , AsJmiral Hil
lenkoetter sent with his statement 
to the press photostatic copies of 
an official Air Force release, is
sued to all Air Force Commands 



on December 24, 1959 ,  by Major 
General Richard E. O'Keefe, Act
ing Inspector General. 

It was a warning to treat sight
ings of UFO's as "serious busi
ness." It stated : ''Investigations 
and analysis of U.F.O.'s are direct
ly related to the Air Force's re
sponsibility for the defense of the 
United States. ' '  

The AF directive continues : 
"Unidentified flying objects

sometimes treated lightly by the 
press and referred to as "flying 
saucers'--must be rapidly and ac
curately identifi�d as serious 
USAF business-

"Air Force concern with these 
sightings is three fold. First of all, 
is the object a threat to the defense 
of the United States? Secondly, 
does it contribute to technical or 
scientific knowledge? Thirdly, 
there is the question of bow to 
explain the sig.btings to the pu1Jlic." 

In conclusion, Inspector Gen
eral O'Keefe predicted tba:t 
U.F.O. sightings will increase, 
along with an increase in public 
apprehens.ion. 

Ad.miral Hillenkoetter added in 
his press statement that copies of 
the Inspector General's revealing 
order had been sent to the Sen
ate Space Committee by NICAP. 
Said the Admiral : "It is time for 
the truth to be brought out in open 
Con rrressional hearings ! "  

That statement and the support-
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ing photostatic evidence was re
leased to the press in W asbington 
on the late afternoon of February 
2 7 ,  1 960. It appeared in headline 
form on the front pages of U.S. 
newspapers on the following day, 
and by Monday it was being picked 
up and reprinted in foreign nations. 

The Air Force policy of ridi
culing the UFO's was confronted 
by the most serious onslaught 
to date. It could not reply with 
the customary snide dismissal it  
had accorded to most such as
saults ; Admiral Hillenkoetter's 
eminence precluded that sort of 
treatment. 

The official comment, issued af
ter the press wires had been kept 
waiting for hours, admitted that 
the order had been issued when and 
as Admiral Hillenkoetter had as
serted . But the Air Force tactics 
then became clear-they were go
ing to rely on the oblique retreat. 
Unable to ridicule the gentleman 
who made the attack they would 
minimize the attack itself by dis
qualifying the ammunition. 

The Air Force confirmed that it 
had indeed issued the order to 
which Admiral Hillenkoetter re
ferred, but explained that the or
der was part of a seven page regu
lation-"updating similar orders 
issued in the past" which made no 
substantive changes in policy "but 
which ·are rewritten, as a matter 
of course.'' 
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---------- UFO ' S  SERIOUS BUSINESS -------------, 

Unidentified f:cying objects - sometimes treated li[tht!J' by the press and re
ferred to as •fl,ying saucers" - must be rapidly and accurate ly  identified as seri
ous USAF business in the ZI. As AFR 200-2 points out, the Air Force c oncern 
vith these siFhtings is threefold: First of all, is the object a threat to the defense 
of the U . S . ?  Secondly, does it contribute to technical or scientific knowledge? 
And then there ' s  the inherent USAF responsibility· to explain to the American 
people through public-info nnation media what is !!Oing on in their skies. 

The phenonoma or actual objects comprising UF01s will tend to increase, 
with the public more aware of goings on in space but still inclined to some appre. 
hension. Technical and defense considerations will continue to exist in this era. 

Pub lished about three months ago, AFR 200-2 outlines necessary orderly, 
qualified reporting as well as public-infomation procedures. This is where the 
b•se should stand today, v1 th practices judged at least satisfactory by commander and inspector1 · 

.. Responsibility for handling UFO ' s  should rest with either ihtelli
gence, operations, the Provost Marshal or the Information 
Officer - in that order of preference, dictated by limits ot 
the base organiz ation; 

.. A apeci!ic officer should be designated as responsible; 

• He should have experience in investigative techniques and alao• 
if possible, scientific or technic al back!!round; 

• He should have authori t;r to obtain the assi stance of specialists on 
the base; 

• He should be equipped with binoculars, camera, Geiger counter, magnifying glass and have a source for c ontainers in which 
to store samples . 

What is required is that every UFO s ifhting be investi gated and reported to 
the Air Technical Intelligence Center at Wright-Patterson AFB and that explana
tion to the public be realistic and knowledgeable. Normally that explanation will 
be mde only by the OSAF Information Offi ce, It all adds up to part of the job ot 
being experts in our own domain. 

Official Air Force directive was issued to al l  Air Force Commands on December 24, 1959. 

It was mode public by Vice Admira l Robert Hi l lenkoetter, U.S.N ., Retired, former 
head of Central Intelligence Agency, who said it contradicts Air force policy on U�"O's. 

Having thus seemingly reduced 
the document to a mere routine 
publication the Air Force then 
produced its spray job-the same 
one which has served it so well in 
the past. It told the wires services 
that it has investigated more than 
6000 UFO reports since 1 94 7 , in
cluding 1 83 during the last six 

months of 1959 and added : "No 
physical or material evidence-. 
not even a minute fragment of a 
so-called flying saucer-has ever 
been found. 

The Air Force statement was 
evidently conceived in haste and 
issued in confusion. For, repeatedly 
during the four years since the 
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formation of NICAP, the Air Force 
has denied that it attaches any im
portance to the reported existence 
of Unidentified Flying Objects. In
stead, it has issued statements dis
missing them as non-existent and 
their observers as misguided souls 
who would do well not to expose 
their ignorance. 

But in the explanation issued in 
conjunction with Admiral ·Hillen
koetter's charges, the Air Force 
now made some very important 
admissions : First, that it had in
deed issued the order exactly as 
Hillenkoetter had stated. Second
ly, that it had issued substanti-ally 
the same order before. 

Therefore, the warning in those 
orders was not new evidence of 
Air Force concern, but merely 
restated evidence of concern over 
the menace of Unidentified Flying 
Objects. The Air Force, in a mo
ment of discomfiture insisted they 
had issued similar and previous 
warnings. 

The Air Force seemingly dis
missed Admiral Hillenkoetter's de
mand for open Congresssional 
hearings "to bring out the truth" 
by repeating its tired old claim 
that it has searched long and dili
gently and found nothing. 

Long and diligently? Without 
finding "even a fragment of a so
called flying saucer ?"  

This statement i s  fully as valid 
as the official claim that the Air 

Force attaches no importance to 
UFO's. 

It is a statement that is con
vincing only to those who do not 
know that the government of Bra
zil, in September, 1953 ,  sent to the 
United States Air Force, at USAF 
request, several ounces of metal 
which had, according to the official 
Brazilian report, dribbled from 
a UFO over the city of Campinas, 
Brazil, in full view of hundreds of 
witnesses. The molten metal was 
collected by police and military 
units, from roof tops, gardens, 
streets and sidewalks where it had 
spattered. 

This was physical evidence from 
an un.identified flying object. It 
was divided between the Brazilian 
government and the United States 
Air Force for analysis. 

Now this may not be known to the 
press section of the Air Force but 
i t  is most assuredly known to the 
top brass and it was a matter of 
common knowledge in Brazil where 
it was the subject of an official 
press conference and widely re
ported in the newspapers-in 
South America. 

This same order to which Ad
miral Hillenkoetter refers also ad
vises investigating officers, when as
signed to UFO work, to "be equip
ped with Geiger counters, cameras, 
binoculars and containers for any 
UFO material secured ." 

They aren't real,  boys, but be 



sure to bring back the pieces!: 
* * * 

SCARCELY HAD the tremors 
from the Hillenkoetter statement 

subsided before, from Alamogordo, 
N. M.,  on March 1 2 , the Aerial 
Phenomena Research Organization 
"APRO" announced that it pos
sessed some physical evidence of the 
reality of flying saucers and in
vited the Air Force to examine 
that evidence. APRO, a civilian 
group of UFO researchers headed 
by Mrs. Coral Lorenzen, told news
men : "The most advanced labor
atory tests, including spectroanaly
sis, indicate that this material could 
not have been produced by any 
known process on earth. It is a 
small portion of an extra-terres
trial vehicle which exploded in the 
earth's atmosphere in the presence 
of human witnesses." 

The APRO director added that 
the material had been studied pri
vately by various scientists, includ
ing astronomers and space-missile 
experts, members of APRO. 

Mrs. Lorenzen further stated 
that, " the gratifying aspect of this 
case, however, is that we do not 
have to depend on the testimony 
of witnesses to establish the reality 
of this incident for the most ad
vanced laboratory tests indicate 
that the residual material could not 
have been produced through the 
application of any known terres
trial techniques." 
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APRO offered the material 
in its possession to the Air .Force 
for analysis-and the Air Force 
made qualified acceptance. It re
plied that it would accept the ma
terial and would analyze it-but 
only under the Air Force terms 
and conditions! That meant, as 
APRO realized, that the material 
would be dealt with behind the 
curtain of censorship at Air Tech
nical Intelligence Center in Day
ton, 0. APRO would not be per
mitted to participate, nor even to 
!have an observer present! 

APRO could smell Operation 
Hogwash from Dayton to Alamo
gordo. To turn the material over 
to the Air Force for whatever re
sults they might care to divulge 
later would have been asinine, of 
course, and APRO declined. The Air 
Force proposal leads to the as
sumption that it did not · want 
the material to remain in APRO's 
possession, possibly because it al
ready had similar material from 
the same incident and probably 
because it already had analyzed 
this material so that there was 
nothing to gain by accepting the 
APRO offer on any terms. 

The APRO proposal was more 
sensational than Admiral Hillen
koetter's disclosures but received 
considerably less news coverage 
because of a tactical error in its 
presentation. APRO directed its 
release to Major Lawrence Thack-
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er, currently Public Relations Of
ficer for the Air Force, who is 
unable to make a decision involv
ing a policy matter of such mag
nitude. This fact was evidently 
not known to the APRO direc
tor at the time of the release. 

The group in charge of APRO 
( see FATE, January, 1959 )  has 
for years labored carefully and 
conscientiously to force a break 
through in the curtain of decep
tion which has been woven around 
the UFO's. Through their month
ly publication they have built a 
wide organization of credible con
tributors and this has paid off i n  
excellent coverage o f  the UFO ac
tivities in South America. Thus i t  
was that APRO first broke the 
story of the UFO that spilled 
molten metal over Campinas, Bra
zil in 1953 .  Later it was through 
the assistance of some eminent 
Brazilians_ that APRO secured the 
fragment which they offered for 
analysis to the Air Force in March 
of this year. 

It is a piece of metal smaller 
than a quarter, one of thousands 
which showered down one day in 
19 5 7  when a silvery, disc-shaped 
UFO exploded offshore along a 
Brazilian beach, in full view of 
several competent witnesses. They 
report that the thing came toward 
the beach in a shallow dive, as 
though it might be trying to land. 
Suddenly, shortly before reaching 

the beach, it zoomed upward and 
exploded. Most of the debris rain
ed into the ocean, but some of it 
was scattered along the beach. It 
was one of those fragments which 
APRO offered to the Air Force. 
The metal, so I am told, is pure 
magnesium about 3/Sths of an 
inch thick. Under high magnifica
tion , APRO's director tells me, the 
strain of the explosion is . visible i n  
the structure o f  the metal. 

The Air Force side-stepped Hil
lenkoetter and countered the APRO 
offer with a proposal which was 
tantamount to rejection.  But the 
publicity given the two challenges 
included headlines of the type 
which the Air Force long has 
sought to squelch. The two experi
ences left the Air Force in the 
position of having lost face. The 
long, hard battle to expose the 
fallacy of the Air Force position 
on UFOs had made progress. 

* * * 

THEN CAME the third blow, 
further widening the breach 

in the wobbling wall of censor
ship. 

On September 24, 1959 ,  Robert 
Dickerson of the Redmond, Ore. ,  
city police was driving along the 
highway when he noticed a strange, 
multi-colored bright light descend
ing swiftly toward the Air Traffic 
Communication Station. At an alti
tude of only a few hundred feet the 
thing hovered for several minutes. 
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As Officer Dickerson drove slowly 
toward i t  the light changed color 
to a bright orange and moved 
rapidly to the northeast of the 
station. The station located the 
thing at 10 miles distant and at 
3000 feet. 

It then was reported to Seat
tle Air Route Control Center, while 
Redmond station continued to ob
serve it. The object maintained a 
steady position, projecting · long 
tongues of orange, yellow and green 
light or fire from its underside. 
These colored tongues of light var
ied in length and retracted at 
times. 

The station says that when a 
high speed aircraft approached 
from the southeast the object 
was seen to be mushroom shaped. 
And it shot long red and yellow 
streamers from underneath as i t  
rose rapidly and vanished above 
clouds at 1 4,000 feet. Twenty 
minutes later the UFO reappeared 
20 miles south of Redmond at 
25 ,000 feet altitude. Seattle Air 
Route Control Center was advised 
that the UFO was still 25 miles 
south of Redmond three hours af
ter Officer Dickerson had first 
reported its presence. At time of 
the last report from Redmond sta
tion the thing was at altitudes vary
ing from 6,000 to 52 ,000 feet. 

The Air Route Traffic Control 
Center at Seattle reports that in 
addition to receiving the informa-
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tion noted above from Redmond 
it also received a report from Kla
math Falls OCI radar station that 
the same object was being observed 
there. Seattle notified Hamilton 
Air Force Base that the UFO was 
in the area and F- 102 jets scram
bled to intercept. 

Unless the highly trained employ
ees of those various air traffic cen
ters are all mental cases, subject to 
fantasies and hallucinations, it 
seems proba:ble that they saw ex
actly what they were reporting and 
recording : Some sort of disc-shaped 
object with a shallow dome, glow
ing incandescently, capable of hov
ering, spewing forth varying 
streams of colored flame and able 
to streak up to 50,000 feet alti
tude in seconds when called upon 
to do so in order to elude inter
ceptors. 

When Richard Hall, secretary of 
NICAP, asked the Air Force for 
its conclusions on this Redmond, 
Ore., sighting, three months after 
the event, Major Lawrence Thack
er, Air Force PIO furnished the 
following reply : 

"The Portland, Ore. ,  UFO sight
ing of 24 September, 1 959, is car
ried on the records of Air Techni
cal Intelligence Center as "insuffi
cient information."  The ATIC ac
count of the sighting fails to re
veal any evidence of radar track
ing or any success of the attempt
ed intercept . It is the ATIC opin-
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ion that this object was probably 
a balloon as evidenced by its rela
tively long period in the area 
( more than an hour, and the fact 
that unless equipped with reflec
tors balloons are not good radar 
reflectors. The average direction 
and strength of the wind at the 
time was south at 1 5  knots." 

Under the censorship regula� 
tions imposed on those who issue 
public statements for the Air Force 
on this subject, the gentleman who 
wrote that letter could not have 
identified the Redmond UFO as 
anything except some conventional 
object, however ridiculous that 
identification might appear. It re
quires only a modicum of intelli
gence to realize that rballoons do 
not send forth clearly visible 
streams of fire ; they do not bob 
up and down from a couple of 
thousand feet to 50,000 feet, only 
to change course and sweep back 
down to their former low altitude. 
Thacker refers to the lack of suc
cess of the attempted intercept. 
This nation has fallen upon evil 
days if our jet intercepters are un
able to intercept such cumbersome 
targets as balloons. If that is 
true, as he claims, then we are 
sitting ducks for any nation that 
wants to come and get us. Or, as 
seems more likely, Major Thacker 
was weaving another tangled web 
of deception-clumsily and uncon
vincingly ! 

He says : "The ATIC account 
of the sighting fails tO' reveal any 
evidence of radar tracking-" 

If he is quoting the ATIC ac
count correctly then the ATIC is 
doing a monumentally poor job 
of investigating such cases. For the 
official records of both the Red
mond Communication Station and 
the Air Traffic Control Center in 
Seattle specifically refer to their 
radar contact with the UFO and of 
their radar measurements of its 
height and position as it moved 
about. 

* * * 

BY its own admission, the Air 
Force has repeatedly warned 

its various commands that the "fly
ing saucers" are no hoax-that 
they constitute some sort of men
ace to this nation. 

The same Air Force repeatedly 
has assured the American public 
that the so-called flying saucers 
are non-existent, largely figments 
of distorted minds. 

Two such conflicting views can
not well come honestly from the 
same source. 

If the Air Force is to persist in 
its claims that the UFO's are non
existent then it can convince us by 
opening its investigation files to 
the public, something it repeated
ly has refused to do in the past. 

If, as the Air Force is telling 
its own personnel, the UFO's con
stitute a menace to the security of 
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this nation , then the people of 
this nation have every right to be 
told what that menace consists of 

-and the Air Force has the obli
gation to tell them, without fur
ther delay or equivocation. 

AN AUSTRALIA-ANTARCTICA LINK? 

MAGNETIC rocks discovered i n  Antarctica b y  a research team 
from New Zealand may be one of the most significant discov

eries in recent years, according to a report by Dr. C. B. B. Bull, 
the team leader. Dr. Bull believes that the rocks may add another 
link in the chain of evidence indicating that Australia once was 
joined to the Antarctic continent. 

A VARIED D IET 

BONGO, a five-ton African hippopotamus, died recently at the 
Washington Zoo after 45 years in captivity. Zoo officials said 

that the following articles were found in the stomach of the 
hippopotamus : a man's pocketbook, a lipstick, a 25-caliber bullet, 
street car tokens, valve caps, nuts, bolts, screws, wire, several 
shell casings, about $2.50 in coins and half a bushel of stones. 
Bongo died as the result of a foot infection. 

THE "GHOST" I THE PHOTO 
By Beverly Harris 

IN HIS autobiography, the 
eminent educator, William 

Lyon Phelps, recalled a curious 
experience. He and his wife 
were touring Europe and one 
of their stops was at the Win
chester house where Jane Aus
ten, the noted English novelist, 
died in 1817.  Mr. Phelps asked 
his wife to take a picture of the 
front .of the house. She pointed 
her camera at the front door, 
which was closed. There was 
no one in front of it or nearby. 

But the developed photogt·ap h  

showed a woman dressed i n  
black standing near the door. 

Professor Phelps had no ex
planation whatever for this, 
and he and his wife decided to 
call the unknown the ghost of 
Jane Austen. They carefully 
specified that the picture was 
taken on a clear day when ev
ery corner of the porch and of 
the front door could be seen dis
tinctly and that absolutely no
body was there ; nevertheless, 
the woman appears in the de
veloped picture. 
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N EAR-FATAL WATER LILY 
By Louise Mathae 

DO YOU BELIEVE in guardian 
angels? I do and I'll tell you 

why. 
When I was a little girl, about 

55 years ago, three blocks from 
where we lived there was a slough 
of quicksand. Anything unfortu
nate enough to wander into it was 
sucked down into a watery grave. 
This slough had a thick green scum 
covering it and just a few weeks 
after my own experience a neigh
bor's cow mistook that lush-look
ing green for the real thing and 
went down and never came up  
again. Many were tt•e admonitions 
I heard to stay away from that 
evil spot ! 

One Sunday afternoon, being a 
little early for Sunday School, I 
wandered past the slough to a 
friend's house, but as she wasn't 
ready to go yet I decided to go 
back home alone. On the way back 
I spied the whitest, most beautiful 
water lily imaginable. 

Forgotten were all the warnings 
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and admonitions I had ever heard. 
The water lily seemed to grow 

very close to the edge of the 
slough, so close that I would have 
no trouble at all reaching it--or so 
I thought. But, when I reached for 
it, it was farther away than I ex
pected and I went in and down, 
down, down-until I was in the 
water up to my shoulders. Vaguely 
I wondered what would . happen 
when the water reached my mouth. 

LOUISE MATHAE 
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Then the sweetest music began 
ringing in my ears. And it hap
pened ! A strong hand grasped the 
back of my dress and I was slung, 
literally slung onto the dusty road 
1 0  feet away from the slough. 

Unhurt but badly shaken, I still 
had the curiosity to look around 
to see who had rescued me. There 
wasn't a soul in sight, not an ani
mal, and not a sound to mar the 
S a b b a t h stillness. -Lewistown, 
Mont.  

TElEPATHY, CLAI RVOYANCE, OR 
TELEPORTATJON? 

By Hank Evans 

In the smal� town of Clive, New 
Zealand, It was 4 : 00 A.M., 

September 1 1 , 1943. My mother 
awoke suddenly, trembling and 
physically ill from the horror of 
the vivid nightmare she had just 
experienced. 

"It's Henry," she sobbed, as she 
woke my father. "His ship has been 
sunk and almost everyone has been 
killed. Henry and some other men 
are struggling to keep afloat in the 
burning oil on the water. Enemy 
planes are swooping down and 
machine-gunning them." 

"Now, honey," Father soothed. 
"It was only a dream. They al
ways seem real. You've been worry
ing too much about Henry recent
ly and your subconscious has 
magnified your fears until they 
are out of proportion with reality." 
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But my mother could not be 
convinced. The following morning 
she cabled me asking for an im
mediate reply. 

Her cable, on its way to me, 
passed mine, on its way to her. 
"Ship sunk. Do not worry. I am 
safe and uninjured. Love. Henry," 
mine read. 

Of course, I never dreamed of 
telling her of the terrible loss of 
life, of seeing so many of my ship
mates claw pitifully at their grotes
quely burned faces and hairless 
heads before the water rushed in
to their lungs or enemy bullets 
riddled their bodies. 

At the time of this catastrophe 
I was on loan from the New Zea
land Navy to the British Navy 
and was serving aboard the British 
ship H .M.S. Abdiel. Some three 
hours after H.M.S. Abdiel was 
sunk the survivors were picked up 
by. the battleship H .M.S. King 
George V a;1d transported to Vall
etta, Malta. 

It was not until I returned to 
my parents' home at 3 5  Te Aute 
Roaq, Clive, Hawkes Bay, New 
Zealand, that I learned my mother 
had lived through the whole ghast
ly experience with me. 

And not until then did I realize 
that 4 : 00 A.M. September 1 1  in 
New Zealand is exactly the same 
as 5 : 00 P.M. September 10 off the 
coast of the Island of Corsica
the very time and place my ship 
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was sunk.-La Habra, Calif. 

WHO'S GOT THE · GlASSES? 
By Gladys Adams 

ON JULY 13 ,  1 947 , my hus
band called from the back 

porch door, "Have you seen my 
glasses?" 

I had heard him rummaging from · 

room to room above the sounds of 
my washing machine, but I had no 
idea what he was hunting for. I 
looked up and shook my head. 

"I 'll go back to the office for 
another look," he said, and walked 
out of the door. 

I stopped my wringer and ran to 
the door to call after him, ' 'If you 
don't find them there come back. 
I can find them for you ." 

About 45 minutes later he was 
back to say, "OK, where are 
they?"  

I shut off the washer and dried 
my hands. "I don't know," I said, 
"but I can find them. Let's go." 

''Where to ?" 
" Drive to  the job you were 

working on yesterday," I told him. 
The red truck eased out into 

traffic and turned toward the Los 
Gatos Hills some 10 miles away. 
" Go slow," I cautioned him, "and 

stay over near the right hand shoul
der in case I want you to stop." 

He did as I instructed. There was 
a small smile around his mouth 
and eyes , but he made no com
ment. 
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In a short time he stopped the 
truck off highway 9 on Pierce Road 
•beside a sloping hill between Cup
ertino and Saratoga. "This is the 
job," he said. 

We got out of the truck to look 
around. "Where did you go?" I 
asked. 

"Up the hill ! "  He pointed to a 
mound of freshly disturbed brown 
earth rising in a straight line up 
the side of the hill through a grape 
vineyard . Being the wife of a con
struction man, I knew the mound 
for what it was-the covering of 
a newly installed water pipe for ir
rigation. We started up the hill to
gether. 

He is more used to walking up 
hill in sandy loam than I am so 
he was soon ahead of me. Perhaps 
a quarter of a mile from the road 
I stopped. Directly in front of me 
was an u n t i e d g r e e n  grapevine 
sprawling across freshly turned dirt 
and broken clods. Why had I stop
ped? I did not know. 

I stepped around the vine and 
started up the hill. Something pull
ed me to a halt. I went back and 
carefully circled the vine again
nothing was there-just dirt and 
clods and vine. Again I started up 
the hill, and once again turned 
back. I moved slowly around the 
vine, not stooping, just looking 
down and taking one small step 
at a time. I went around at least 
four times. Suddenly, I stopped as 
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if  I had hypnotized myself. 
"Come here," I called without 

looking up. I could hear my hus
band coming down the hill drag
ging a shovel. 

He came up to me. " Did you 
find them ?"  he asked. 

"Dig here." I indicated my right 
foot and stepped away. 

He shrugged his shoulders, but 
he did begin to dig. 

As he turned the third shovelful 
of dirt the glasses-unbroken in 
their case--rolled across t h e 
ground. - Santa Clara, Calif. 

AN ASTRAL JOURNEY 
Zaidee Barden Bland 

MANY YEARS AGO, when Ok-
lahoma was a very young 

state and most of the roads in 
the western part of the state were 
mere cow trails, my husband, John, 
was a traveling salesman for Car
roll Brough Robinson, a wholesale 
grocery company. He sometimes 
had to spend the night in the small 
western town of Wellington just 
across the Red River in Texas. 
The houses and buildings in this 
particular town were all frame, 
with the exception of a newly e
rected brick hotel . The old, ram
shackle wooden hotel in the town, 
where my husband had a standing 
reservation , was a fire trap and I 
repeatedly asked my husband to 
change his reservation to the new 
hotel. He would not do this be-
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cause of his friendship with the 
owner of the old hotel and the 
courtesies extended to him over 
long years when this had been the 
only hotel in town. 

On the night of Octo'ber 28, 
1 9 14, a sudden blizzard had blown 
up in the early hours of the even
ing. I knew that no heat would be 
provided in my husband's room in 
Wellington and that he was still 
wearing his summer clothing. I 
was worried about him as he took 
cold easily and had had pneumonia 
the winter before. I spent the even
ing fretting about his welfare and 
finally retired about midnight. 

I had hardly fallen asleep before 
I seemed to be floating through 
the air near the ground, but did 
not touch it. I traveled the same 
path my husband took each morn
ing, out the back door, through 
the garage, and along the road he 
had taken in his car the day before. 

There was a three mile stretch 
where the wheels on the left side of 
the car were in Texas, while the 
wheels on the right were in Okla
homa and I knew when I traversed 
it. 

I arrived in Wellington and went 
to the old, frame hotel where I 
expected to find my husband, but 
he was not there. I came out and 
went three blocks away and into 
the new hotel. Entering the new 
building from the south, I went 
through the lobby, up a short 
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flight of steps north, turned west, 
ascended a longer flight of stairs, 
then down a long corridor and en
tered a corner room. There I found 
him. 

· 

He was very cold and he was 
awake. I stood by the bed and said, 
"You need not be cold. There is a 
bundle of blankets and covers be
hind the washstand in the corner 
over there." 

John got up, found the covers, 
and retur4led to bed. 

When my husband reached home 
the next evening, I asked him why 
he was in the new hotel last night. 

He answered, I saw you stand
ing by my bed and you told me 
where to find the covers. I saw 
you quite plainly and I heard your 
voice as well. I was delayed by 
the dust and wind. When I arriv
ed at the old hotel someone else 
had been given my reservation. I 
had to go to the new hotel ." 

I had never been on this trip 
with my husband but I described 
the route so accurately that John 
recognized every step of the way. 
I had taken only an astral journey. 
-Norman, Okla. 

DEMATERIALIZATION 
By Mr. Hans 

A BOUT SIX YEARS ago, in 
1 954, I quit my job as an avi

ation machinist with Convair in 
California and moved to Puerto 
Rico. I bought here an all-con-
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crete government-built bungalow 
in which a Puerto Riqm family 
bad been living. With the bunga
low I acquired a small banana 
plantation where I live and work 
alone, growing bananas and making 
agricultural experiments and in
ventions. I have two patents and 
am applyng for three more. I have 
no employees, no visitors, and no 
domestic animals. 

A year ago one evening late I 
went outside behind the house to 
cut some salad greens. I used a 
Marine Corps dagger with the 
handle lacquered red for this pur
pose. I had got to the corner of a 
large 'boulder on my way back to 
the house when I suddenly felt the 
knife, which I carried with the 
blade pointing down and back, 
jerked out of my hand. Startled I 
yelled, "Hey ! Where is the knife?"  

I looked around me on the 
ground, on and under the rock ; I 
even raked the area where I had 
been when the knife disappeared. 
But it was fast getting dark and 
I waited to repeat the search the 
next morning. Despite my thor
ough hunt, however, the knife has 
never been seen again. 

Several months after this I 
bought a pair of short sport pants 
at a rummage sale. I do not know 
why I purchased them ; I did not 
need them and in the evening I 
threw them under a table beside 
my bed, planning to wash them in 
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the morning. But  such a morning 
never came. For the next day the 
pants were nowhere to be seen. I 
had slept all night right beside the 
spot where I had dropped them. I 
do leave the windows and doors 
open for ventilation at night but 
they are all screened with hard
ware-cloth, securely. 

Since that time many small ar
ticles, either just bought or for 
which I had substitutes, have dis
appeared. They have never been 
anything important, and their loss 
has not caused me any trouble. 
Once an old pick-axe worth $5 .00 
went and it has been the largest 
article to dematerialize so far.
Yuguiyu, Puerto Rico. 

DEATH OF A KITTEN 
By Buel Buzzard 

J HAVE BEEN a Christian min-
ister for 20 years and perhaps it 

goes without saying that I believe 
in the survival of the soul. My 
faith is based o.n evidence that at  
least, satisfies me.  I have evidence 
of other unsc.ientific phenomena 
also. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jones, who are 
members of my congregation, were 
awakened one morning in 1 930 by 
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the frantic sobbing of their four
year-old daughter, Alice. By the 
time Mrs. Jones reached her daugh
ter's bedside, Alice was in hysterics. 

"Oh, Mother," she sobbed, "you 
are going to kill my kitten today." 

''No darling," Mrs. Jones sooth
ed. "Mother wouldn't hurt your 
kitten-you have had a bad dream." 

"But you are," the child sobbed. 
"I saw you ; you are going to kill 
my kitten." 

Finaijy the child was reassured 
and Mrs. Jones went about her 
work of the morning, the incident 
almost forgotten. But then as she 
rushed out the back door with an 
armload of old newspapers to be 
burned, her foot came in contact 
with something soft. There was a 
crush of bones and looking down 
she saw the broken body of Alice's 
little grey kitten. In horror she 
snatched it up, intending to bury 
it. There was a scream from in 
,front of her, "Oh, Mother, I told 
you that you were ·gong to kill 
my kitten." 

Mrs. Jones is a teacher in our 
public school and has a degree in 
science, but she makes no attempt 
to e�lain this incident, nor do I .  
-Neosho, Mo. 



Morey Bernstein (left) wrote boolc on 
Bridey Murphy ond reporter William 
J. Barker (right) checked the facts. 

Have the experts disproved the 

Bridey Murphy case? Here is a 
surprising report on who h a s 

been proved right and who wrong. 

BRIDE¥ MURPHY 
RE VISITED 

THE SEARCH FOR BRIDEY 
MURPHY by Morey Bern

stein was a best-selling book pub
lished four years ago. It describes 
the supposed memories of life in 
Ireland more than a century ago as 
reported by a deeply hypnotized 
woman. In the book her name is 
Ruth Mills Simmons, a pseudonym 
for Virginia Burns Tighe, a young 
mother of three children who lives 
in Pueblo, Colo. 

The Bridey Murphy story was 
a sensation and became the center 
of an international controversy. 
Many persons attacked the bobk 
because it implied the existence of 
reincarnation. In some cases the at
tacks came from scientific sources, 
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in others from religious sources. 
As a result of the widespread 
attacks and criticisms, there has 
grown up a general feeling that the 
Bridey Murphy case was disproved. 
This is not true ! 

Prof. C. ]. Ducasse, of the phil
osophy department of Brown Uni
versity, has recently reviewed the 
Bridey Murphy case in a newly 
completed book, A Critical Exam
ination of the Belief in a Life Af
ter Death. The Chapter on Bridey 
Murphy was reprinted in the Jou?·
nal of the American Society for 
Psychical Research under the title, 
"How the Case of The Search for 
Bridey Murphy Stands Today." 

Professor Ducasse contends that 
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all the efforts of magazines, news
papers, psychiatrists and other 
"experts" who have commented on 
the case have not succeeded in dis
proving the thesis that it reports 
genuine memories of the life of a 
woman in Ireland more than a cen
tury ago. On the contrary, he 
points out that arguments brought 
forward by experts against the 
validity of the book have been dis
proved. 

Since the book was published, 
FATE has run two long articles by 
William J. Barker of the Denver 
POST who wrote the first material 
on the experiments and who also 
spent three weeks in Ireland inves
tigating the facts. Professor Du
casse draws heavily on the facts 
Barker reported in FATE · but adds 
considerable additional informa
tion supporting the story. 

AUTHOR BERNSTEIN, for ex-
ample, has been dismissed by 

some authorities as an "amateur" 
hypnotist. Professor Ducasse points 
out that Bernstein had 10 years 
of experience with hypnotism be
fore the Bridey Murphy experi
ments and that Bernstein was an 
amateur only in the sense that he 
did not charge for his services. Du
casse adds that Bernstein "is doubt
less ·better equipped than were a 
number of the physicians and den
tists in the seminars he attended." 

Professor Ducasse outlines a 
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number of Bridey Murphy's state
ments that have not yet been veri
fied. He feels that a main reason 
for this may be that the "Bridey 
Murphy personality" seemed to 
be trying to upgrade her social 
background, and that instead of 
Bridey's husband being a barris
ter ( lawyer) as she contended, he 
may actually have been a clerk , a 
bookkeeper, or farmer. As the per
sonality came through the entran
ced Virginia Tighe, furthermore, it 
seemed to have only a vague idea 
of what Bridey's husband really did 
do, or even what a "barrister" was. 

Professor Ducasse takes particu
lar exception to a series of articles 
in the Chicago American. This 
newspaper's attempts to show that 
Virginia Tighe learned the obscure 
facts about Ireland in a normal 
manner in the United States "have 
patently failed" he declares. 

Among the obscure facts related 
by Virginia Tighe under hypnosis 
that have been proved are the fol
lowing : 
• The Bridey Murphy personali
ty mentions the names of two Bel
fast grocers from whom she bought 
food, Farr's and John Carrigan. 
After considerable research , it has 
been found that grocers by that 
name are listed in the Belfast city 
directory for 1 865-66, which had 
been in preparation at the time 
"Bridey" died. 
• Bridey mentions that at the 
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age of four ( in the year 1 802 ) she 
had been spanked for scratching 
paint off a metal bed. Life Maga
zine declared that iron bedsteads 
were not introduced into Ireland 
until at least 1850. This since has 
'been disproved. They were intro
duced in the 1 8th Century and 
known to have been in use in 1 802. 
(A  re-running of the tape recording 
of this hypnotic session seems to 
show that the word Bridey used 
was not clearly articulated but 
probably was "little" and not 
"metal ." Nonetheless, the incident 
clearly proves how wrong the "ex
perts" can sometimes be.) 
• The Chicago A merican makes 
much of the fact that it interview
ed Virginia Tighe's relatives and 
friends in Chicago and elsewhere 
and says that they recalled inci
dents which the supposed Bridey 
Murphy personality related as 
happening to her. Specifically. the 
aunt who brought up Virginia in 
Chicago says that she remembered 
the bed-scratching incident and 
spanking, and that Virginia too re
membered it and laughed about it 
when, at 1 8, she was given new bed
room furniture. Yet Virginia Tighe 
today has no recollection of such 
an incident, which seems odd when 
she is supposed to have remember
ed it at 18 .  Professor Ducasse points 
out in this connection that Virginia 
Tighe's relatives in Chicago "were 
opposed to the whole Bridey l\1ur-
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phy phenomenon on religious 
grounds." 
• The Chicago A merican also 
makes much of its ''discovery" 
that a Mrs. Bridey Murphy Cor
kell lived across the street from 
one of the places where Virginia 
and her foster parents once lived. 
The implication is that this pro
vides the clue of where Virginia 
Tighe got the name for her trance 
personality. Today Virginia says 
that she never knew Mrs. Cor
kell's first name-in fact did not 
know her well at all . Still less did she 
know that her middle name was 
Murphy. When the Denver Post 
attempted to verify this, Mrs. Cor
kell "was not taking telephone 
calls." Dr. Ducasse then writes : 

"But the reader will hardly 
guess who this Mrs. Corkell, whom 
the A merican 'discovered' turns out 
to be. By one more of the strange 
coincidences in the case, Mrs. Bri
dey ( Murphy? )  Corkell happens 
to be the mother of the man who 
was editor of the Sunday edition of 
the Chicago A merican at the time 
the articles were published ! 

Among other facts verified since 
various publications and experts 
denied them are : 
• Life claimed there was no Queen's 
College in Belfast in 1 84 7, where 
Bridey Murphy said her husband 
taught law. This is an error. 
Queen's College was ordained by 
Queen Victoria in 1 845 .  
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• Bridey refers to "burying" as 
"ditching." Life seems to take ex
ception to this. However, Prof. 
Seamus Kavanaugh of University 
College, Cork, has said that ''ditch" 
came to have the colloquial mean
ing of "bury" after the potato 
famine when so many people died 
they were actually buried in ditch
es because individual g r a v e s  
couldn't be dug. 
• Bridey mentions a book on the 
"Sorrows of Deirdre." Life says the 
first mention of Deirdre's name in  
a book title is in 1 908. Actually· 
Barker discovered there was a pa
per-back entitled The Song of De
irdre and the Death of the Sons of 
Usnach in 1 808. 
• Bill Barker also found a num
ber of other obscure facts that ex
perts disputed but which later in
vestigation has proven to be true. 
The songs the Bridey personality 
mentioned, save for two which 
could not be identified, were cor
rect for the claimed day and time. 
The reference to the ''black" some" 
thing which killed her baby brother 
was accurate. " Black" meant malig
nant in the Ireland of that day. 

Bridey used hundreds of words 
of that day and time and very few 
of them were wrong. In fact, 
some that the eX!perts claimed were 
wrong have turned out to be cor
rect, including "muffin", the word 
"linen" for "handkerchief", and 
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others. Experts at fitst said that 
people didn 't kiss the Blarney 
Stone in those days. They said 
Bridey couldn't have borrowed a 
book from a library in those days. 
The experts were wrong on both. 

Several physicians and psychia
trists attacked the book on the 
grounds that Virginia Tighe must 
have learned these obscure facts 
( some of which the experts didn 't 
know) in her own life and Ia ter at
tributed them to Bridey Murphy 
while under hypnosis. 

Professor Ducasse replies that 
this attitude "is not scientific pro
cedure ; but is just piously conser
vative wishful thinking." . 

He quotes Dr. Jule Eisenbud, a 
Denver psychiatrist, that "psychol
ogy and psychiatry experts . . .  were 
lured into talking more gibberish 
than Bridey at her worst." 

In his summary of the case, Pro
fessor Ducasse does not contend 
that the facts exposed so far prove 
that Virginia Tighe is a reincarna
tion of Bridey 1\'Iurphy, "nor do 
they establish a particularly strong 
case for it. 

''They do, on the other hand, 
constitute fairly strong evidence 
that, in the hypnotic trances, 
paranormal knowledge of one or 
another of several possible kinds 
concerning these recondite facts of 
Nineteenth Century Ireland became 
manifest." 



A 

DEAD MAN 
WROTE MY STORY 

I cooked up a story to meet an editor's deadline-then 

landed in the fire when fiction became fact. 

ARE SOME of us psychic with-
out b e i n g  a wa r e  o f  t h e  

fact? A t  times are we especially 
receptive to influences from the 
mystic and unknown spirit world
if there is such a world ? I have 
never been able to find a satisfac
tory answer to either one of these 
questions, but I do know for cer
tain that on an evening I shall 
never forget a man long dead wrote 
a newspaper story for me. 

At the time I was Western Cor
respondent for the Montreal Wit
ness, my headquarters being at 
Vancouver, British Columbia. The 
news editor of the paper looked to 
me for 200 t-o 1000 words of copy 
daily, and usually I found an abun
dance of material. 

Came the day when none of my 
customary news sources could sup-

ply me with anything worth re
porting. Desperately I hunted all 
around town, but it was hopeless. 
No tragic accident had occurred, 
no sensational crime had been com
mitted, there had been no outstand
ing public event. It was one of  
those days all correspondents dread 
-an absolutely dead day. 

As. I sat dejectedly in my office 
the phone rang. It was the tele
graph office. My editor wanted to 
know why no copy. I told the te
legrapher to wire back I had hit 
a dead day. Soon the phone again 
rang. The telegrapher read out a 
blistering reply. The paper was 
holding space for me and I must 
get several hundred words on the 
wire immediately. 

"Okay," I snapped. "Tell them 
there'll be a few hundred words 



ready in an hour." 
I sat back in my chair, burning 

beneath the caustic wording of the 
editor's last wire. He wanted copy. 
Well, since there was no news all 
I could do was to fake something. 
It was an inexcusable thing to do, 
never indulged in by reputable 
newspapermen except as a last re
sort. But I had no alternative. 

That morning the Northern 
Queen had arrived from Alaska 
and other northern ports. I had 
talked to passengers and crewmen. 
An uneventful voyage ; not a line 
of copy. Okay ! I would invent a 
story she had brought down with 
her. I started typing. 

The chief subject of discussion 
among the passengers and crew 
members of the Northern Queen, 
I wrote, had been the story told 
by two prospectors from the re
mote northern wilderness of Brit
ish Columbia. 

Prospecting along the bottom of 
a sheer cliff overhanging a river, 
they had discovered the skeleton 
of a man. Clothing and any papers 
the dead man might have carried 
had been rotted to scraps by ex
posure to the weather. 

A signet ring, a knife, some 
coins, a pipe and a metal match 
box were all they had been able 
to retrieve. So far these bad been 
insufficient to prove the identity of 
the victim. · 

After burying the pitiful re-
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mains the partners had widened 
their search, reconstructing the 
tragedy as best they could. Appar
ently the man had tumbled over 
the edge of the cliff above. 

The two prospectors made their 
way to the top of the cliff. Hunt
ing around, they found an old over
grown trail which led to a crude
built, dilapidated shack. 

Inside were a rusty rifle, a home
made tin stove, cooking utensils, 
an axe and tattered remnants of 
mouldy blankets. In one corner 
was a sizeable pile of gold-bearing 
quartz. 

Their interest kindled by the 
quartz, the partners searched fur
ther. Finding where the quartz 
had come from, they saw they had 
stumbled across a rich find. After 
staking out claims they made their 
way to the nearest small town, 
Hazelton, to register their holdings. 

The government official at the 
wilderness post had no knowledge 
of any prospector missing in the 
region they described, so, I con
cluded, it was extremely unlikely 
that the skeleton would ever be 
identified. 

Thoroughly ashamed of myself 
for cooking up such an impossible 
story, yet determined to give the 
editor his few hundred words, I 
hurried down to the telegraph of
fice. 

"Well, I'll be darned," the tele
grapher exclaimed after quickly 
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reading my copy. "Guess your 
editor knew what he was doing in 
hounding you. You've dug up a 
real good story-lots of human 
interest." 

"Cooked up, you mean," I felt 
like saying, but kept quiet. 

The paper also thought it was a 
story filled with human interest, 
for they printed it on the front 
page, with a good headline. 

That was the end of it, I thought 
with relief. But a few days later 
I got a big jolt when I received a 
clipping of my story from the pa
per, together with a letter they 
had received from a woman reader. 

The writer begged for additional 
details concerning the missing pros
pector I had invented. Her only 
brother. she wrote, was a prospec
tor and was last heard from in the 
British Columbia wilderness north 
of Hazelton. 

Could the ring and other things 
found at the scene be forwarded 
to her for possible identification ? 
And if the remains were proved to 
be those of her brother, could she 
claim the mine , even though he 
apparently had never filed a claim 
and the other two prospectors had? 

" Hot damn ! " I exclaimed aloud 
after re-reading the letter several 
times. Why in hades had I ever 
faked that story and how was I 
going to wriggle out of this mess? 

It would never do to admit I 
had invented the whole story, 

neither could I forward a signet 
ring and other articles which, to 
the best of my knowledge, did not 
exist. But what could I do? 

I decided I would write to the 
government agent at Hazelton. He 
would reply that the story was 
no record of a prospector missing 
in the district. That would satisfy 
the woman who was inquiring and 
pull me out of an embarrassing 
tangle. 

I quickly typed out a letter to 
the agent, enclosing the woman's 
letter and a clipping of the· story. 
I told him the paper had asked me 
to get all further information pos
sible. As the story didn't carry 
my byline I didn't tell the agent 
I had written it-or, rather, faked 
it. 

I then waited hopefully, fully 
expecting the government agent 
would reply that the story was 
false, that some joke-loving north
erner had probably put one over 
on a gullible young city newspaper 
reporter. Such a reply, together 
with a covering letter from my
self should satisfy the woman 
reader. 

A few days later the government 
agent's reply arrived. Sm iling, I 
opened the envelope and read his 
lengthy and detailed letter-and 
it brought me bolt upright in my 
chair, wide-eyed and rigid. Instead 
of a brusque denial the agent wrote 
in part: 
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"The facts of the printed story 
are substantially correct, although 
I think the reporter embellished 
them somewhat. I recorded the 
claims in the names of the two 
prospectors after listening to their 
story, but cautioned them that their 
claim could be disputed if any rel
atives of the original finder, whose 
skeleton bad been found, cared to 
do so. 

"In addition, further investiga
tion after the receipt of your letter 
has led me to the conclusion that 
the dead man was the inquiring 
lady's missing brother, Frank S .  
Holloway, as  no other prospector 
is unaccounted for. 

' 'I have found out that a man, 
presumably the dead man, had 
set out for the district where the 
remains were found. I am there
fore forwarding the signet ring 
and other personal articles found 
at the scene of the tragedy to 
the lady reader for possible 
identification." 

I was utterly flabbergasted. Here 
was something . that savoured 
strongly of the uncanny, the 
psychic. I had written a straight 
fake story, conjured up ·by my own 
imagination, and now the letter i n  
my band declared m y  story to be 
the recording of an actual happen
ing. 

I decided I had better sleep on 
the rna tter 0 

The next morning I studied the 
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government agent's letter closely. 
But there it was in black and 
white-in some mysterious manner 
I had faked a true story. 

I wrote to the lady, enclosing a 
copy of the agent's letter. Weeks 
later I learned she had identified 
the signet ring and had contacted 
the two prospectors who had re
located the rich claim. Further 
negotiations led to their alloting 
her a one-third share. 

But I remained sorely troubled. 
Finally, in sheer desperation ,  I vis
ited a man recognized as one of 
the foremost authorities on spiritu
alism. After listening to my story 
he said : 

"Of course, you are possibly 
one of the many who scoff at Spir
itualism, therefore you did not 
realize it at the time, but you 
happened to be relaxed and ex
ceptionally receptive when you 
wrote that story. 

"The victim, Holloway, was cut 
off in his prime, prematurely, 
abruptly. His spirit would quite 
naturally seek a medium through 
which communication with his 
loved ones might be established. 

"You thought you were faking 
a story out of the imagination, 
which is usually a somewhat 
lengthy process calling for consid
erable mental effort. 

"You tell me you typed out this 
story in a few minutes. The whole 
matter is conclusive. You did not 
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imagine one word of the story. 
"The spirit influence of the 

dead prospector dictated each and 
every word. A quite natural and 
obvious demonstration of spirit 
control. In short, the dead man 

wrote your story." 
I had to agree, for never 

nor since has a story come to m 
so easily. On that particular eve 
ning, for the first and only time i 
my life, I must have been psychic 

� 
CO::--l"SISTENT JOCKEY 

IN THE 1957 United Nations Handicap at Atlantic City, N.J., 
jockey Willie Shoemaker rode Round Table to victory. In the 

same stake in 1958 he rode Clem to victory against Round Table, 
who finished second. 

� 
TINY TORNADO 

WHAT apparently wns a small, isolated tornado visited the 
property of a woman in the Powell Valley Community near 

LaFollette, Tenn. It smashed windows, uprooted trees and bushes 
and hurled a lawn chair 25 feet across the yard. Neighboring 
houses in the area were not so much as scratched by the "tornado." 

'J10MORROW'S MADE-TO-ORDER CHILDREN 

TH E  HEREDITY of human 
beings 50 years from now 

will be determined before birth 
by their parents, who submitted 
to certain radiation treatments. 
As a result, offspring of the 
future will be supermen, perfect 
in mind and body. This predic
tion recently was made by Dr. 
E. Vincent Askey, a Los An
geles physician and surgP.on 
and president-elect of the Amer
ican Medical Association in an 
address before the Hollywood 
Academy of Medicine. 

Dr. Askey expressed the be
lief that today mankind stands 
on the threshold of an age in 
which he will control the evo-

lution of the human race. Physi
cists and chemists, he said, al
ready have found how to alter 
the composition of inorganic, 
or non-living cells through ra
diation. The structure of the 
chromosomes, - the carriers of 
hereditary characteristics-also 
could be changed through ra
diation. Thus hereditary defects 
could be eradicated and desir
able characteristics could be em
phasized. In this way science 
could produce a race which 
would be physically perfect, of 
�xtremely high mental capacity 
and having a life expectancy of 
125 or more years according to 
Dr. Askey. 



Long Island's 
CRYING MADONNA 

Rev. Papadeas and Archbishop lakovos view weeping portrait. (UPI photo) 

Hundreds report having seen moisture, like tears, appear 

in the eyes of this 8 by 10 portrait of the Virgin Mary. 

A CRYING MADONNA, the 
household icon of a devout 

young Greek Orthodox man and his 
wife, has been taken to St. Paul's 
Greek Orthodox Church at 1 10 Ca
thedral Ave., Hempstead, L. I ., 
N.Y. During its first day there, i t  
was viewed by an  estimated 3 ,500 
persons. 
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The Madonna began to weep on 
Wednesday, March 1 6. Mrs. Pa
gora Catsounis says : "I was kneel
ing before the icon at evening de
votions. I saw a glint on the Ma
donna's face and looked closer. It  
appeared as  if  Her eyes opened and 
closed. Then there came these two 
drops of moisture, like tears. I 



ANOTHER C RYING MADO N NA 
After the accompanying story had gone to press, another case in which tears 

appeared to trickle from the eyes of a portrait of the Madonna was reported. 
Some four weeks after he investigated the first case Father Pa.padeas was called 
to view a similar icon manifestation in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Koulis of 
Oceanside, L.l., N.Y., four miles from the Cotsounis apartment. 

The New York Testing laboratories mode a chemical examination af the tears 
exuded by the portrait in the Koulis home and reported that they were of an oily 
nature and did not resemble human tears. The fluid, they said, contained only 
a trace of chloride, a major element in human tears, and one of the nitrogenous 
ct,' ·'.-·' .·nds usually found in teardrops. 

could hardly believe my eyes. 
" I  intended to tell only my hus

band about it, because I did not 
think anyone else would believe 
me. I called him. My husband and 
I watched, and almost every hour 
the tears came although the eyes 
did not move any more. 

"I just couldn't keep it to my
self, and told a neighbor. I asked 
her to keep it to herself, because I 
wanted to tell Father George after 
Lenten services on Friday night. 

''But these things have a way 
of getting around, and from Friday 
morning on people began knocking 
at our door to ask to see the Ma
donna. We have been letting them, 
as many as come." 

Literally hundreds of visitors 
from many miles away came to the 
Catsounis' three-room apartment at 
41 Norfolk Road , Island Park, 
L.I. There were 70 visitors crowd
ed into the tiny apartment when 
Father George Papadeas, pastor of 
St. Paul's arrived there Saturday 
morning. He, and they, saw the 

Virgin's tears gently flow to the 
bottom of the frame around the 
picture a�d vanish. The pries. 
held a special service before th 
shrine. 

B a n a gi o ti s  Catsounis, 23, 
counterman, and his wife, Pagora, 
22 ,  a seamstress, are the owners oj 
the portrait which is an 8 by 1 0  
inch tinted lithograph. The pic· 
ture, framed in glass, was given tfj 
the Catsounises by a Greek Ortho· 
dox nun, a cousin of Mr. Catsouni 
in Greece at the time they wer 
married. It is a Byzantium-styli 
lithograph of Mary. Thousand. 
like it hang on the walls of me 
hers of the faith. 

The Rev. George Papadeas said 
"This is a tremendous gift for thi, 
little family. I know this couple 
They are both very devout. · 
would have 'been honored if thi 
had happened to me. It is a goo 
omen. I have known of simil 
wondrous happenings in Greece, b 
never in the U. S ." 

In reverent gratitude for the a 



arent miracle Mr. and Mrs. Ban
iotis Catsounis permitted all per

sons who came to their apartment 
o see the picture. Mrs. Tally An

�elone of 33 Norfolk Road watch
ed the icon on Friday, March 1 8 ,  
nd later said, "I will never for

�et it as long as I live. I looked 
nee and came back a second time 

!l few hours lafer and it happened 
!lgain." 

Mrs. Charles Luisi, another 
eighbor living at 25 Norfolk 

Road, saw the Madonna weep on 
l<'riday night and again on Satur
ay morning. "You hear about 
ings like this but when you ac

ually witness it the sensation is 
.remendous," she said. 

Archbishop Iakovos, the highest 
reek Orthodox prelate in this 
emisphere, head of the diocese 
hkh includes North and South 
merica, visited the Long Island 
orne where the picture hangs after 
eing called by Father Papadeas. 
e did not see the picture shed 

ears but he told reporters he was 
.onvinced it had from the eyewit
less accounts of Mr. and Mrs. Cat
ounis, their priest and a number 
f neighbors and other visitors. 

ii'ather George Papadeas said the 
icture apparently stopped crying 
fter the house was blessed. 

Archbishop Iakovos also con
lucted a service before the picture 

the small apartment and de
ared the ground there hallowed. 
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He said he saw the phenomenon as 
"a very good omen for some bless
ing to our nation or the world. Of 
course, there's no explanation that 
can be justified by a mere human 
being," he concluded. 

So many hundreds of persons 
visited the Catsounis hoJJt0 that 
by the middle of the wee.k the 
couple were in such an emotional 
state that they closed and locked 
their doors and went away. 

The Virgin Mary's picture was 
removed from the Long Island 
apartment on March 23 and taken 
to the large St. Paul's Greek Orth
odox Church in Hempstead. Ten 
carloads of churchmen escorted the 
lithograph to the church where it 
was placed before the main altar in 
a "liturgy of the pre-sanctified 
gifts" service that lasted nearly 
three hours. 

The church was opened shortly 
after noon to accomodate the crowds 
that viewed and kissed the icon 
in its shrine of lilies and ferns. The 
line of persons frequently extended 
from the shrine back 1 00 feet to 
the entrance of St. Paul's church. 
It was estimated that perhaps 
70 per cent of the 3 ,500 persons 
visiting the church were of faiths 
other than Greek Orthodox. 

When Father Papadeas, two oth
er priests and three altar boys left 
the Catsounis house with the icon 
several persons, including a report
er and some photographers, no-
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ticed three white seagulls hovering 
over the home. Three similar birds 
were seen later flying over the 
church when the procession of cars 
carrying the icon arrived there. 
Then they disappeared. 

The congregation gasped when 
Father Papadeas told them that 
it had been reported to him the 
three birds followed the cars. He 
said, in a sermon delivered in Greek, 
that the three birds symbolized the 
Holy Trinity and their appearance 
had religious significance. 

About 20 persons at the church, 
reported they saw the Madonna 
open her half-shut eyes wide at 
about 5 : 30 P. M. An officer of the 
congregation said that the church 
caretaker, Stelios Laskas and the 
stenographer, Mrs. Fotinie Gai
tanis, were called to check on this 
phenomenon and they confirmed it. 
They were not available for com
ment later and John A. Paul of 
Rockville Centre, vice president 
of the board of trustees of the 

church, said that as far as he was 
concerned the matter was an un
verified report. 

The pastor of St. Paul's church, 
Father Papadeas, said the churcH 
will be open until 10 P.M. each 
night for visitors who wish to see 
the picture of the Virgin. Within 
a few months a permanent shrin 
will ibe erected outside the churc 
so that the Madonna that erie 
can be on view 24 hours a day. 

This incident recalls the terra 
cotta statuette of the Madonn 
which was reported to have she t 
tears in 1 9  53 in Syracuse, Sicily 
The Syracuse Madonna, which 
stood over the bed of Mrs. An 
tonina Guisto Jannuso, in a hum· 
ble cottage, began weeping on Aug 
ust 29, 1953 ,  while Mrs. Jannus 
was in childbirth. Tears were sai 
to flow at intervals for five days 
and the doctors who analyzed them 
reported in a signed statement thaJ 
they contained the same chemical 
elements as human tears. 

CONTEST WITH A COBRA 

WHILE at work in a reptile garden in St. Joseph, Mo., Wil
liam White, a snake handler, was bitten by a deadly hooded 

cobra. The snake struck through a heavy canvas bag White was 
holding, and its j aw was dislocated when White jerked his hand 
away. Treated with anti-cobra serum, White recovered-but the 
snake died of infection resulting from its injury. 
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"Devil Tigre" was the villagers' name for the 

weird inhabitant of the mountain-a name it lived up to. 

WHEN YOU STAND in the 
gateway of the Buddhist tem

ple in the small village of Wha 
Chee, about 25 miles northwest 
of Kweilin in the wes t e rn part 
of China you can see a small range 
of mountains. There are no trees 

on these mountains. All the trees 
were cut long ago and now even 
the lowest brush has been care
fully gathered. Seldom a bush es
capes cutting until it is as high as 
three feet. The Chinese use all 
these tiny sticks of wood for fuel , 



and use them again as charcoal. 
Every ounce of energy is taken 
from the substance of the wood. 

I mean to say, all the mountains 
are bare, except one. I saw this 
double peak with its open saddle 
at the skyline when I was in China 
in 1 945 .  This mountain lies, as the 
crow flies, about three miles across 
the rice paddies southeast of the 
temple. On this one peak fully 
grown trees stand in unmolested 
splendor. This entire mountain is 
clothed in a beautiful verdant man
tle, except for an ancient trail that 
scars its way up to the valley that 
divides the ·twin peaks. 

One summer morning as I stood 
looking at the mountain one of my 
sergeants walked up behind me and 
said, "Wonder why that mountain 
bas trees. None of the rest do." 

"I don't know, Sergeant Utz," I 
answered. "They've picked the rest 
of the hills as clean as a fairway ! "  

"That's right, Sir. When we get 
in from inspection let's take a walk 
over there and look at her." 

Sergeant Utz and I were members 
of a liaison team working with the 
Chinese Combat Command in the 
interior of China. The Chinese Com
munists, called bandits at that time, 
only gave us a little trouble once i n  
a while. They'd shoot up a truck 
or hijack a convoy, but nothing 
more serious. We did, however, lose 
a regiment or two. They just packed 
up during the night and vanished 
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toward the north. The fact tha� 
they took all the equipment and 
supplies we had issued to them fo 
training didn't seem too great a sur· 
prise to the Generalissimo. 

But back to my story. 
The afternoon turned out bright 

and clear, with no haze. The atmos
phere at that altitude is clear an 
visibility is almost unlimited. Ser
geant Utz came in from his round 
of inspection with his M-3 grease 
gun slung over his shoulder. H 
carried two extra magazines of 20 
rounds in his field jacket pockets. 

"Say, Lieutenant, is that 38 all 
you're gonna carry?" 

"Yeah, Sarge, I don't think we 
should run up against too many 
bandits out in those rice paddies." 

"I mean to bust a few of those 
birds down along the river bank. 
Thought you'd want to get a few 
shots yourself." 

I did have a few extra rounds of 
38 special the boys at  OSS had 
slipped me. Since we really didn't 
expect any trouble I just left it at 
that. Now I wish I'd carried a '03 
with a scope on it .  

We crossed to the river and took 
a few shots at the birds along the 
banks. We missed them but we did 
get a load of Chinese kids. The 
little ones spotted anyone going out 
to do any shooting and stuck to 
them like glue. After you fired a 
round they fought for the brass 
shells. Those brass shells went to 
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own and were traded for rice. 
However, as we started up the 

·lope that led to the mountain trail 
he little kids began to fall back. 
ven a burst from the grease gun 
nd the cascade of bright brass 
idn't tempt them to follow us. 
hey stood below at the edge of 

he paddies yelling their heads off. 
either of us knew enough Chin

.se to understand what they were 
elling. They called the same words 

'ver and over and kept pointing 
oward the top of the mountain. 

!I'hey seemed kind of scared and 
hey wanted us to come back down, 

at was obvious. 
We shot up our ammunition. I 

id have three shells left in my re
olver. While our impromptu tar

�>'et practice went on an old woman 
oassed the boys and came up to 
s. The little fellows called and 

·houted at her, too. She turned her 
!lead without stopping and roasted 
hem with rapid-fire Chinese. From 
he looks of the big woven basket
ack she had on her back, she was 
oing for wood. 

"Tex, those kids yelled the same 
ords at her that they were yelling 
t us," I said. "She'll have the big
est fire in the village tonight." 

"Wonder why the kids tried to 
top her?"  

"Sir, I don't know. They seemed 
wful excited about her going to 
he top of this damned mountain 
hough! "  
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"Aw, to hell with this ! There's 
nothing here we haven't seen all 
over the Orient !  Let's get back to 
the compound. I don't want to miss 
supper if I don't have to." 

"O.K. Lieutenant Bentley ! You 
got the rank on me ! " 

We turned back down the path. 
Sergeant Utz was leading. Remem
ber !  The sky was clear. The visibil
ity was perfect. Both of us were 
sober. 

Suddenly I spun and pulled my 
revolver as I dropped to one knee. 
Utz whirled and slid behind a 
boulder. It came again ! One of the 
most terrifying, unearthly, agon
ized screams I ever have beard 
spilled down from the top of the 
mountain ! We watched. The little 
old woman ran into the clearing 
between the two peaks, then into 
the rocks on the other side. She 
was screaming. From the rocks she 
had just left rolled a dull cloud
like, amoeboid thing ! It seemed we 
could see through it, yet, it had a 
definite course, a regularity of mass, 
but no true form. From force of 
habit I fired all three rounds from 
my 38.  The range was about 300 
yards. The shots bad no effect on 
anything but Sergeant Utz and 
myself. The "thing" went into the 
rocks behind the old woman. Her 
screams rose louder, then stopped 
abruptly in the middle of one soul
searing shriek. 

"Lieutenant Bentley! Let's get 
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the hell out e f here! " 
The Sergeant was talking to me, 

but I was already past him on the 
way toward the compound. The 
three miles · back were very short. 

After supper we told the group 
about our afternoon walk. Most of 
them laughed. The C.O. warned 
everyone of the danger of drinking 
Jing-Bow juice from the village. 
However, our Chinese interpreter 
was quiet. 

"Major ! "  I called to him. "What 
does the word the little ones were 
calling to us mean ?" I repeated the 
word as closely as I could in Chin
ese. 

"It  mean . • •  Devil Tigre." 
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. "That wasn't any tigre ! "  

"Sir," he answered. " I  cannot ex� 
plain. There are very strange hap� 
penings in the Orient that cannot 
be understood by the mind of an· 
educated Occidental." 

I left China. I left the Orient. 
Later I left the Army. But there is 
a view from the Buddhist temple in 
the tiny village of Wha Chee, near 
Kweilin, that seems as vivid as i t  
did that bright afternoon over a 
decade ago. I can shut my eyes and 
see the barren, desolate hills and 
the one fresh green mountain. 

I don't kn<>w why the trees were 
left on that mountain. The old 
woman knows. She's still there. 

BENEATH THE CLOUDS OF VENUS 

A STARTLING finding as a 
result of the first radio 

telescope observations of the in� 
visible surface of the cloud� 
blanketed planet Venus was 
announced during a recent 
meeting of the American Asso� 
ciation for the Advancement of 
Science in Chicago. 

A report by Dr. Frank D. 
Drake of the National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory at 
Green Bank, W. Va., stated that 
radio waves generated at the 
surface of Venus can penetrate 
the thick cloud blanket and fur
nish information as to physical 
conditions on the planet. The 
radio waves are interpreted by 

newly d�vdoped, highly sensi
tive instruments for receiving 
radio waves from the planets 
and other distaat celestial ob� 
jects. 

Dr. Drake said that analysis 
of Venus' radio emissions by 
him and his co-workers has 
shown that the surface temper
ature of the planet has remain
ed close to 585 degrees Fahren
heit in the three years since 
the radio observations began. 
This high temperature, he stat
ed, indicates that conditions as· 
they exist on Venus today are 
unfavorable for life and prob
ably rule out the possibility of 
life. 



T H E  R I D D L E  O F  

A G.I N G  
Is this Cayce-like reading, given by a clairvoyant 

in trance, the solution to why people grow old? 

ONE OF. the most baffling mys
teries of modern science is 

the question of why a living or
ganism ages. According to all sci
entific observation and deduction 
it cannot happen - yet it does. 
When an independent section of 
tissue is maintained in the proper 
laboratory environment its cells 
continue to divide and aging does 
not occur. But tissue which is part 
of a living organism begins to age 
once full growth, as specified by 

the heredity-carrying genes, is 
reached . 

If the answer to this riddle 
could be found youth and experi
ence could be combined. Lead
ership would be improved. Old 
maids would be a thing of the 
past. The frustrating "over-40 em
ployment problem" would be gone. 
The degenera:tive diseases ( heart 
disease, cancer, etc . )  would be 
largely eliminated. Women would 
retain their full beauty for a rea-



SCIENCE PROBES THE R IDDLE 
What causes human beings to age? This question intrigued 

the minds of men long before Ponce De Leon set out to find the 
Fountain of Youth. 

Various theories have been advanced by medical science to ex
plain aging. One of .the latest is that announced recently by Dr. 
Ross A .  McFarland, Professor of Environmental Health and Safety 
at the Harvard School of Public Health. According to Dr. M c
Farland, the aging process is a result of a decreasing supply of 
oxygen in the body. Dr. McFarland found that normal subjects, 
when deprived of oxygen, lost capacity for sensation, perception 
and judgment. These symptoms, he claims, parallel those in aging 
persons. 

Dr. McFarland points out that hypoxia, or lack of oxygen, 
is not the sole factor in aging. But it seems more closely associated 
to aging than any other factor so far proposed, and he feels it opens 
vast new areas for biological research . 

William King's discussion of aging-a product of his ability 
as a cla.irvoyant-is offered for what new light it may shed on a 
problem of universal interest. Authorities who have considered 
this theory feel it dove-tails rather neatly with known facts of anat
omy and physiology. 

sonable time instead of starting to 
lose it almost as soon as they 
get it. 

From infancy to old age cells 
are dying from inevitable envi
ronmental i rregularities (poisons, 
stresses, uneven oxygen distribu
tion, etc.)  and other cells are di
viding to form replacements. Dur
ing the growth period the dying 
cells are largely replaced and, 
moreover, the cell-building process
es are able to keep up with rapid 
body growth, b'ut after maturity 
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i s  reached cell replacement myste
riously decreases and the rate of 
cell deaths ( necrocytosis) increases. 

I have been interested in the 
aging riddle since reading about 
some Russian rejuvenation experi
ments. Leading scientists now say 
it may be possible some day to 
control aging. I was struck by an 
exciting idea one day : Perhaps the 
subtle aging process, believed by 
many scientists to be closely re
lated to the delicate nervous-en
docrine system, would respond to 
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the power of hypnosis ! In 1958 
I wrote to  the University of Cali
fornia at the Los Angeles ·Medical 
Center and also to a prominent 
psychologist-hypnotist about my 
idea. It was new to them but they 
responded that it might work, al
though neither of them felt in a 
position to try it. 

I decided that hypnotic aging 
control might be facilitated by a 
conscious knowledge of the aging 
mechanism and proceeded to read 
all I could find on aging in five 
libraries and to interview and query 
various hypnotists and scientists. 
Somebody suggested that I try to 
find a clairvoyant who might be 
able to shed some light on the aging 
mystery. 

I wondered whether anybody had 
ever thought to ask Edgar Cayce 
about the cause of and the cure 
for the physical ailment called 
aging. His son , Hugh Lynn Cayce, 
wrote me that there is some infor
mation on aging in the Cayce files 
but that it is scattered among the 
90,000 pages of transcripts and 
has not been put together. He knew 
of nobody in the entire world who 
might be able to answer my ques
tion. I decided to look for such a 
person anyway. 

About six weeks later and 1 4  miles 
from my home my search ended. 
This was on December 2, 1958 .  In 
El Monte, Calif., I met a practi
tioner of psychology and hypno-
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tism, William V. King, who claim
ed that he could give clairvoyant 
diagnosis and advice under hyp
nosis. He himself was curious about 
the aging riddle and consequently 
agreed to give me some readings 
on the question without charge. 

Little did I realize what a big 
project lay ahead. During the first 
three months of 1 959 King gave 
me five one-hour readings while 
under hypnosis. I put many ques
tions to him. I tape recorded each 
reading and made typewritten tran
scripts. He spoke very rapidly and 
positively and did not seem to be 
influenced by any ideas contained 
in my questions. In fact, sometimes 
he emphatically declared these 
ideas to be wrong. 

Although many points in these 
readings seem rather vague, hard 
to understand and even improb
able, although crude similes and 
non-technical language were em
ployed, the general picture of the 
aging mechanism which he gave 
me is to my mind more original 
and logical than anything I had 
previously read or worked out my
self-this, despite the fact that 
King is not a biologist. 

Other theories of aging that 
I have studied seem more con
cerned with results than with causes 
and at least some of them apply 
mainly or only to certain portions 
of the organism. Many of them 
are chemical theories, as if chemis-
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try itself can fully explain the 
basic causes of aging. 

Physics is more basic than chem
istry and borders on the field of 
metaphysics. So the most basic 
cause of any biologic phenomena 
would seem to be biophysical ,  i .e., 
within the area of atomic or sub
atomic biology. Certain specialists 
may be irked by this statement 
but I am fortunate in being a lay
man and thus impartial. 

I was told that man ages sim
ply because he does not live right, 
or because he is led to expect 
that he will age, or because man's 
collective soul development has not 
yet earned him the right to con
trol aging. Instead of being given 
a lot of mystical gobbledegook, I 
was given, by William King, a 
biophysical theory of aging. 

Environmental and psychological 
factors apparently do affect ag
ing, but even an ideal configura
tion of these factors surely would 
not go very far in controlling the 
aging process, and the facts of 
animal life seem to indicate that 
there is an internal mechanism or 
cause for aging. 

The King readings on aging im
ply that the mystery of life and 
the mystery of aging, two of the 
great scientific riddles of our 
world, are intimately related. 
They reveal, if they are correct, 
that it is the behavior of that un
seen , undetected, unknown essence 
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Author Leon J. Ricks, o commercial photo. 
grapher, has spent l' h  years on this study. 

which differentiates living organic 
matter from dead organic matter, 
which insidiously turns a strong, 
spirited, young adult into a flaccid, 
lethargic, old person. Aging does 
not occur because of such super
ficial and localized phenomena as 
the gathering of cross-linked mole
cules in the body's cells, the accu
mulation of toxic substances, and 
the decreasing permeability of con
nective tissue---contrary to what 
some scientists have suggested. 

It appears to the writer that 
aging is caused by the behavior 
of the life factor because we know 
that aging involves an unaccount
able loss of life by an increased 
number of cells and the baffling 
failure of nutrient materials to be 



converted into living matter in a 
sufficient amount to replace all of 
the dying cells. The nutrients, the 
chemical energy, and the gene pat
terns for sustaining youth are pres
ent, but the mysterious factor need
ed for the activation of life pro
cesses is not as much in evidence 
as it was during the earlier years. 

William King, under hypnosis, 
called this factor which gives life 
to matter life energy or primal en
ergy, using the phrase "irregular 
electrical impulses" in referring 
to it in the form it assumes to 
cause aging. He said that, in the 
aging process, the cells lose their 
ability to hold the life energy be
cause the life energy acts so as to 
injure the individual cells. Very 
interestingly, the thing which gives 
life to matter also takes it away. 

This explanation of the life fac
tor and the age-producing factor 
were given by King after I asked 
him, "Exactly what do you mean 
by regular electrical impulses? "  

H e  answered, "With age or the 
passing of time these impulses be
come less consistent .  In early life, 
from the time of infancy, they 
start out basically in an even flow 
of energy or electrical current. 
With the passing of time this flow 
becomes irregular, secreting more 
energy but of shorter duration, 
consequently overcharging and 
burning out cells that it is supposed 
to supply with the life material." 

FATE 
I then asked, "What are the 

purposes of these electrical im
pulses in the first place?"  

He  replied , "Now we are dealing 
not only with the process of aging, 
but we are dealing with the pro
cesses of life itself, for this energy 
that is produced is the activating 
force that determines living mat
ter from non-living matter. This is 
the life itself of the organism." 

Earlier it was noted that arti
ficially maintained, independent 
tissue can be kept from aging in
definitely. Since an organism ages 
evidently there are certain func
tional interrelationships between 
certain organs and/ or systems 
which make the entire organism 
age. The King readings indicate 
that the brain; the organ most 
concerned with general body regu
lation and condition, and the ad
jacent pituitary gland which pro
vides the stimulus for growth are 
both to blame. Please remember, 
the completion of growth coincides 
with the beginning of aging. 

According to the readings the 
life-giving energy or substance of 
the supporting and molding elec
trical fields which surround all 
living things ( reported by Burr 
and Northrop of Yale in . 194 7 )  is 
drawn into the brain ( mainly the 
mesencephalon ) and distributed 
to the body through the nervous 
system. The pituitary gland plays 
a very important role in handling 
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this life energy and the structural 
characteristics and condition of 
this endocrine gland and the con
dition of its growth hormone af
fect the smoothness with which the 
life energy is transmitted. The 
pituitary gland makes possible the 
entry and/or transmission of the 
life energy in the first place. 

During the growth period life 
energy is utilized both for the 
"activation" of new cells and for 
the maintenance of old cells. When 
growth is completed cell produc
tion necessarily declines drastically 
and much Jess life energy is util
ized. At the same time the growth 
hormone is no longer needed by 
the body. 

Now life energy is required for 
maintenance only, rather than for 
both growth and maintenance. 
More life energy now is handled 
by the pituitary gland than is used 
by the body and the excess "burns 
out" the cells of this gland and 
causes a ohange in the composi
tion of the growth of the hor
mone. The hormone change appar
ently is caused by the change 
in the condition of the gland. The 
gland deterioration and hormone 
alteration cause the life energy to 
be transmitted to the body cells 
in separate bursts, spaced a mi
nute fraction of a second apart. 
The transmission was smoother 
earlier. 

Since total quantity of the 
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energy remains the same the 
amount of energy reaching a cell 
during the period when an 
impulse is received is greater 
than it was during a like peri
od of time when the transmis
sion was smooth. These sudden 
and separate high energy bombard
ments damage the portion of the 
cells which holds and utiliz�s the 
life energy. 

Consequently the rate of cell 
deaths (necrocytosis ) increases 
and the conditions for the build
ing of new protoplasm and for 
cell division ( mitosis) become less 
favorable. The body no longer is 
able to replace all of the dying 
cells. 

I asked King if the transmission 
of the life energy becomes more 
and more irregular as the aging ef
fects accumulate. I rather expected 
an affirmative answer. But he re
plied in authoritative, emphatic 
tones, ''No." He said that senility 
increases because in each succes
sive period of time the number of 
cells which need to be replaced 
becomes greater. In other words, 
during the first period after ma
turity only a portion of the dy
ing cells are replaced.  Only a por
tion of the dying cells are replaced 
during the next period. The cells 
not replaced during the second 
period are added to the cells not 
replaced during the first period, 
and so on. As cells are lost and 



not replaced organs gradually be
come less efficient and tissues sag. 

I do not entertain the hope 
that any physiologist will step 
into a la·boratory and immediately 
investigate the above explanation 
of why people grow old. Neither 
do I have much hope that any re
searcher in the field of geratology 
will spend time deductively inves
tigating these ideas. 

As a consequence I myself decid
ed to try to determine how much 
sense the ideas make. 

The idea of an increased destruc
tive force seems to fit in very well 
with certain considerations relat
ing to wounds and the contour 
limits of the body. Wounds in an 
old person heal at a rate which 
involves a rate of cell production 
whiph would seem to be at least 
equal to the rate of cell division 
necessary to maintain permanent 
youth in uninjured tissues. Why, 
then, do people age-in view of the 
relatively low cell production nec
essary for enduring youth if a 
rate of cell production greater 
than this requirement occurs in 
the area of the wound of an old 
person ? 

Something which is absent in the 
area of a wound must be the 
cause of the reduced rate of cell 
regeneration characteristic of the 
mature organism. PePhaps this 
cause is provided by the contour 
limits of the 'body which are de-
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Iineated by the genes. 
When there is a wound-a gap 

unfilled with cells-the cells sur
rounding the gap are able to mul
tiply very rapidly because of the 
lack of congestion or compression 
caused by the fact that the cells 
have not yet met and pressed 
against the invisible contour limit. 
However, the wound does heal less 
rapidly than it would in youth 
because of the increased destruc
tive force and because. of the 
surrounding senile tissue. 

During the growing period the 
major destructive factor which ex
ists after body growth is com
pleted is largely absent and the 
contour limits at the same time 
have not been reached, so cell di
vision is extremely rapid in both 
uninjured and wound areas. After 
growth is · completed the congestion 
or compression caused by reaching 
the · contour limits allows at least 
enough cell · production for the 
replacement of all the cells which 
would die because of the cell de
generative factors ( inevitable en
vironmental irregularities, poisons, 
stresses, insufficient oxygen, etc . )  
which have existed since the be
ginning of the organism, ibut a 
major destructive factor largely pe
culiar to the adult period prevents 
a complete replacement of cells. 

I have submitted this explana
tion involving life energy to nu
merous s�ientists. The general re-
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action was that science knows very 
little about the pituitary gland, 
brain, and nervous system and it 
would be hard to prove anything 
one way or the other. A U.C.L.A. 
scientist implied that the "experi
mental design" I set forth should 
be investigated by a physiologist. 
A leading geratology researcher at 
the Brookhaven National Labor
atory wrote that " . . . I honestly 
feel that some parts of the idea 
are reasonable to suspect . . . " 

The particular destructive force 
Mr. King described is something 
that would almost have to travel 
over the nerves , if his general ex
planation is anything like correct, 
and in this connection it seems 
extremely interesting that the pos
terior lobe and the mesencephalon 
of the brain are largely composed 

- of masses of nerve fiber the func
tions of which are matters of great 
perplexity to scientists. Further
more, a mysterious bundle of 50,-
000 nerve fibers called the infun
dibulum leads from the pituitary 
gland to the brain and one of the 
readings indicated that these nerve 
fibers are required because a large 
enough quantity of life energy to 

serve the entire body must pass 
over them. 

The anterior lobe of the pitui
tary gland is considered the mas
ter chemical regulator or gland of 
the body and it might be that the 
two lobes of the pituitary gland 
represent a chemical-electrical in
ter-regulatory agency, subordinate 
to the brain in respect to growth 
and aging. The nervous-endocrine 
system is already thought by manyj 
scientists to hold the answer to 
the aging riddle, and perhaps the 
pituitary gland is a major point 
of coordination between the nerv 
ous system and the endocrine sys
tem. This would resolve the mystifi 
cation of one writer of an anatomyj 
text who reflected that, since the 
pituitary gland is regarded as 
hormone agency, it seemed od 
half of it is nerve fibers. 

If the life energy theory of ag
ing presented here turns out to b 
correct it will be a major victor 
for those who believe that th 
mind of man transcends matte 
and can exist apart from the physi
cal body. 

I hope the scientists will give this 
their attention soon. 

�� 
ONE LAST DIVE 

TRAPPE D in their car after it plunged off a pier into 30 feet 
of icy water in Troon, Scotland, James Todd, 45, his wife, 

Etta, 44, their son, Donald, 1 1, and James Robertson, 16, drowned. 
All were members of a diving club. 
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tn :lime 

How else explain my visit to that oddly 

old-fashioned office-which ceased to exist after I left? 

IT WAS LATE in October, 1928 ,  
and late in  the day, when I 

reached the city. I remember that 
brown leaves fluttered along the 
brick-paved streets in tired swarms. 

few, curling like dessicated human 
ands, clung forlornly to their par

ental skeletons. A threat of snow 
hung in the air : grey clouds pressed 
down and early darkness stalked 
the milltown streets. 

Suddenly the lowering sun found 
a thin opening in the western clouds 
and its rays filtered through, touch
ing and gilding mill smokestacks, 

blanksided warehouses and rusty 
factory buildings. 

It was an unpeopled district I 
had driven into, disconsolate and 
brooding, as though poverty and 
all its ills dwelt in the houses of 
the milltown workers which were 
sprinkled between the mills and fac
tories. A few cats skulked among 
the piles of leaves, evidently look
ing for fallen birds. Lean dogs 
crept along the cracked and dirty 
sidewalks, but there were no romp
ing children. All was grim with age 
and decay. 



I was tired, having. driven over 
300 miles on unfamiliar roads. I 
was driving alone from California 
to New York City. Leaving behind 
my flapperhood, bathtub gin, wasted 
nights, tiresome, routine jobs and 
a few maudlin admirers, I had set 
out to seek Fame and Fortune iri 
the Big City. 

When the sunlight broke through 
the clouds I revived some:what and 
began to look for highway markers 
which were not always continued 
through cities in those days. A 
minor traffic incident brought me 
up sharply and I soon realized that 
somewhere I l;lad missed a turn. A 
strange sensation swept over me. It 
wasn't fear, but rather an inex
plicable exhilaration. I suddenly 
was rejoicing when I should have 
been annoyed. My spirits soared 
and I saw enchantment in all the 
sun-touched buildings around me. 

I was tired no more. The strange 
and violent emotion had swept me 
to the pinnacle of tingling excite
ment. Nor did the exhilaration 
leave me when the sun disappeared. 
I drove around in the dusk thrill
ing to everything I saw. As I recall 
it, I wasn't searching-! had dis
covered, but the discovery was pure
ly emotional. 

At length I went to a hotel. It 
was a good hotel, for I was not in 
a mood for economy. I remember 
that I slept little, if any, that night. 

My mood had not diminished in  

ss 

the morning. Again I drove aimless
ly around the city, intoxicated with 
the beauty my e�notion imputed to 
drab business buildings and sturdy 
brick homes. In the late morning 
I found myself in a rather narrow, 
short, brick-paved street near the 
downtown district. The buildings, 
s o m e wh a t  shabby at that time, 
pressed around, s u pp o r t i n g  each 
other with common walls. North 
Division Street was the name as I 
remember it. 

Uncertain of my course, I slowed 
the car. Then, as suddenly as it 
had possessed me, the mood van
ished. I was in an ugly, narrow 
street off my cross-country course 
and feeling very foolish. I knew 
how I had gotten there, but cer
tainly not why I had wanted to be 
there. I was ashamed of my emo
tional binge. After getting direc
tions from a corner filling station, I 
was soon back on the highway to 
New York. 

This strange mood never re
turned. Not even my first glimpse 
of Niagara Falls, the Woolworth 
Building or a storm-tossed Atlantic 
Ocean aroused me to anything like 
the high emotion I had experienced 
in that drab city. However, I re
membered the experience in all its 
detail, and from time to time I 
related it to a friend or to a small 
social gathering. 

One woman who believed in re
incarnation assured me that I had 
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returned to the home of a previous 
existence. A Spiritualist said I had 
received a message from the Other 
World. A medical doctor attributed 
it to adrenalin released into my 
blood during the minor traffic acci
dent-! think I narrowly missed a 
car that shot out of a dark side 
street. Another doctor guessed that 
it might have been a touch of brain 
fever. I was willing to accept the 
explanation of either doctor. It was 
due to some physical imbalance, I 
was sure. 

Thrcmghout the years following 
1 928 I passed through that city a 
number of times, each time recall
ing the strange emotional tempest 
of my youth, but in no way under
going any recurrence. 

However, again in October of 
1956  I had occasion to stop in that 
city on business. I was traveling for 
my firm, a national press clipping 
bureau. There were a number nf 
clients and prospects whom I wisheJ 
to contact. I had made an advance 
hotel reservation in a good, old, 
well-kept place. It may or may not 
have been the one at which I had 
stayed in 1928.  

The morning after my arrival I 
arranged a number of appointments 
by telephone. As it happened, they 
were all for the afternoon and I 
had nothing to do for the rest of 
the morning. It occurred to me to 
contact the local press clipping bu
reau. It was my habit to call on 
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other clipping bureaus when the op
por t u n i t y  arose. There was one 
listed in the classified directory of 
the city. I had never heard of it 
before, which was not strange be
cause I had had no occasion to re
fer to a local bureau in that area. 

I called the number listed for the 
-------Press Clipping Service. A 
very snappy female voice responded, 
"-------Press Clipping Service. Good 
morning." 

I asked for the manager. Then, 
in r e spon s e  to the business-like 
"Who's calling, please?"  I intro
duced myself and explained that I 
was merely making a friendly call. 
The young woman-her v o i c e 
sounded young-didn't give the 
manager's name but told me that 
he was out on a call or two and 
was expected back momentarily. 

"Why don't you come over and 
see our little operation ," she sug
gested. "If he hasn't returned by 
the time you get here you can look 
Qver the bureau and wait for him 
here. I'm sure he'll be glad to see 
someone from a national bureau ." 

Through some oversight I didn't 
ask the name of the manager. I 
merely checked the address, then 
I went out and got in a cab. I 
was not driving on that trip. 

The driver asked me to repeat 
the address. I gave it again-45 
North Division Street. 

He consulted another cab driver 
at the stand in front of the hotel 
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before he started. Soon we entered 
a very shabby, run-down section 
of the town where brick-paved 
streets were narrow and crooked. 
After a few blocks the cab driver 
confessed that he was lost. He was 
new on the job, he said, and had 
never been in this section of town. 

Almost w i t h o u t conscious 
thought I said, "Turn right at the 
next corner, go one block, then 
turn right again. You'll be on Divi
sion Street, and 4.5 is in the mid
dle of the block." The driver gave 
me a look in the mirror and fol
lowed my directions. 

When he stopped in front of 45 
Division Street I had a feeling of 
slight dis-orientation as though I 
didn't quite know where I was or 
why I was there. Then I remem
bered the clipping bureau and went 
into the building. A tottery, bent 
old watchman stepped to the eleva
tor. I told him I wanted the------
Press Clipping Bureau. 

"Third floor," he said. I didn't 
consult the building directory. 

The tired elevator creaked and 
groaned upward and finally panted 
to a stop on the third floor. Down 
the hall in the direction the old 
man had indicated I saw a small, 
old-fashioned sign reading-------Press 
Clipping Service." It was too new 
looking to match the surroundings, 
but clipping bureaus are odd places, 
especially the local ones, and I had 
seen so many nothing about them 

could surpise me nowadays. 
I stepped into a large, light 

room, sparsely furnished with 
c I e a n, new� looking golden-oak 
tables. They were bare except for 
green desk blotters that almost 
covered their tops--cutting tables 
that hadn't been used for much 
cutting. The golden-oak typewriter 
desk near the door was new also. 
The typewriter exposed in its well 
was a very ancient Underwood, yet 
it appeared to be in excellent condi
tion. Even the gilt lettering on it 
was bright and clear. On the desk 
beside it stood an old-fashioned 
stand telephone, the kind on which 
the receiver hung suspended from 
a pronged cradle. 

My thought was, as a young 
woman came forward, Clipping 
bureaus are all odd, but this is 
quaint. My conviction was strength
ened as the young woman ap
proached me. Her hair was neatly 
nwrcelled. She wore a loose, baggy 
pink sweater, a knife-pleated skirt, 
cotton lisle stockings and Mary 
Jane shoes ! I had difficulty sup
pressing a smile as I introduced 
myself and handed her one of my 
business cards. 

She puzzled over the card. I 
explained that ours was a national 
bureau and so forth ; that I was 
merely dropping in to pay my 
respects. 

" I'm Miss-----," the young woman 
said. "Mr.-------will be terribly sorry 
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to  have missed you. He just left." 
"Oh," I commented. "Wasn't it 

you to whom I spoke on the phone 
a short while ago? "  

She shook her head i n  perplexity. 
"No. There must be some mistake. 
I've been here since eight o'clock 
and there have been no phone 
calls." 

I then noticed t h a t  Miss----
spoke with a pronounced midwest
ern drawl, whereas the voice which 
had answered my call had been 
New York brisk. 

" Perhaps I called the wrong 
number," I said to humor her. I 
decided she was a little mentally 
deranged-the odd setting and her 
peculiar dress and hair style! 

"Did you call this number? "  she 
asked, turning the odd old tele
phone around so I could read the 
number at its base. It was not the 
number I had called. I was puzzled 
but by no means troubled as I 
copied the number from the instru
ment. 

Miss ----- told me a b o u t  t h e  
operations of the little bureau. She 
did all the reading, cutting, past
ing and mailing, she said, and also 
acted as Mr.-------'s secretary. He 
did the sales work and sometimes 
helped with sorting or opening the 
papers. "We've just gotten started ," 
she continued. " Mr. ------- left the 
newspaper and established the 
bureau only a year ago, but we 
hope to grow." She indicated the 
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bare tables with their bright green 
blotting paper covers. 

I told her something of our 
multi-stage operations, and again 
I caught the light of disbelief in 
her eyes. It was peculiar, I thought, 
that she had never heard of our 
bureau and even more peculiar that 
she couldn't grasp the idea of clip
ping bureau operations on a large 
scale. 

She cut me short by saying that 
Mr. ------- would be terribly dis
appointed over not seeing me, and 
urged me to stay until he returned. 

I declined, feeling that I should 
go back to the hotel to check on 
calls that might have come in. 
Then, as a thought struck me, I 
added, "Why don't you and Mr. 
------- have lunch with me?" 

She couldn't go, she said. She 
had to watch the telephone. Since 
they were just getting started, they 
couldn't afford to miss a single 
call. She was sure Mr.------- had 
no other appointments and that he 
could accept my invitation. He 
would undoubtedly return before 
1 2 : 00, she said, and she would tell 
him to call me. Or, if !le T"'issed 
me, I should call them. 

"I must call the correct number 
this time," I laughed, and again 
checked the number on the odd 
old telephone. 

There were messages for me at 
the hotel. I placed several tele
phone calls and arranged appoint-
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ments I made no calls after 1 2 : 00 
however, and waited in my room 
for Mr.-------'s call. I was rather 
anxious to meet the owner of that 
quaint little bureau. 

When I hadn't heard from him 
by 1 2 : 30 I called the number I 
had copied from the old-fashioned 
telephone. After a ring or two an 
operator came on with a crisp, 
"What number did you call ? "  

I told her. A short silence fol
lowed, then she announced in the 
bored, lofty manner of telephone 
operators, "There is no such num
ber, madam." 

Madam was properly rebuked. 
I consulted the telephone directory 
again, and came up with the same 
number I had called that morning ! 

Again I called that number and 
was greeted by the New York voice, 
-------,Press Clipping Service. Good 
afternoon." 

" H as M.r.------- returned yet?"  
I asked. 

"Mr.-------?"  There was sarcasm 
and ridicule in her tone. 

" Yes," I said a little uncertainly. 
"I think-! thought he was due 
to return before 1 2 : 00, and-" 

The young woman was having 
no more of that nonsense. "You 

certainly have the wrong informa
tion. Mr.------- has been dead for 
over 10 years ! " 

I was dazed, but I wasn't giving 
up. "But Miss ----- told me-" I be
gan. 

"Miss ----- ! Miss ----- ! " This 
time there was withering contempt 
in the young voice. "Miss ----

has been dead for five years ! 
Where did you get your informa
tion, mad�m ?" 

" I  was there," I said a little 
uncertainly, "at your bureau, 45 
North Division Street, third floor." 

"That must have been a long 
time ago," the contemptuous young 
woman snapped. "The third floor 
is used only for storage now. Our 
operations are all on the sixth 
floor---:have been for years." 

There was a question I couldn't 
resist asking : "When was your 
bureau started?" 

"Nineteen-twenty-seven," came 
the somewhat startled reply. 

"Thank you." My voice was 
weak. In fact, I was weak all over 
my entire body. 

With a flicker of regret I thought 
of Mr. ------- calling my hotel that 
morning in 1 9  2 8 only to be told 
that I had checked out. 



Death Ill 
• the Stars 

Dryden the poet was a believer in astrology-and 

his calculations predicted a fatal day for his newborn son. 

AN ARTICLE in The Wonderful 
jl!f agazine, a monthly journal 

printed in ,London in 1 793,  which, 
as far as I can discover, did not 
continue beyond this first volume, 
stated : 

"Mr. Dryden, with all his under
standing, was yet weak enough to 
be fond of judicial astrology and 
always used it to calculate the 
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nativity of his children." 
The article, titled A Remarkable 

Story Of Mr. Dryden The Poet, 
went on to say that when .his lady 
was in labor with his son Charles 
and he had been asked to withdraw 
from her room he laid his watch 
on the table, begging one of the 
ladies present to take notice of the 
exact minute of the child's birth 



and to tell him. 
About a week after the baby was 

born Mr. Dryden took occasion to 
tell his wife that be had been cal
culating the child's nativity and 
had observed with grief that he 
was born in an evil hour-for Ju
piter, Venus and the Sun were all 
under the earth and the lord of 
his ascendant afflicted with a hate
ful square of Mars and Saturn. 

"If the child lives to the eighth 
year," john Dryden said, "he may 
die a violent death on his birth
day ; but if he escapes then, of 
which I see little hope, he will 
be under the same evil direction 
in his 23rd year and if he should 
escape then a)so the 33rd or 34th 
year is, I fear-" 

Here he was interrupted by the 
immoderate grief of his lady who 
could not bear to hear so much 
calamity prophesied for her new
born son . 

The August eventually came 
when Charles Dryden was to have 
his eighth birthday. 

Mr. Dryden was planning to 
visit his brother-in-law, the Earl 
of Berkshire, at Charlton in Wilts. 
Mrs. Dryden was going at the same 
time to visit her uncle, Mordaunt. 

When the couple came t{) divide 
the children Mrs. Dryden wished 
to take Charles with her. But ::\1r. 
Dryden was resolute and they 
parted in anger ; he taking Charles 
with him. Mrs. Dryden was obliged 
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to be corrtent with John. 
When the predicted fatal day of 

Charles' eighth birthday arrived 
Mrs. Dryden's anxiety caused her 
to have such a violent fever that 
her life was despaired of, until a 
letter came from Mr. Dryden as
suring her that Charles ·was well. 
Six weeks later she heard the 
story of the fateful day. 

Mr. Dryden, either through fear 
of being thought superstitious or 
thinking it a science beneath his 
study, was extremely cautious of 
letting anyone know that he be
lieved in astrology and, therefore, 
could think of no excuse, on his 
son's birthday, for not going on a 
hunt which Lord Berkshire had set 
up. 

However, he did take care to 
set his son a double exercise in 
Latin, which he taught his chil
dren himself, and ordered him not 
to stir out of the room until his 
return. 

Charles was doing his exercises 
in dbedience to his father's com
mand when, as ill fate would have 
it, the stag made toward the house 
and the noise alarmed the servants 
so that they hastened out to see 
the sport. One of them took young 
Dryden by the hand and led him 
along with them. Just as they came 
to the gate the stag, being at bay 
with the dogs, made a bold push 
and leaped over the courtyard wall. 
The dogs followed and threw down 
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a part of the old wall. Poor Char
les was buried in the ruins. 

However, he was got out; but 
so much bruised that he languished 
for six weeks in a dangerous way. 

Thus the first part of his father's 
prophecy was fulfilled. 

In his 23rd year Charles was in 
Rome and became dizzy from the 
heat and fell from the top of an 
old tower belonging to the Vatican. 
He recovered from this accident 
also, but thereafter remained in 
poor health. 

Finally, in his 33rd year, having 
returned to England, he was 
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drowned at Windsor, being taken 
with a cramp as he was bathing 
in the Thames with another gen
tleman. He called for help, but i t  
arrived too late. 

Charles Dryden's father's pro
phetic, numerological calculation 
proved all too true. 

It is, of course, impossible to 
tell, at this late date, and from this 
Remarkable Story, whether Dry
den's astrology was true and ac
curate or whether the whole sad 
tale should be credited to the ef
fects and power of mental sug
gestion. 

THE HOUSEWIFE'S HAIR-RAISING MIRACLE 

IN A letter to Psychic News 
an English housewife who 

signed herself as Mrs. Brown 
of Blackpool, Lancashire, re
cently reported an amazing ex
perience in healing. She had 
been interested in healing for 
some time, she wrote, had at
tended spiritual services and 
had been told by a medium that 
she had a spirit guide who was 
a healer. 

Her husband, however, was 
skeptical. During an argument 
one evening she asked him what 
she could do to convince him. 

Mr. Brown, who had been 

bald for 20 years, replied he 
would be convinced if she would 
make his hair grow. 

Mrs. Brown related that she 
felt she had to do something. 
Although she had made no pre
vious efforts to heal, she "felt 
impressed" to hold her hands 
over his head. 

Mr. Brown was reported to 
have felt heat from her hands. 
After four attempts his nose 
began to bleed as an indication 
that something was happening. 
A month later, Mrs. Brown 
wrote, his hair started to grow 
"and is getting along fine." 
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should deol with an actual experience proving spirit survival. They 
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DID MY COUSIN RETURN? 
Dr. Larry Snead 

O
,UR KIND neighbors, Mr. and 
Mrs. Eugene Conders, came over early on this hot Sunday morn

ing, many years ago now, to invite us to a seance and lecture to be given that day in a private home in Washington, D.C., by a very refined and cultured friend, a spiritualist, once a resident of Washington but more recently from Chicago. Mr. Conders explained that they 
had known Mrs. Bloome for a number of years while she was living in Washington. That they could personally vouch for her devotion to her work in occultism. Following so soon after her operation and hospital stay, my wife was afraid to face the Washington heat, but insisted that I make the trip with the Conders and Mrs. Bloome. Arriving a little late, we found ourselves in a large room with chairs arranged against three walls of the room. Each chair was occupied except for the three left vacant for us at the very end on one wall. The seance got underway and to my surprise the r o om · w as amp l y  lighted, not dimmed as I had expected. 
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Mrs. Bloome opened with a familiar hymn, a short prayer, and a few verses of Bible scripture. Then she gave an interesting short talk on the science of occultism. After finishing this wonderful lecture Mrs. Bloome started at the opposite end of the line from me with her 
individual readings. 

Everyone seemed pleased at what was told them except the few who received rather unpleasant messages. She told Mr. Conders she could see him leaving Washington 
hurriedly within a few days, to g·o to a close relative who had suffered an accident. 

Within two weeks I saw him, while on my way to work, running 
with a s�itcase in his hand, to catch a street car for the Union station. A tornado had struck his sister's home in Tennessee, torn the roof from the house, instantly killed her husband. 

When Mrs. Bloome reached me, the last person in the line, she seemed somewhat puzzled. She said, 
"I do not quite understand about you. You handle a great deal of cash money each day, going into thousands and thousands, far more than any bank in the country usual-
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ly handles. But, of course, I am 
back in Washington ! Evidently you 
work in the cash room of the United 
States Treasury." 

I admitted this, and told her that 
I sometimes handled more than 200 
million dollars in a single day. 

She proceeded to tell me of my 
course in medicine which I was pur
suing in the evenings, mentioned 
what a wonderful future lay ahead 
for me in this new work, and asked 
me to wait for a few minutes after 
the others had gone. Mr. and Mrs. 
Conders remained with me. 

Mrs. Bloome explained that some
one from the spirit land appeared 
to be trying desperately to contact 
me. She closed her eyes, then began 
describing a man as minutely as if 
she were looking at him. She stated 
that his first name was "Jim", but 
said the last name was too long 
and faint for her to decipher. 

I told her it was "Templeton." I 
explained that Jim Templeton was 
reared by my family and that we 
had grown up together as brothers. 

She asked me if I had any special 
question to ask him. 

I said that I had been told he 
called my name with every breath 
during the last 48 hours of his life 
and always had wondered what he 
wished of me. When I had reached 
his bedside just 10 minutes before 
he died he had smiled to me, but 
did not have the strength left to 
speak to me. 

· 

Mrs. Bloome again closed her 
eyes. Then she said that standing 
beside this man now was a woman. 
This woman, she explained, is not 
your mother because you have her 
in the flesh right here in Washing
ton. But the man was deeply con
cerned over the welfare of this now 
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spirit woman and that was the rea
son he kept calling for you-to get 
your promise that you would pro
vide for her too. He asks that I 
say to you that he is pleased, indeed, 
over the arrangements which you 
made. 

I answered that this woman was 
my mother's sister, our aunt. That 
she had lived with us and had given 
us the same care, love, and affec
tion which my mother had ; that, of 
course, I was bound to see that 
she too was fully provided for. This 
I had done for the remaining days 
of her life.-M aeon, Ga. 

U NCLE CHARLIE CAME HIMSElF 
By lela M. Alwine 

I WAS BORN on a prosperous 
tobacco farm near Roxboro, N.C. 

My mother's parents, brothers, and 
sisters lived in a village not far 
from us and my earliest recollec
tions are of spending a great deal 
of time with all my Fulcher rela
tives. 

When I was about six years old 
my parents sold the farm. My 
father accepted a job with a to
bacco firm which kept him travel
ing. Father liked to have Mother 
go with him and I was left with 
my grandparents. Their family con
sisted of a young Uncle Jessie, just 
seven years older than I, two aunts, 
Lorena and Dora, and a totally 
blind uncle in his early 20's. I loved 
Uncle Charlie dearly , so after going 
to live with them I became his de
voted slave, following and guiding 
him every place he wished to go. 
In our small village I soon became 
known as Uncle Charlie's eyes. I 
was precocious a p p a r e n t l y  and 
learned to read at an early age, 
reading adult books when most chil-
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dren were learning their alphabets. 
Perhaps this was because I had no 
companions my own age. 

Uncle Charlie loved to have some
one read to him and this no doubt 
spurred me to great effort, to be 
able to read the things he loved. 
We also spent hours wandering in 
the woods listening to the birds' 
many s o n gs,  the wind s i gh i n g  
through the tall pine trees . 

On rainy days, when we tired of 
reading, we would sit by a log fire 
while Uncle Charlie strummed his 
guitar, or played wild, haunting 
melodies on his banjo. He was an 
accomplished musician. I know of 
no instrument that he could not 
play, although he never had a 
lesson. 

When Mother and Father would 
decide to take me on a trip with 
them I was always unhappy. I 
never wanted to be far from my be
loved uncle. 

Our family was not very religious 
but I never was allowed to miss 
Sunday school or church. My uncle 
saw to that. Due to Uncle Charlie's 
early training I have been deeply 
religious all of my life, with a firm 
belief that prayer can accomplish 
anything . 

His total blindness came from a 
doctor's e r r o r, w h i c h  m a d e  my 
grandmother very bitter. He him
self held no animosity. His motto 
was, give to all the best of your
self in love, tolerance, kindness, and 

tor immortality, but to share with y011 
a true experience in immortality. Inspiring, en· 

executive, reveals actual descriptions of spiritual lightening. Recommended by Christian lead era 
life transmitted to him by his son (1918-1939) and laymen. 84 pages. Order todaym 
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God will return it tenfold. 
The year I was 15 my parents 

decided to send me to a boarding 
school, Meredith College Prepara
tory School, iri Raleigh, N.C., about 
200 miles away. 

The winter of my first year at 
school went well. I soon got over my 
h o m e s i c k n e s s  and made m a n y  
friends a m o n g  m y  c l a ssm a t e s. 
Christmas and Easter vacations I 
rushed eagerly home, happily an
ticipating being with my beloved 
uncle. Summer vacation arrived and 
after spending two weeks with my 
parents, I had the rest of the long, 
lazy summer with my uncle and 
grandparents. What a wonderful 
time we had ! 

September came all too soon and 
I was back in school. 

Just before Christmas in 1923 an 
influenza epidemic hit with such 
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force that the school was closed. 
We were all to go home. I had one 
close friend in school, E dna Crabbe, 
a day student who lived just out
side Raleigh. She and I decided 
that I could spend a couple of days 
with her. We were required to have 
permission from our parents to do 
this but knowing that, with the flu 
raging, this would not be granted 
we decided to do it our way. I was 
put on the train along with several 
other girls going in my direction. 
I managed to lose myself from the 
other students and left the train 
at the first stop. There E dna and 
her boy friend were waiting for 
me in a car. 

We had a very happy time ; but 
when I awakened on the third day 
of my visit I felt a strange urgency 
to get home at once. However, I 
could get no train until morning. 
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It was after midnight before we 
retired that fourth night. Edna had 
twin beds in her room and I had 
the one nearest the large bay win
dow. I lay in bed unable to sleep, 
watching a big, beautiful moon 
come up. I must have dozed for sud
denly I was sitting up in bed with 
the feeling that someone was in 
the room with Edna and me. The 
room was bathed in bright moon
light and there, in a straight-backed 
chair by my bed, sat Uncle Charlie. 
I could see his lips moving but no 
sound came. The moon shone bright
ly on his face. His eyes no longer 
looked blind, but blue and beautiful. 
I was not frightened but I must 
have reached for him and cried out 
as the next moment he was gone 
and E dna had her arms around me 
trying to quiet my sobbing. I kept 
telling her something had happened 
to Uncle Charlie. 

I finally calmed down and Edna 
went back to bed while I sat hud
dled in a chair waiting for the 
dawn. A little past 5 : 00 o'clock, on 
December 16, the telephone rang 
and, without considering it might 
not be for me, I rushed downstairs. 

Aunt Dora finally had located me, 
having tried the school and been 
told I should have been home two 
days ago. She had asked for the 
names of my friends and had called 
one after the other during the next 
24 hours. 

Uncle Charlie had been conscious 
to the last. He must have realized 
he was dying, and he had asked 
many times, "is Lela here yet?" 

He died at exactly 3 : 00 o'clock 
that morning. His last words were, 
"Tell Lela." 

But I think be came and told me 
himself.-Palm Springs, Calif. 



" • • • the techniques proven correct In actual practice • • • detailed 
exposition is excellent" , . . James Joule, D.D.S., Pres., AAEH 

HANDBOOK OF SELF-HYPNOSIS 
Almost 6 years In preparation, this book by a noted 
professional hypnotist is the "last word" on the 
subject of sell-hynosls. It tells you how to proceed 
towards developing this ability ; it guides you along 
step-by-step, helping you avoid the pitfalls, to 
ultimate success. 

You will especially appreciate the detailed Instruc
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York Neuro-Psychiatrist. I n  the Foreword. 
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HAVE YOU 

LIVES ? 

LIVED OTHER 
by Ernest C. Wilson 

1n  this daring statement of the 
case for reincarnation, Ernest C. 
Wilson, radio and television per
sonality, a uthor, lecturer, minister 
of Christ Church, Unity of los 
Angeles, Calif., offers thoughtful 
evidence of pre-existence. 
lhis book offers reasonable an
swers to such questions as-

• Why do you sometimes feel, "I've 
done this before?" 

• How explain child prodigies? 
• Why ore certain of us born to 

poverty, others ta riches; same 
to health, others to handicaps? 

• Why da we seem Ia recognize 
certain persons or places, at o 
first encounter? 

• What does the Bible say? 

Evidence for re-birth, never be
fore presented, is offered in this 
book-amazing factua l  accounts 
of E.S.P.-fourth dimensional con
cepts-why we don't remember 
past lives (and why we do!)-the 
Dead Sea Scrolls and the Essenes 
-'Outer space related to inner 
space-science and religion in 
this n uclear age. 

Send for your copy of this book d irect 
to the author, autographed if you de· 
sire, $3.95 by cheek or money order. 

Ernest C. Wilson 
635 South Manhattan Place 

Los Angeles 5, California 
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CAT'S HAIR COMB 
By Vicki Childs 

IN 1957 MY AUNT, of whom I 
was very fond, died suddenly. 

She had been greatly attached to 
her cat, an outsized black Tom who 
went by the name of Slim. He pined 
so much for her after her death that 
we were forced to have him put 
down. 

About six weeks after my aunt'::; 
cremation I was rushed very ill to 
the hospital. One night previous to 
my operation day I was restless and 
in spite of sleeping tablets did not 
sleep. It was winter time and I was 
in a single room facing some large 
gardens. It was a cozy room with 
two large windows and two radi
ators. It was, in fact, very warm. 
But suddenly I felt cold and the 
room was icy. The window nearest 
me opened wide and my aunt floated 
into the room. In her hand she held 
a large comb and its teeth were 
made from her eat's hair. 

Gently she stroked my chest with 
this comb and said, "Don't be 
afraid ! Slim and I are near and 
where I stroked you the surgeon's 
knife · will work swift and sure. I 
promise you." 

By the night light I saw her go 
through the window, still holding 
the eat's hair comb. Gently the night 
was closed out again. The air of the 
room and I became warm again. I 
stretched out my hand to touch the 
radiator near my bed and it was 
boiling. 

For a long time after my recovery 
I would hear the comb I had used 
in hospital being gently moved on 
my dresser. I completely recovered 
and the comb never moved again. 
-Yoev.il, Somerset, England. 



FROM THE TABLETS OF SUMER, By Sam
uel Noah Kramer. The Fa lcon's Wing Press, 
Indian Hil ls, Colorado. 293 pages, $5.00 

It seems almost incredible that 
in the past 100 years, archaeologists 
working with the cuneiform inscrip
tions and hieroglyphs found on clay 
tablets scattered at various sites in 
the near East have succeeded in re
viving the dead languages of Baby
lon, Egypt, and Sumer_ 

The major work of deciphering the 
clay tablets of Sumer has been done 

in the last 50 years, opening up a 
new chapter in ancient history_ In 
Sumer which lay about 10 miles 
south of Baghdad was found a lang
uage related to the early Iranian 
peoples and possibly to that of an
cient India. It seems to have been 
sandwiched, historically, between an 
earlier language of Semitic type 
and a later language, also Semitic, 
that of Akkad and later Babylon-

Considerable credit for decipher
ing the tablets of Sumer is due to 

the specialized work of Professor 
Kramer, the author of this book. He 
is an authority who probably knows 
as much about ancient Sumer as 
any living person. 

Among the interesting discoveries 
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found in the Sumerian cuneiform is 
that the people of Sumer seem to 
have invented and utilized in their 
culture many "modern" discoveries 
which we attribute to the very recent 
past. Among the "firsts" discovered 
by Professor Kramer are startling 
items, which appear in Sumerian 
script written between 3,000 B.C. 
and 1,500 B.C., after which time the 
Sumerian began to merge into the 
Akkadian. 

The rather amazing find of an 
organized school with textbooks dat
ing back to 2,500 B.C. was made 
about 1902, but only recently have 
the clay texts been translated, and 
they show that the chief concern of 
the school was to teach writing, with 
secondary interest in such issues as 
theology, botany, mineralogy, mathe
matics, and the zoology of that long
gone day. 

An extremely human document 
found on a Sumerian site of 2,000 
B.C. is written by a school teacher 
who recounts how a boy who was 
having a bad time in school im
proved his marks by inviting the 
teacher to his home, where his father 
wined and dined the teacher and the 
teacher began to take an interest in 
his backward charge. This i.s un-

IOI 
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AN AMAZING BOOK 
NUMEROLOGY Is an exact science. 
Let one o! its greatest exponents 
show you how you can eliminate the 
element of chance and find winners 
of racing events with outstanding 
accuracy. 
Isidore Kozminsky, D.Sc., F.R.A.S. , 
F.F.B.A., Is the author o! this as
tounding work "Racing and Win
ning, " based on 40 years' experience 
of forecasting by Numerology. Packed 
with helpful examples. Write for 
your special edition to-day, price 
$2.00, post free, to the vub!lshers :-
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doubtedly the first recorded case of 
"apple-polishing". 

Another clay tablet from 2,000 
B.C. describes in detail a Sumerian 
hero by the name of Enmerkar, the 
ruler of E rech, who waged a "war 
of nerves" in the most modern style 
against a very powerful city-state 
called Aratta. 

Perhaps Sumer had the "first" 
Moses. It had a legal code about 
1,900 B.C. predating Hammurabi by 
almost two centuries. Discoveries in 
Sumer have disclosed a "farmer's 
almanac", an experiment in forestry, 
a study in cosmology, a treatise on 
ethics, the first recorded map ( of 
Nippur) made to an exact scale, 
and a "Noah" who parallels the 
Noah of the Bible. Here also we find 
a case of literary theft, or "borrow
ing." 

It would seem that Sumer had 
developed a very high culture before 
it was overthrown by Akkad. It was 
a culture that was fused with that 
of Akkad and was still in evidence 
after the Sumerian language was 
forgotten. This culture may hold the 
answer to many archaeological puz
zles that have plagued the archae
ologist working in the near E ast. 
-Edrnond P. Gibson. 

THE COPPER WIRE, by Grace l. Mac· 
donald. Exposition Press, New York, 1 959. 
96 pages, $2.50. 

Each of us, claims this Canadian 
author, has running through him a 
thread of consciousness, which may 
be likened to a copper wire. Ordin
arily it is as though this wire were 
protruding and waving aimlessly in 
the breezes of electrical energy all 
about us. 

Grace M a c d o n a l d  is convinced 
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that each "bit of wire" can be put 
in tune with the Infinite. "Through 
training," she says, "my bit of cop
per wire can now be depended upon 
to tap an unfailing source of help 
and inspiration." In her book she 
attempts to show the reader how 
his "wire" can be used for a richer, 
fuller life. 

Author Macdonald's "wire" may 
be only a new way of connecting 
up with familiar metaphysical no
tions, but it carries a current which 
many will find stimulating.-Guy 
Archette. 

THE MIND READERS, by S. G. Sool and 
H. T.  Bowden. Doubledoy, Gorden City, 
N. Y. 289 pages, $3.95. 

ESP aficionados should not faH 
to read this authoritative account of 
two Welsh boys, who in controlled 

103 
experiments, were able to demon
strate fantastic telepathic abilities. 

Professors Soal and Bowden, Eng
lish counterparts to our Dr. J. B.  
Rhine, detail hundreds of  tests ad
ministered between August, 1955 and 
January, 1957 to cousins Glyn and 
Ieuan Jones, of Wales. The experi
ments involved card guessing : Ieuan 
looked at the cards while Glyn, 
shielded, tried to name the animals 
represented on each ; an elephant, 
zebra, giraffe, lion or penguin. 

Each deck of cards consisted of 
five series of five individual animal 
cards. With normal guessing, a 
score of five correct guesses out of 
25 would be average according to 
the laws of probability. But Glyn 
and Ieuan consistently produced far 
higher scores. Chances of achieving 
such scores as made by the boys are 
on the order of 10,000 to 1,  to 

THOUGHTS • . •  ARE THINGS ! 
• . .  At least in the sense that every object that man has ever built, Invented, 
or assembled . . .  everything from a paper clip to mighty bridges and skyscrapers 
. . .  was a thought before it existed as a physical real!ty. Starting with this 
known fact, the publication "JtUND POWER, THE INNER SECRET" explains 
in detail the laws of mental creating, which YOU can use to achieve your 
goals and ambitions in Ufe. Anything can be possible to you, once you master 
and use these basic principles of little-known, but NATURAL laws af mental 
power. Price $2.00 postpaid. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

"HYPNOSIS • • • •  LET'S HAVE THE FACTS!" Contains a wealth of Information 
about a frequently misunderstood subject. Prlce $2.00 postpaid. 

"THE HIDDEN PRESENCE" A new publication, about the amazing powers of 
the Subconscious Mind. $2.00 Postpaid. 

Any two of the above for $3.50. All three, ordered at the same time, $5.00 
Sold to adults only. Sorry, no C.O.D. Send to : 

C. H. GARLANGER 
1019 Pearl Street St. Jaseph, Michigalt 
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P R A Y E R  
l.s a Tremendous M i ghty PowerJ Are you facing 
ditflcult Problems? Poor Health? Money or Job 
Troubles? Love or Family Troubles? Worried? 
Drink? Unhappiness of any kind? Would you !Ike 
more Happiness, Success and "Good Fortune" in 
life? Here Is \vondertul N EWS or a remarkablo 
N E W  WAY of P R A Y E R  that Is helping thousands 
to glorious N EW happiness and joy I Just clip thta 
M essage now and mall with your name. address and 
lc stamp to L I F E-ST U D Y  F E LL O W S H I P, Box 
1 707, N oroton. Conn. We will rush thls wonderful 

N EW Messa�• of Prayer and FAITH to you by 
R ET U R N  M A I L  absolutely F R E E l  

Find your own persuasive power ! 

I AM A TELEPATH 
By Wayne 5. Burg 

How to be one-by one who is one. 
$ 1 .00 Postpaid 

GALAC·TICKS 
P.O. Box 2501, Cleveland, Ohio 

5 Years Personal Horoscope 

for your own birthdate PRICE $2.00 

"HOW TO TELL FORTUN ES" 
with an ordinary deck or playing 
cards. Excellent entertainment. 

PRICE $ 1 .00 

FORTUNE T ELLI NG CARDS 
Nothing to memorize, each card bas 
printed readings. PRICE $1 .00 

OFFICIAL DREAM BOOK 
96 pages or dreams and their mean
ing with lucky numbers for each 
dream. PRICE $1 .00 

ZOLAR, Dept. FT 
33 West 60th St., New York 23, N. Y. 
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10-18 to 1, and even higher. 
The experiments were carried out 

under varying circumstances, all sci
entifically controlled. Some were 
held on a soccer field with distances 
between "sender" Ieuan and "receiv
er" Glyn measuring as much as 150 
feet. Others were held indoors with 
sender in one room and receiver in 
another. Still others were conducted 
in the rooms of the British Society 
for Psychical Research. 

The chances of trickery on the 
part of the boys seems remote ; ut
most care was taken to determine 
whether a signal or code was being 
used. In several tests, Jack Salvin, 
a telepathy faker of reknown and 
investigator of ESP claims, ob
served the boys for signs of collu
sion. His conclusion was that the 
use of codes or trickery was impos
sible. ( The boys achieved phenomen
al scores in these tests ) .  British 
scientists of considerable standing 
were witnesses to many other tests, 
adding their weight to denials of 
trickery. To avoid the possibility of 
the boys using miniature radio sets 
for signaling, they were tested in 
bathing suits. The test results re
mained inconceivably high. 

An interesting and significant 
series of experiments was carried 
out with the boys in an hypnotic 
trance. On the first try, Glyn scored 

11 correct out of 11. Other tests of 
this nature had outstanding results. 

It was found that when tests were 
conducted without hypnosis, best 
results were obtained when Glyn 
took time to concentrate on each 
card and Ieuan would be in a day
dream-like state but with his body 
rigid and tense. 

In one of the book's 14 appendi
. ces, Dr. J.  B. Rhine, while admitting 
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his differences with Professor Soal's 
methods says the tests are "strik
ing evidence of E SP." 

Professor Soal, as a result of the 
experiments, strongly feels that ESP 

"is at present "utterly unpredictable 
and incomprehensible. Glyn and 
Ieuan have taught us little or noth
ing about the nature of telepathy. 
It seems more likely that we shall 
have to resort to biology and the 
physics of brain functioning for 
any light on the mystery." 

The reader is inclined to put the 
book down (only after having fin
ished it) , with the thought that 
either it unquestionbly demonstrates 
E SP, or else two adolescent country 
boys have managed to hoodwink 
some of Britain's greatest scientific 
minds. In light of the evidence, the 
latter would seem most improbable. 
-Charles B. Harnett. 

FROM OUTER SPACE TO YOU, by Howard 
Menger. Saucerian Books, Clarksburg, 
W. Vo., 1 959. 256 pages, $4.50. 

Here is a book which challenges 
belief. Fortunately for skeptics, it 
has two values which may carry to 
any reader : entertainment and 
thought-stimulation. 

Menger praises George Adamski, 
one of the first claiming to have 
ridden in a "saucer" or UFO ; and 
photographs of "saucers" by Men
ger are quite similar to some in 
Adamski's book. This is not to de
clare for or against either of these 
asserted saucer riders, but to state 
a similarity, whatever the facts are. 

Howard Menger, born in 1922 in 
B rooklyn, N. Y., and reportedly 
a sign painter by trade, has received 
quite some publicity for his "space 
travels" on WOR ( Long John Ne
bel program ) and other radio sta-
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PROVE YOUR PSYCHIC POWERS 
WITH A 

P L A N C H E T T E !  

T H E  PLANCH ETTE IS A M EC H A N ICAL M EAN& 
FOR AUTO M AT I C  WRITING,  I T  A I DS PSY C H I C  
M A N I F ESTATIONS W H I C H  H A V E  N O  OTHER 
II EANS O F  BECO M I N G  CONCRETE. 

The result or an exhaustive search, our 
authentic planchette is hand-made from 
a special wood - an "alive" wood that 
magnetizes - and wlll absorb YOUR vi
brations. It measures about 6 inches in 
length. Smoothly hand-finished, It is pol
ished to a high lustre with a resin polish 
which, being a wood byproduct, will not 
interfere with the vibrations which the 
operator's continued use sets up. 

HOW THE PLANCHEnE WORKS: 
Specially-fitted pencil !orms one leg of 
planchette, the other two rolllng free on 
ball bearings. These ball bearings permit 
the slightest Indication of movement to 
take effect, the tiniest wisp of pressure 
transmitted through your hand. Only a 
superior product, an authentic psychic. 
appliance, could have this expensive 
ballbearing feature. 
Complete instructions for use or the 
planchette, as well as its care and pro
tection of the vibrations. are included 
with this advanced psychic instrument. 

O R D ER YOURS TODAY !-O NLY $4.00 

CLARK PUBLISHING CO. 
845 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Illinois 
Please send me ________ pJanchettes at 
only $4.00 each. 
I enclose checl<----· cash ____ , money 
order_ _ _ _  , for $- - - - - - - - - - ·  

NAME ------------------------------· 

ADDRESS --------------------------· 

CITY & STATE----------------------



Yours 

from the 
MYSTIC ARTS 

BOOK SOCIETY: 

by Richard Maurice Bucke 
I have made special arrangements to send you - as an outright gift - your personal 
copy of this extraordinary 384-page volume. COSMIC CONSCIOU�NESS is being 
offered to welcome you to Membership in the Mystic Arts Book Society, a select 
group of men and women with whom you will share the high adventure of exploring 
phenomena which occur far outside the known boundaries of nature and present-day 
science. If you will simply sign and return the Membership Invitation coupon, thit 
superb gift volume will go out to you at once. 

A P R E V I I W  O F  A S U P E R I O R  R A C E  O F  ft\ E N  
When you read this book you will glimpse an awesome preview of the next stage in 
human evolution. As you turn the pages there unfolds before you a new dimension of 
reality; a thrilling proof of immortality; and 
as the author puts it, "A FORETASTE 01' 
HEAVEN." As you will discover, cosmic con
sciousness is as far superior to ordinary con
sciousness as the latter is superior to the 
blind instincts of lower animals. He who 
possesses this amazing faculty - and a few 
auch are living among us even today - is 
indeed the FORERUNNER 01' A HIGHER RACE 
OF MEN. In becoming a Member, you will 
be joining people of your own kind; people 
of inquiring mind and adventuresome spirit 
who demand from their reading a full meas
ure of enjoyment and enlightenment. To be
come a Member, just choose your first 
selection from among the books listed, sign 
the coupon, a·nd return it today. We will 
enroll you as a Member and send out the 
volume of your choice at once - and with 
it, your special gift copy of COSMIC CoN
SCIOUSNESS. 
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Begin Your Membership With One 
I. THE TRAINING OF THE ZEN 
BUDDfiiST MONK by Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki. 
The clearest introduction to Zen that one could hope 
for, by the dean of the interpreters to the Western 
world. 27 illustrat1ons. $5.00 

Members' Prict, $3.95 
2. CONCERNING SUBUD, The Soory Of � 
New Spiritual Force by John G. Bennett. Since 1920 
Bennett has beer• known as a writer and speaker for 
Gurdjieff's system. Here is the story of Pak Subuh's 
spiritual ministry since 1923. 

Members' Prict, $3.95 
3. TifF. JEWISH WORLD IN THE TIME 
OF JESUS by Charles Guignebert. The Old Testament 
closes hundreds of years before Jesus, the New is 
written long after his death. What, then. do most of us 
know about his Jewish world? Nothing! Now here is that 
world-its Essenes, gnostics, magicians, an&els and 
demons, hermetic books and Messiahs. $6.00 

Members' Pricl' $4.50 



$5.95 EVERYWHERE - YOURS FREE 
COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS is rightly considered to be 
one of the great classics of mystical experience. It i1 
not only a powerful and moving book, it is so darinc 
that, although written almost sixty years ago, it i1 
still ahead of its time. A book of this sort can only 
be prodUced under very special circumstances. Its 
author must be a brave and uncoflventional man who 
has not only the authority of scientific training and 
the prestige of an eminent position in that world, but 
also deep-seated emotional conviction based upon per
sonal experience. Richard Maurice Bucke was just 
that man. Born in Canada in 183 7 he was orphaned 
in childhood and spent years working on railway• 
and steamboats and as a miner and prospector. At 
2 1  he Teturned to his birthplace and graduated from 
McGill Medical School with distinction, becoming a 
leading psychiatrist, President of the Psychological 
Section of the British Medical Asociation, President of the American Medico-Psychological Association, Superintendent of the Provincial Asylum for 

the Insane at Hamilton, Ontario, and Professor of Mental and Nervous Diseases at Western 
University. At 36 he had the sudden and illuminating metaphysical experience that lightened his life 
thereaft�r and led to the production of this remarkable book. This extraordinary event proved to be 
not an isolated occurrence, or a mental aberration, but the emergence of a new faculty which wae 
n�ither supernatural nor supranormal, but the natural outgrowth of our present level of consciousnesa 
to a level that is as far above ours as ours is above the simple consciousness of animals. Dr. Bucke 
calls this faculty cosmic consciousness. He believes that the men who possess it, such as Buddha, 
Jesus, Paul, Dante, Spinoza, Blake, Balzac, Whitman, and a irowint number of others in our time, 
are forerunners of the beings who will eventually people the earth. 

or Mere of These Intriguing Books . . .  MAIL THIS  COUPON TODAY - Send No Money 

4. EGYPTIAN MAGIC by Sir Wallis Bud&t. The 
Egyptian priest made darkness as well as light his 
realm: his power was exercised by names, spells, en· 
chantments, amulets, pictures and ceremonies accom
panied by potent words to be Spoken in a certain 
manner. Nothing was beyond the means of the magician 
well versed in these formulae. Illustrated. $5.00 

Members• Price: $3.95 
5. MAGIC AND MYSTERY IN TIBET by 
Alexandra David-Nee!. "Precisely the person to explore 
Tibet . . .  absolutely fearless. Her accounts of Tibetan 
religious ceremonies and beliefs are the fullest and 
best we havt."-The New Yorker. Illustrated. $6.00 

Memben• Prico: $4.50 
6. POLTERGEISTS by Sir Sacheverell Sitwell. 
The noisy and prankish ghosts you read about in news· 
papers are Mr. Sitwell's subject. He leaves lillie doubl 
thet poltergeists exist and that no purely natural ex· 
plenation can account for them. $5.75 

Mtmhrs' Pritt: $4.50 

MYSTIC ARTS BOOK SOCIETY 
New Hyde Park, New York 
Please send me a copy of COSMIC CONSCIOUSNB&S 
along with my first selection which I desi1nate 
herewith. I agree to buy at least 3 additional 
books during the cominc year. I will receive ad· 
vance notice of each book offered by th� club, 
and I may dec-line any book simply by returnin& 
the printed form always provided. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
PLEASE CIRCLE TITLES YOU WANT, 

NAME-----------------------------------

ADDRESS•---------------------------------

CITY ZONE---ITATL-...-

0 Payment Enclosed. ( SAVE MONEY. Send 
your check now and we pay postage! Same return 
guarantee, of course! ) 
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Dept. E20, P. 5. BUREAU CO., Box 72, 
Gen. P. 0., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

r · · - - - - - - � · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
1 YOUR PROBLEl\I SOLVED 
I BY THE UNSEEN 
I A n  Invisib le CounseJJor offers out-of-this-world 
I wisdom toward a happier, more abundant liCe tor 
1 l'OU. Thousands have been helped. Simply write 
1 a leltcr, detaU your problem and state the form 
1 in which you wish your answer : 

1 Dictated letter . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  $2.00 

I 78-rpm record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.95 

I P.O.L�0\_
A2��3NDANT MO�!�E.�Jo .. �'iL I F. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  

II I 
The FIRST and ONLY book 
of its kind, written directly to 
YOU by a BEING from JUPITER! 

"WHY WE ARE HERE!11 
The SPACE PEOPLE teU the WHOLE 
TRUTH about THEliiSELVES, our 
PLANET and their INTENTIONS. 

LEARN: 
• A mazing revelations about their ETH· 

ERIC WORI.JJ. 
e Earthmen's misconceptions about SEX. 
• Prophesied calamities ror which we are 

UNWITTINGLY HEADED. 
e The PLANS of the SPACE PEOPLE 

to HELP US. 
• How to CO?.alUNICATE with the 

SPACE PEOPLE. 

The entire F I RST EDITION of this outstand· 
ing book has been sold out. Order your ropy 
of the SECOND EDITION today while the SUP• 
ply lasts. 

Send $3.75 (��-00 outside U.S.A.) to: 

GLORIA LEE 
Cosmon Research Foundation 

Box 483, Oro Grande, Calif. 
I I I I I I 
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tions ; though many if not most of 
his "sponsors" ( including his pub
lisher) reserve judgment as to the 
objectivity of his narrative. The 
tale itself makes good reading; albe
it more careful editing would have 
caught occasional sophomoric fum
bles of syntax and vocabulary 
( "Whomever was in the cabin," p. 
115. ; "every . . .  thoughts," p. 175, 
etc. ) ,  but these scarcely may be no
ticed by the casual reader of the 
fast-moving story. 

Upon arrival on the Moon, Men
ger relates, he and the Venusians 
who manned the saucer were met 
by "attractive ladies in flowing 
pastel gowns," who "offered ( us)  
refreshments." Green cheese was 
not mentioned ; however a potato 
brought back to earth as a souvenir 
was said to test high in protein 
content. 

Menger writes that he was then 
take on a cross-moon train ride, 
shown "advanced horticultural op
erations," and "shown how clothing 
was cleaned by a kind of high-fre
quency sonics ; "  then, "after four 
days of this lunar junket, we were 
treated to a huge dinner by our 
hosts . . .  Before we knew it ( once 
again in the ship ) ,  we were back 
on Earth." 

Menger has a chapter titled "Wit
nesses," but fails somehow to men
tion their names, or to quote them. 
He does quote his father, who has 
since died. However, no one can 
deny that the word makes a good 
chapter heading. Perhaps the most 
valuable section of the book is an 
appendix (by G. H. Earp-Thomas) 
on a possibly unrelated subject, "A 
New Concept of Nutrition." This 
may be worth the admission price.
W. Je1·ome Beaumont 



R E P O R T  F R O M  
T H E  

Q>B E A D E B S  
PULSATING UFO 

I and four others saw a flying 
saucer at fairly close range here 
in Santa Maria about four years 
ago. I have also on many occasions 
seen what appeared to be stars 
moving at tremendous speeds-at 
times large groups of them. 

On one occasion I had stepped 
out onto the porch to look at the 
stars and to admit a friend who 
had come over. I had been looking 
at a seemingly fixed star above 
the high school directly opposite 
our house. My friend's gaze fol
lowed mine j ust in time to see the 
"star," which I had been observing 
for a full two minutes before her 
arrival, suddenly take off at fan
tastic speed and disappear. Need
less to say, we were not only amazed 
but a little stunned at such an 
obvious phenomenon. 

My friend, her two sons and my 
husband, the latter at that time a 
dyed-in-the-wool skeptic, were with 
me one night about a month later 
when we saw another strange ob
ject in the sky. The date was New 
Year's Eve, 1955. My husband and 
I were driving home from the gro
cery store at about 7 : 30 P.M. when 
I noticed an unusually large and 
somewhat golden star in the sky 
overhead. I said nothing because of 
my husband's theory that only 
crackpots commented on anything 
in the skies, speculatively or other
wise, that seemed at all unusual. 

SEE the H UMAN AURAl 
•---- a vital step toward 

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT 
Aura researchers have now developed a 
mechanical means of learning to see the 
human aura - permanent optically per
fect filters mounted In a pair of gog
gles adjustable to your head-size. They 
leave your hands free! Up to now the 
most highly developed psychics have had 
to learn to see the human aura with 
the aid of awkward physical means-ex· 
pensive fraglle screens and hand-held 
films, treated with obscure dyes ot 
short-lived power. 

NOW - YOU CAN BE 

AMONG THE FI RST 
• • to own aura goggles In this country. To detect aura radiation from the 
human body, animals or Inanimate things 
you need only a few minutes practice 
with AURA GOGGLES. The leather 
frames fit close to your head to shut 
out all unwanted light rays. The filters 
are plnacyanole bromide, a coal tar de
rivative that Is not expensive and wlll 
not deteriorate with age or use. Of the 
few researchers who have had the prl· 
vllege of testing the goggles, more than 90% have seen the aura on their first 
try! 

AURA GOGGLES 
• • . are a scientifically manufactured 
psychic appliance, with plnacyanole 
bromide fllters, boxed with complete 
Instructions ---------------------- $10.00 

ORDER IMMEDIATELY AND OIT 

ABSOLUTELY FRII 
a copy or specially-prepared pamphlet, 
"Seeing the Aura," a book about what 
aura vision means to YOU ! 
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � I CLARK PUBLISHING co. I 
I 845 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Ill. I 
J Please sent me AT ONCE . . . . . . . . . . . • pair of I 1 t.�Riur�.?Ga�L0�S;,d�:�10�1��1uc��t.booklet "Seeing I I I enclose O cash 0 check 0 money I I order tor $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I I I Namo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
1 .1-ddrou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
I City . . .  . . . . . . . . • Zone . . .  • Btalt . . . . . . . . . .  I �-- � - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT 
Questions answered on your 
problems. If you are worried 
about your affairs, regardless of 
their nature, send them to me to 
h el p  solve them. My sincere per
sonal attention given. 
Send $1 .00, full  birthdate, and 
stamped addressed envelope to: 

DR. VIRGINIA FAHLEE 
MIDPINES, CALIFORNIA 

(No personal checks) 

MAGIC OF AFRICA! 

You can become a member or The 

Society or Nzlgo the One tor Ute. 

Key to all Afrlt'an Mae:ic. Send 

$6.00 Registered Mall. Carved 

ebony ma�ric bade e. etc. , bY te· 

turn. 

G. H O P P E R  
P . B .  2027. SOCCO, T A N G E R  

M O R OCCO, N O R T H  A F R ICA 
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- Add Years to Life and Life to Years -

� Beauty, Health and Longe'\'llY depend directly � 
=: on the activity and proper functtonlne: or the : § ductless gland& ; they tn turn. gently stimulate a 
� and Invigorate the PSYCHIC and SPIRITUAL � § centers or the body, productne marked mental .§ � and aptritual benefits. The HJl\-oU 1\L\STERS � 
� HA\"E KNOWN TJJIS J'OR CENTtTJUES and E: 
E many Ih·e to extreme old age while still en· E .§: Joying health and mcntfll vigor. § i 20 or these easy·to-learn RREATH and OLAND E 
� EXERCISES, especlalty sulted to the WEST· g 
:: ERN l\-UND and TEMPERAMENT, wlll be E :E mailed to you in 5 partR of 4 exerches each § 
§ at $1.00 per part or $5.00 brings you all 20 E 
E with additional Instructions on how to prevent § 
§ and correct sagging face muscles. START NOW § 
� to IMPROVE YOUR HF.ALTH and BEG!:-< � ��=====
:_ 

LOOKIKG AND FEELING YEARS YOUNGER. ;_�======_ 
Explanatory outline mailed on request. 

Please mention name of magazine. 

CHRISTINE COATES, R.N. 
P.O. Box 422, Portland 7, Oregon 
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I was surprised when about half
way home he pulled over to the 
curb, stopped the car and remarked, 
"Doesn't that seem like an unusual
ly large and brilliant star up there ? 
I don't recall ever seeing one quite 
like it before." 

I told him I had been watching 
it ever since we left the store and 
thinking the same thing. 

We watched the star for a few 
minutes, finally deciding it was just 
a star of unusual brilliance. When 
we reached home after a drive of 
some 10 minutes from where we 
had parked, we saw that the "star" 
was directly over us, seemingly 
twice as large and shining with an 
intense golden brilliance. It also 
appeared to be slowly coming closer. 

Leaving my husband to cope with 
the groceries I ran next door and 
called my friend, the one who wit
nessed with me the star that moved. 
She was at that time a member of 
the local Sky Watch. She came out 
with her two sons, one on leave 
from the Navy Air Force. 

As we watched the UFO it was 
obvious it was coming closer. It 
was also getting larger until a few 
moments later it had assumed the 
size of the full moon. 

My husband joined us in time to 
witness a rather amazing pheno
menon. The round, sphere-like ob
ject started to change color, pulsat
ing rapidly at the same time. Both 
the beautiful color changes and the 
pulsations held us spellbound for 
about 10 minutes. Then the object 
slowly moved in a southwesterly 
direction toward the ocean and 
shortly was hidden from our view 
by hills. 

The boys jumped into their car 
and sped in pursuit on Highway 
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101, but although they all but broke 
the speed Jaws they found no trace 
of the object, which should have 
been still visible had it continued 
at the slow speed at which it went 
from our view. 

Other persons in town saw this 
object, but were told it was a 
weather balloon. Do weather bal
loons normally or even occasionally 
pulsate as this object did, while 
changing color through the entire 
spectrum ?-Rita N. Barnhart, San
ta M�ria, Calif. 

-----

"RAMP" ON THE MOON 
One night about 1 1 :30 I was look

ing at the moon through my tele
scope. I had a lot of power as I 
have a four-inch Unitron that has 
a 7-mm. eyepiece with a Barlow 
lens. 

The moon was in the first quar
ter and the seeing was very good. 
I saw what looked like a ramp 
projecting upward from the sur
face of the moon at about an 18-
degree angle. It was perfectly 
straight as was the shadow of it on 
the moon. It looked like a six-inch 
metal scale with one end tipped 
up. 

The "ramp" seems to be a per
manent fixture, and I doubt it is a 
natural formation. I think it was 
built by someone. -L. H. Dierking, 
Detroit, Mich. 

MORE ON THE MOON TOWER 
As a result of my letter headed 

"Tower on the Moon" in the Jan
uary, 1960, issue of FATE, I received 
many requests for additional infor
mation and hope it will be of value 
to those interested. 

Since my original sighting of the 
tower on September 6, 1959, I have 

I I' I 

EDWIN L. BARON, PH.B. 

.Amazing Phono Record 
WILL HELP GIVE YOU OVERPOWERING 

SELF-CONFIDENCE 
L IFT YOURSELF FRO M FAILURE 
WITH NEW TOOL OF MANK IND 

()ne o f  the greatest satisfactions in 11fe comes in 
achieving those things for which you strive It shy� 
ness or lack of confidence is holding you back. 
Psychological Suggestions may be the key to change 
your life from a feeling of hopelessness to a teoUng 
of accomplishment. 
Psychological suggestion is a science, glven properl.J 
under proper conditions to help your mind help you I 
An outstanding researcher in the science of sugges· 
tlon Is Hypnotist Edwin L. Baron, Ph.B. SubJect or 
nationwide acclaim in LIFE, TIME. LOOK, NEWS
WEEK. Mr. Baron has developed an unusual phono
graph record that is a positive means of flowing 
bensticiaJ psycholoa-ical suggestions to your mind
as you RELAX. 
Baron.,s srlentiflc suggestions are calculated to help 
relieve You or worry and tension . . . to heLP you 
overcome shyness and timidity. Once you have re· 
sponded to this amazing record . . . once you lose 
your rear of talking to people, once you gain CON
FIDENCE in yourself . . success and happtnesa 
are yours I 
IT M UST WORK OR YOUR MONEY BACK 

Yes, try this amazing record, RELAXATION AND 
SELF li\IPROVEM.ENT, for 7 days on the guarantee 
it must work tor you, or return the record and your 
money wilf be refunded MAIL COUPON BELOW 
TODAY. r---------------� 
I :l.o &o�c��';.0o"��NE I 
GLENCOE, ILL INO IS J 

I Please rush amazing 33- 1 / 3  speed long-play I 
J �:�i; �M PBR

a��
E
�e�o��·

.,
"RELAXATION AND 

I 
I 0 I enclose $4.95 O Send COD, I will 1 J Ship prepaid. pay po'"Stman 1$4.95 I 
I 

plu& 65c for postage, 

t.:r:�:�:��:��:�������J 
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OCCULT SCHOOl OF SELF-DEVELOPMENT Offers 1\lagical Instructions as Follows. 
Astral Projection - easy way $1 - Infor
mation on other methods. 
Your name altered to Magical Form can 
bring Money-Success-Love-Power-Fame. 
Inst. $1. So you want to control and 
dominate others ? Learn to do It the right 
way. Inst. $1. Become a real power to be 
reckoned with in your Job-Firm-Town
Group. Inst. $1. Create a FAMILIAR to 
help you thru the d ilficuli ties of life 
successfully Inst. $1. Your dreams con
trolled are Astral doors to Money-Suc
cess-Power-Fame. 8 lessons $1 each. Bro
chure 10c. 
114 Broderick St., San Frii'Jlcisco, Calif. 

F R E E  L E S S O N S  
"How to Control The Minds and Thouehts or 
Others INSTANTLY and How to Develop Your 
Wonclerful Psychic Power'S " 
These secrets will  prove to you that VOU 
do have amazing psychic (soul) powers. 

e NO STRINGS e 
Simply send a DOStcard to: 

Oept. FA, P.O. Box #2 
248 W. Forry St .. Buffalo, N.Y. 

HYPNOTISM e SELF-HYPNOSIS 
SLEEP LEARNING 

Books - Tapes • Reoordina:s • Courses- - Equipment 
For FREE Catalog write: 

Phi lanthrop ic Library, F697, Ruidoso, New Mex. 

A MAGICAL PRAYER 
THAT WILL 

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! 
BeauUfully lettered on 12\0"x19" parch· 
ment scroll Suitable tor framing A.nd . • •  

BOOK of The MAGICAL PRAYER 
which gives you in stralehttorward� 
dynamic words, illuminated Brother 
John's personal instructions as to how 
you may call uoon the Powers. of thia 
Great Prayer, Riven direct by ONE 
WHO KNOWS. UniQue. A Source ol 
In!lnlte SurpJy. Direct contact with the 
ObJect o! )'our Search. CANNOT FAIL 
WHEN USED AS INSTRUCTED. 
AIJ Cor only $1 .00! Send to: 

BROTHER JOHN 1".0. Box 19655, Rimpau Sta. 
Los Angeles 19, Calif. Also a wonderful &1ft ror those you Jove. 

FATE 

seen the tower twice. I viewed it in 
October for a short time, also in 
November for a couple of hours. 

To those interested in observing 
it, the tower becomes visible between 
the second and fourth night of the 
early moon. It is visible only one 
night with good definition and con
trast. Its top half can be seen even 
before it leaves the Terminator line 
( or line where dark and light meet ) ,  
but i t  is best viewed just after it 
clears the Terminator line. 

During my viewing of the tower 
in early November I called a friend 
who owns a 12%-inch reflector-type 
telescope. He was able to find the 
tower and join me in viewing it. He 
is of the opinion that the tower is 
of luminous material and that the 
top of it is shaped like a spearhead 
or diamond. 

What may be described as an ac
tivity of light seems to exist about 
the enlargement at the top of the 
tower. To some of my friends who 
have viewed it with me it appears 
as luminous bodies moving around 
the top. But to me it appears as 
flashes of light at intervals of about 
one and a half minutes. 

The tower is at the northeast 
corner of the very large crater 
Janssen. It is in the Fourth Quad
rant at approximately 42 degrees 
longitude and 40 degrees latitude. 
The tower appears to lean or to 
point slightly to the west-southwest. 

Also, those who seek the unusual 
on the moon's surface will find in
teresting viewing in the area known 
as Meton at the almost due north 
end of the moon. At every oppor
tunity for two years I have view
ed four unique dark blocks lying in 
a large walled enclosure. They are 
very large objects and lie in a per-
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fectly straight line east to west. 
They seem to be exactly the same 
size and appearance and to be 
spaced exactly the same distance 
apart. In shape and arrangement 
they appear too perfect to be natural 
formations. 

They are located due north of Al
pine Valley, a well-known landmark. 
The objects greatly resemble city 
blocks viewed from an airplane. 
They also are visible for only one 
night each month, and this as the 
moon nears its half phase.-Denver 
M. Hensley, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

"EXAGGERATED OR FALSE" 
This letter comes your way in re

gard to a most recent article which 
appeared in your February, 1960, is
sue, "The Men Who Ride in Sau
cers," by Max B. Miller, page 32. On 
page 36 reference is  made to Dr. 
Wm. Suther, who spoke at the 
AFSCA Convention. 

Mr. Miller has made several 
statements which are either slight 
exaggerations, or entirely false 
about Dr. Suther, who is accredited 
as a metaphysical teacher, although 
he is only 16. 

Although Dr. Suther is uncon
cerned about the above-stated state
ments, Mr. Sabbath, who is our Le
gal Advisor, has advised us that 
either one of two courses should 
be taken : 

1. Legal action against your 
magazine and Mr. Miller. 

2. An article to be written by 
one of our staff in defense of Dr. 
Suther, to be published· in your 
magazine, uncensored.-Carl L. Bar
ton, Secy. No. 5, General Office, 
Chicago Youth Sanctuary, Avarian 
World Youth Movement, Chicago, 
Ill. 

1 13 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 

l'ROBLEJ\lS ! 

PROBLEMS! 
Do you hue problems lh"L seem insoluble • . .  

unbearable 1 
Helen Fitzsimmons, for many years a stud&nt 

of the science or 14lfc Vibrations, may be just 
Lhe person to help you as she has helped many, 
Including celebrities In U1e mo\•ie, sports and 
entertainment fields. 

The numerical value or your name tells a 
story dirterent. from any other. It shows you 
how and when to solve each problem in your 
life by working with Life Vibrations rather than 
against them. 

For your otvn personal LIFE VJBRATION 
STUDY. and help with your present problems, 
send your full name at birth. your birth date
month, day and year-a brief out1lne of your 
problems. and your check or money order for 
only $3.00 to:  

· H ELEN FITZSI M MONS 
1 2 1  EAST LONGD EN, ARCAD IA, CALIF . 

� - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - , 

B R O T H E R H O O D  
O F  M A N  

A Series of Lessons sponsored by 
The Great White Lodge on THE 
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN a.s The 
Perfect Plan of God for His Children 
on Earth. 

The Lessons are as follows: 
- Introductory 

1 - The Perfect Plan 
2 - The Perfect Council 3 - The Perfect Executive 
4 - The Perfect Knights 
5 - The Perfect Pupils 
6 - The Perfect People 
7 - The Perfect K ingdom 
8 - The Perfect Law 9 - The Perfect Lire 10 - The Perfect Teaching 

1 1  _ The Perfect Religion 
12 - The Perfect Economics 
13 - The Perfect Program 

The price for the Full Course 

as above outlined is $ZO.OO. 
AddrPss : 

THE BROTHERHOOD ACADEMY, Inc. 

P. 0. Box 328 

Riverside, California 
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THINGS THAT GO 
BUMP I N  THE 

NIGHT 
By Louis C. Jones 

}Iaunted trails a n d 
ghostly tales . . . the 
finest and most com
prehensive b o o k  of 
ghost stories y e t 
written In this country • . . and by far the most entertain

ing. Contains over 200 stories of the 
restless dead . • .  stories about 'haunted 
houses and the hungers that bring the 
departed back to their earthly haunts. 

CLARK PUBLISHING CO. 
845 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Illinois 
Please send me _ _ _ _  coples of " "Things 
That Go Bump in the Night" at $3.75 
each. 
I enclose check____ cash____ money 
order----· 
NAME-- ------------------------------
ADDRESS---------------------------
CIT.Y & STATE---------------------

FATE 

"ERRONEOUS AND INEXCUSABLE" 
On reading the account of the 

Statler Hilton Spacecraft Conven
tion, Los Angeles, in the February 
issue of FATE, I was appalled by 
the wrong information written by 
Max B. Miller in his report of 
George King, our chairman. 

To begin with, I asked people 
to make no noise or move about 
during the transmisswn-NO T  "ex
periment" as you erroneously term 
it. 

Secondly, the Being who spoke 
through George King while George 
King was in Yogi Trance was 
MARS SECTOR 6 and NOT "the 
twentieth sector of Mars" as re
ported. 

Such mistakes as these are inex
cusable. 

Max B. Miller reported that 
George King was charging moun
tains throughout the world for the 
benefit of members of the Aetherius 
Society alone to act for their safety 
in the event of a world catastrophe. 

This statement by Max B. Miller 
is a downright lie ! 

The truth is that Mr. King acts 
as a channel for the Space People 
to send certain Spiritual Energies 
into mountains. These Energies are 
for the use of ANYONE who wish
es to avert a catastrophe. IF or 
W H E N  a catastrophe comes to this 
earth, these Charged Mountains are 
not designed to save ANYONE 
from "death"-i.e., being released 
from the physical body. 

These mountains are like Spiritu
al Batteries whereupon any per
son ( s )  may hold a Service of Pray
er and act as a channel for the En
ergies latent within the mountain, 
to flow forth and so help transmute 
the dark forces which at the mo-



SELF HYPNOSIS 
How to achieve and effec
tively to USE hypnosis without 

the presence of an operator. 

� 
By Dr. Volney G. Mathison, 
Ph. D., Fellow, Inter
national Academy. 

Presents a supermodern, superstream
lined system tor self-applying the power
ful phenomena of the human mind known 
to us in this civilization as "hypnosis". 

This power - AND ONLY THIS - Is the 
scientifically useable force · that activates 
ALL "miracle healings", extra sensory 
perception, clairvoyance, and related 
phenomena. 

F o r eliminating stresses, anxieties, 
fears. For achieving sell-realization, self
improvement, development of Innate 
powers. 

Here is a book of DYNAMIC ACTION. 
Discloses HOW TO PROCEED. WHAT 
TO DO ! WHAT NOT TO DO. $3.00 Post
paid. 
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
I Institute of Self Hypnosis I 

P.O. Box 77-144 Dockweiler Stn. 
Los Angeles 7, Calif. 

Enclosed •.•. cash, check, money-or<t � 
or send C.O.D. ------------ --0 

----Book PRACTICAL SELF 
HYPNOSIS $3.00 -- - - - - - - - - --0 

----Standard pendulums, $1 ea. --0 

_ _ _ _  Pendulum books, $1 ea·--------0 

----Professional supersize 

Name 

Address 

City 

pendulum $2.00 --------------0 

(All prices are :postpaid) 

THE MATHISON 
CHEVRUEL 
PENDULUM A costly highly· 

SIOlished crystal clear 
methacrylate sphere 
on a beautiful 9" 
chain. 

Strictly scientific. Induces light but 
effective self-hypno
sis. Answers ques
tions on love, job, 
m a r r i a g e, A N Y  
p rob lem. D e t ects 
pregna ncy, reveals 
sex of unborn babe. 
Tests reactions to 
foods. Many thou· 
sands in use. 
PLEASED USERS 
WRITE: 
"Abaolutel11 unique!" "I en;o71 its correct· 
tse•s !, "I'd neve,. 
�reen om before, 21et it worked for _.--._� 
me the 1J£r!l 
for3t time 1 
tried it/" "I use it in 
g e o l o g i c tJ l  
work!' 
"It is accu
,.at4.u "1'1Je 
given B611eral 
to friends; 
e11ert1 one iw 
delighted with. it." 
"Worth. its weight in 
gold /" "Far, ftJr 
better than I eo:• fleeted /" "It does 
wonders !" "It is 
'J)erfectl" 
C u t s  show exact 
sizes. Smaller sise, $1 postpaid. Super• 
aize, FAR MORE SENSITIVE thru 
i n te n s i f i e d  self• 
hypnotic effeet, $2 
postpaid. Book, de-
scribed below, $1 postpaid. 

FASCINATING BOOK 

7-'e �ml flwer; 
�� l'e 

Ct,pt.L fl .. J .. t .. ,.. 

flow to use it 

:,;;:.;.;; � 
]l . .$ •.• p-

·ld· c.,"·' P-M--
H • .,, • •  , . ;, 

Zoae . . . . . . . .  State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .  A beat seHer. Bueals secrets formerly dltcJoaed 

only ln instruction clauea at $100. Strlct11 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ac.lentltic. Sl POStpaid. 
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INSTANT MEDIUMSHIP 
Use your amazing psychic powers 
NOW ! Why · ·develop" for years ? 
MONEY? HEALTH ? LOVE? NOTH
ING IS HOPELESS. Remarkable 
NEW APPROACH ( demonstrated by 
Jesus) now verified by modern 
science. This simplified monograph 
teaches psychic secrets THAT WORK. 
How to avoid dangers. Send only $1.00 donation for "The Eleventh Re
velation" and other Bible secrets to, 

The TRUE Church, P.O. Box 2, 
Station "G", Buffalo, N.Y. Dept. F. 

Lookini for a 2 
PUILISHER 

Your book can be published, promoted, 
distributed by successful, re-liable company 
noted for prompt, personal senice. All sub- -
ject!l. Free Editorial Report. Inquiries also 
invited from buslnessea, organizations. 
churches, etc. Send ror Free Booklet F2. 

Vantage Pross, 120 W. 31,  Now York I, N.Y. 

1HE WHITE MAGIC BOOK 
By Mrs. John Le Breton 

For those who desire to denlop the unused 
I>DWers or the mind. Speci:t.HY suited to per
son s  who want to start at the beginning In 
learning the mysteries of the mind. Use it 
with your friends . . . over and over . . . 
wttb new results each ttme. Price $2.50 

VENTURE BOOKSHOP P.O. Box 671, Evanston, Illinois 

H E  

ADVERTISED 

I N  

FATE ! 
It what you have to sell Is or interest to 
readers or thf' subjects covered by FATB, you·u 
tell more throu&h FA Tto-; than through any other 
maga:Glne in Its field. FATE not only teaches 
more ot these readers but the best fl( them. 
\Vrite tor an advertising rate card today I 

Advertising Director, 
Clark Publishing Co., 

845 Chicago Ave., Evanston, nt. 

FATE 

ment govern this planet. By continu
al use of these Charged Mountains 
in this way it is hoped to STOP 
a world catastrophe. I repeat, these 
mountains ARE NOT "Catas
trophe shelters" for the misera,ble 
few who are bent on saving thei1· 
own skins in time of catastrophe. 

In your report of this you have 
completely "twisted" the teachings 
of our Chairman, George King, into 
the very NONSENSE that he has 
been fighting ever since he landed 
in this country.- Keith RobeTtson, 
ChaiTman's Assistant, Detroit, Mich. 

ltE MENTAL IMAGES 

Nat Rapport excellently presents 
in the March issue the current scien
tific concepts of the electronic real
ity of mental images. Much research, 
especially that of the world's leading 
electroencephalogra p h o l o g i s t ,  W. 
Grey Walter, makes it rather appar
ent that there is no such thing as 
physically storing mental images in 
the mind, and that such images are 
dynamic expressions of electrophys
ical energies. 

Validation of this occurs in elec
tropsychometry, where surge re
sponses are observed on electrical 
indicating meters when an exam
inee recalls images up a painful 
past event--while there is a re
verse electrical response on a pleas
ant recall. We commonly refer to 
mental image phenomena as "image 
energy patterns." 

As a consequence of one having 
suffered injurious, degrading mis
treatment, as an infant, as a child, 
or often even later, by ignorant, 
distressed or confused parents or 
other persons, one may, in adult 
life continually express confusing, 
self-limiting distorted image-energy 
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patterns, or systems of mental im
ages, that make it impossible to live 
a full, happy life. To -an increasing 
extent, it is now possible, by scien
tific modalities, to reverse distorted 
mental image patterns, and conse
quently also to reverse their harm
ful, illness-creating effects into 
constructive. positive life expres
sions.-Volney G. Mathison, Ph.D., 
F.l.A. (Inventor and Manufacture?' 
of the Mathison Electropsychome
tllr) , Los Angeles, Calif. 

"RAINBOW EYES" 
There is a large mirror on our 

living room mantelpiece and each 
day I look into it more or less ac
cidently. Today ( March 19, 1960) 
I was watching television and I got 
up to change the channel. As I did 
so I looked at myself in the mirror 
and was shocked to see rainbow 
circles around my eyes. 

The colors were dark blue on my 
eyeballs and going outward they 
were white, then yellow, then 
orange, and the outermost color was 
vivid red !  The circles were large, 
about the diameter of a doughnut. 

My aunt, who happened to enter 
at the moment, remarked that my 
face was white as paper and asked 
what was wrong. I told her what I 
saw and she came to the mirror and 
looked at me in it. She was sur
prised to see 11he rainbow circles 
around my eyes. 

She said the phenomenon might 
be due to the mirror, but I have 
looked into this mirror every day 
and never saw anything except my 
normal features. Today I was shock
ed to see I had rainbow eyes. I 
still have them. 

Is anything wrong with me? Can 
anyone help me ? 

s-p E C I A L 0 F F E R 
t o  F A T E 
5 Back 

Collectors 
Issues $ 1 .00 

We have on hand a few copies o! each 

back Issue listed below. Check the ones 

you need and mail the Jist and coupon 

with your remittance as soon as possible. 

Our stock of these back copies is being 

exhausted rapidly - SO DON'T WAIT ! 

SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY! 

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, 

CLARK PUBLISHING CO. (Bl 

EVANSTON. ILLINOIS 
845 CIDCAGO AVENUE 

Please send me immediately the back issues I have checked at the special reduced price or 
5 for $1 00. 

No. Month No. M onth 

0 87 June 1957 0 1 04 Nov. 1 958 

D 89 Aug. 1957 0 1 05 Dec. 1 958 

D 91 Oct. 1 957 D 1 06 Jan. 1 959 

D 90 Sept. 1 957 D 1 08 Mar. 1 959 

D 92 Nov. 1 957 D 1 1 0 May 1 959 

D 93 Dec. 1 957 D 1 1 2  July 1 959 

D 95 Feb. 1 958 D 1 1 3 Aug. 1 959 

1 0  97 Apr. 1 958 D 1 1 4  Sept. 1 959 

1 0 99 June 1 958 D 1 1 5 Oct. 1 959 

I D 1 00 Ju ly 1958 D 1 1 6  Nov. 1 959 

I D 101  Sept. 1 958 D 1 1 8 Jan. 1 960 

J O 1 03 Oct. 1 958 D 1 20 Mar. 1 960 

I (All other issues anllabl� except No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 
I �3. 7 2s�· 2;; �g; i�: �!: i:: , g; ;t �g; i�: �;; 
1 ss. >  
I I enclose: O check O cash D money order 

J for $. . . . . . . . . . . . . . In case any or the above are 

1 out or stock send alternate tssu� as follows : 

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 1\:AME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

I ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

I CITY & STATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 



VENTURE BOOKSHOP PSYCHIC LIBRARY 
Here are books that will change your life! A carefully 
assembled collection of the masterwurks in this field. 

I. THERE 18 A RIVER, by Thomas Sugrue. Tho 
exciting life story of Edgar Cayce--called "Amer
lca'a greatest psychic healer:• $5.00 

2. MANY MANSI ONS, by Gina C'ermlnara. Fas
clnatlng study of the metaphyaica1 teachings of 
Edgar Cayce. Reveals facti about reincarnation. 
Will alve you a new outlook. $4.00 

1!1. OCCULTISM, ITS THEORY AND PRAC
TICE, by Prof. Slrdar Jkbal Ali  Shah. Describes 

spellJ and charms used by wizards, mysteries ot 
the ancient secret societies. $5.00 

12. PSYCH IC SOURCE BOOK, by Alson J. 
Smith. A basic collection of material oo paycble 
phenomena, the mysteries of time, telepathy. 
dreams. reltaloua ecstasy. Famous authors inclutle 
Carl C. Jung, William McDouull, S.G. Soal, 
J. B. Rhino, Pltlrlm Sorokln. 464 pages 

Only $3.00 

13. THE GREAT BOOK OF MAG ICAL ART, 
H I NDOO MAG IC AND I N D IAN OCCULTISM, 

b y  L. W. de Laurence. For students of  Hindu 
magic, occulUsm, natural magic, cabalistic magic 
pentacles, alchcmtcal magic. Now combined with 
the Book of Secret Hindu. Ceremonial and Talis
manic Magic. Includes seven talismans reproduced 
on genuine parchmeut Jn aold ink, packed tn 
leather ease. $ 1 5.00 

18. THE PROJECTION OF THE ASTRAL BODY, 
by SyiYan Muldoon and Hereward CarrJnaton. 
The remarkable account of Sylvan Muldoon's astral experiences. ts.oo 
IL THE PHENOMENA OF ASTRAL PROJEC· 
TION, by Syhan Muldoon and Hereward Car· 
rlngton. Ghea onr 100 case hlstortea of astral 
vro!eetlan. $4.50 

UNUSUAL BIBLES 
16. LAMSA NEW TESTAM ENT tranolated 
by George M. Lamaa from the Aramaic. 
OrJglnal tranalatloo or Scripture� correct• 
many puaaces mta-translated 1n tbe Kine 
James version. Lamsa is a native Aasyrlan who 
speaka, read:� and writes Aramaic. the original 
languaae or Jesu.s and bla disciples. This 
languaa:e has come down nearly unchanged 
from Biblical days, Acclaimed as the most 
authentic translation ever made. Leather. $5.00 

49. LAMSA HOLY BIBLE, tranolated bJ 
George M. Lamsa rrom the Peshltta, the 
authorised Bible of tho Cburcb of the East. 
Has ume merits aa Lamsa New Testament 
described ahove with many corrections ot 
other translation. "New and fresh mean i ng"
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale. Red and Sand 
bard CO\'er. New Low Price $ 1 0.00 

50. T H E  SEPTUAG I NT B I BLE,  containing 
the oldest Old Testament in the World. Order
ed tran&lated from the Hebrew into Greet in 
280 B.C. by Ptolemy II. High Pr!est Eleazar 
aent 72 rabbis representing the 12 tribes to 
A1e:randr1a wl.th the original scrolls from the 
Temple at Jerusalem to carry out Ptolemy's 
orders. Gold stamped on blue. $6.50 

28. THE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT HEALI NG, by 
Harry Edwards. E:rplains the mechanics or spirit 
healing and the forces and agencies employed. 

1-2.75 

29. NEW WORLD OF THE M I ND, by Dr. J. B. 
Rhine. Ono of the basic books on e:rtra-sensory 
perception by the greatest sclentlrtc researcher of 
psychic phenomena. A must tor studentfl who want 
to know the sclentl!lc basts for ESP. $3.75 
32. THE GLORIOUS KORAN. Great translation 
by Mohammed 11-l.annaduke Pickthall with histori· 
cal and critical notea. Venlon moat wldelJ ap· 
proved hy Moslems.. $3.7G 

BOOKS ON YOGA 
45. A SYSTEM O F CAUCASIAN YOGA by 
Count Stefan C. Walewskl. Reproduction on 
parchment paper or the Count's own manu
script noteb<.'ok with hls own sketches and 
diagrams. Reveals the uniQue a.ecret doctrines 
of an esoteric Caucasian society. A complete 
guide for development and aelt-mutery. $4.95 
46. THE STUDY AND PRACTICE OF YOGA 
b y  Harvey Day. Beginner'• book designed to 
introduce the Western pupll to Eastern think· 
ing. Practical, illustrated manual or home 
disciplines for men and women. Emphasizes 
yogic benettts on health and clear think· 
lng. $3.75 
47. YOGA: THE METHOD OF RE INTE
G RATION b y  Alnln Danlelou. Advanced text 

pre&enta the aubject exactly 11 defined ln 
Hindu scriptures. EI'Diains technical procenet 
by which the unconscious oowen of the mind 
may be brought under control with remarkable 
spiritual and intellectual accompUsbments. 

$3.75 

34. MAN THE U NKNOWN, by Alexis Carrel. 
Celebrated aurceon and Nobel priZe winner, who 
wltneased a miracle at Lourdes. answers the rnc,st 
important queationa in the world. "What is man f 
What Is bls future !" Called the "wisest book of 
this century In American literature" by Will 
Durant. $4.00 
37. THE COMPLETE PROPHEC IES OF NOS· 
TRADAMUS, translated by Henry C. Itoborts. 
NostradamuS" forecasts have come true with un
canny accuracy. He foretold atomic warfRre, the 
end of the world. the two ttreat world wara. 
More than 1,000 propheciea. Now see what the 
futuro holds ! $5.00 
39. MAG IC POWER OF YOUR M I ND , by Wal· 
ter M. Germain. Shows bow to release the hidden 
ntne·tenths ot your mental strength to guln new 
success, personal happiness. Dr. Germaine reveals 
the newlY discovered "supraconsctous", key to 
telepathY. ESP. clairvoyance and other unusuaJ 
vowera. $4.95 
40. OAHSPE, THE BOOK OF LIFE. OahsP<O, 
meaning Sky, Earth and Spirit, 1a a key to the 
past, a panorama ot the present and a preview ot 
the future. Oahspe bridges the gap between the 
Seen and Unseen Worlds, e:rplalns PsYChic nheno· 
mena in terms enryone can understand. Deluxe 
Edition. tl 0.00 
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4 1 .  IPOOKI D E  L U X E, true choat atorleo eol· 
l�ted by Danwn \Valker from such Ytell-known 

Uaurea 11 Carleton �lsop, Guthrie McClintic, Bea· 
trice LUlie, Burl lves, Mae West, Stuart Cloete 
and othera. $3.50 

42. T H EY R O D E  IN SPACE S H I PS, by GITin 
Gibbons. The astonlshlne stories ot Daniel Fry 
tf'ld Truman E.'ethurum. FrJ. a rocket teeb!claa, 
wu taken from New MuJeo to New York and 
back 1n a scout ahio. Bethurum reports on his 
meet1n1a wttb Caotaln Aura Rhanes, who comes 
rrom Clarion. Speeial $2.SQ 

43. F L Y I N G  SAUCERS A N D  CO M M O N  SENSE, 
by Wanner Glnan. An expert analyzes the akep· 
tic's case a�ainst interplanetary l1FO''· and dem· 
on!ftrates their errors. One or the aoundest UFO 
booka e•er publlahed. Special $2.50 

44. T H E  8ECIIET PAT H , by Paul Brunton. From 
the Far Eaat comea thh new aya.tem or practical 
mysticism for enr:rone. 1.'ella how any person can 
learn to drl" UDOD hit hidden tplritual reaourceJ. 

$3.00 

HUNA 
For countleu eeoturlea Polyne•iln prleatt 
han used the mactcal tcience called Huna. 
The secret wa11 handed dO\vn from parent to 
child under l'OWI or atricte11t secrecy. Max 
Freedom !Aloe found the key to theae facta in 
a 16-Year search. Amazing explanation or 
psychometry, clainoyance, prophecy. precogni 
tion, dreams, spiritual healinc. telepathy and 
other accompllshments of the human mind. 
Theae books are uallable: 

73. T H E  SEC R ET SCI E NCE 
B E H I N D  M I RACLES $4.00 

74. T H E  SEC R ET SC I E NCE 
AT WORK $4.00 

75. G R O W I N G  W I T H  L I G H T  $3.00 

76. SELF S U G G EST I O N  $3.00 

53. MASO N I C  H E R M ET I C  QABBAL IST I C  A N D  
ROS I C R U C I A N  S Y M B O L I C  P H I LOSO P H Y  by 
Manly P. Hall. Secret teachincs of aU ace•, 
eareful17 Indexed tn a huce volume with more 
than 240 picture•. 48 of them full-pace illustra
tions. 45 chaoten. Orteinal lOlume with colored 
lllustratlona coot $100. 5 1 5.00 

54. T H E  F I N D I N G  OF T H E  T H I R D  E Y E, by 
Vera Alder. A autde to attainment throuch the 
path of the Aocleot Wisdom. A!lu Alder rueala 
much tbat has been learned of the Secret Knowl
edce in rtJCent years and anabzet it tn relation 
to man and 1clence. t3.50 

55. A DWELLER ON TWO P L A N ETS, traoa· 
crlbed by F. S. Olher. The atory or Phylos, the 
Tibet.an, tells or ancient times on Earth and 
Venus, tears away the mystery or life on AtJantlt, 
predicts · invention& to come. $7.50 

58. H O W  TO ENTER T H E  S I L E NCE. by H. 
Rhodes Wallace. The actual method of enterlnc 
the Sllence. How to exoand consciousness. Tell• 
bow clarltyln&' perception 1ncreuea effort and 
establishes prosperity. $-3.50 

13. T H E  ROCK OF T R U T H  by Arthur Findlay. 
Probably the clearest explanation of Splrltualiam 
enr written. The best book ror be«lnners who 
want to know the baste facts about thil rreat 
raub. $3.75 

65. T H E  S E V E N  K EYS TO COLO U R  H EA L I N G  
b y  Roland Hunt. Contaln1 luminous dh.conrtu, 
lncludina: health-glvlne "color breathlna." Stresses 
the importance or color in heaUnc. The treat· 
menu de1cribed hue produced IDIOJ eure1. �3.75 

67. W H E R E  TWO WORLDS M E ET bJ Arthur 
�tndlaJ. Connraatlons between thia world and 
the next. DOIC:rlbes the other world, wbere ita 
people live, how they !he. what they think $4.00 

68. S E C R ET OF T H E  G O L D E N  FLOWER 
translated b y  Richard Wilhelm with a commentary 
by C. G. June. Contalnl the eeunce of Chinese 
occult wisdom. $5.25 

77. T H E  14 BOO K S  OF T H E  APOCRYPHA, 
edited by Manuel Komroff. These aacred writings 
were In the Greek Old Testament but are not tn 
modern ProteJtant Blblel, enn thouch they are 
still considered to be dhtnely 1nJplred. Every 
home with a Bible Jhould han The Apocrypha. 

Only $3.00 

71. PSYC H ICAL RESEARCH, by Raynor C. 
Johnson or Queeno Collece, autbor or Tha lm· 
prisoned Splendor. A down-to·earth popular report 
for ordinary th{.lurhtful men and women, with 
1tudy outUne and Uat of recommended books for 
rurther readlnr. Only $2.75 

80. YOU A R E  PSYC H I C, by Sophia Williams. 
l"arued Callfornla medium tella how to develop 
paycblc powers. Detcrlbet forma of medtumthlp 
and at•es 10 lauona on how to de-velop them. In· 
troductlon by Maurice Zolotow, the Saturday Eve
ning Post writer. $2.50 

8 1 .  T H E  T H R E E  L I V ES OF N A O M I  H E N RY by 
Henry Blythe. The London Daily Express com
mhaloned hmed Br!Uab conoultant·brpnotlat 
Henry BlYthe to innr.tieate the Pllt lhea of 32· 
year-old Mrs. Naomi Henry. The ExPress later 
wtthdrew from the experiment when Mu. Henu•s 
beart actually atoppod beatlnc u ahe de�ttlbed a 
prior death. Fuclnatlnr account. Only $13.00 

82. T H E  BOOKS OF C HA R LES FORT, wltb 
lntrodurtlon by TUtany Thayer. Four 'olumea ln 
one • The Book or tho D•mned-Naw Land-Lo 1 
Wild Talents. A Hretlme coll«'Uon or atraoao. 
mJsteriou• and unexplained nentl, 1,151 pace&. 

... 10 

· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · - - - - �  

VENTURE BOOKSHOP 
P.O. Box 671 
Evanston, Dl. 
Please send me postpaid by return mall the 

rollowlnc booka llatocl by number: 

I encloae $ • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . .  

Name . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . .  

Addreu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

City & State . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .  , 

� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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My Dream of Heaven 
Rebecca Springer's Actual Experiencel 
Almost too sacred to revea l !  Seventeen 
exciting chapters. Gates of pearl, the 
glory land, great mysteries, reunion of 
loved ones, home life In heaven, etc. 
Over 250;000 copies sol d !  If you've lost 
a loved one, you'll treasure this blessed 
book ! "The grandest book I ever read," 
says one reader. Order your copy to-day. 
Postpaid only $1.00. Edition limited. 
Gospel Books, Dept. FA-7, Rowan, Iowa 

� · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · '  
• Y O U R  F U T U R E • 
• Doe1 your future look &00<1 ? Don't send for • 
e tho book HOW TO GET AND KEEP WHA'I' e 
e YOU \VANT uuleu you want a C'han�re for tlu e 
e better. Immediate refund should you not con- e  
e slder the full cost o f  only one dollar a truly e 
e trnoortant investment. e 
e WESTWOOD PUBLICAT IONS e 
e W. LOS

P:NG���s25235� CALIF. e 

! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  : 

OCCULTISM 
ITS THEORY AND PRACTICE 

A bonk of wib:hfts anrt sorcerers • • • of de• 
monology and black maeio and white maglo • • •  
of Slttll§ and alchemy . • • 

Prof. Slrdar lkbal All 
Shah has compressed 
years of research into 
one comprehensive volume. 
Includes the Grimoire1 
-the notorious Black 
Books of tho W lzardt. 
Describes spells and 
charms, the mysteries of 
secret societies. Profuse
ly illustrated. M US1 
reading for Bnyone in· 
terested In tho magical 
prousses nf ancient days. 

PART IAL LIST OF CONTENTS __ _ 

Inscriptions for the Magic Rod-The Necromantlt 
Trident-Gnnd Clrch' of Solomon-The Kabballstlt 
Alphabe-t-Circle to call Lucifer-Circle to eall 
Astaroth-The Talisman nt Isis-Chart for Predle· 
tion-Hindu Charm for Casting Spells-MatJt 

Circles, Tables, Charms 
This authoritntivc book. by a man who has written 
more than 70 works on occult aubjecu. contain• 
tnrormntion never betore gathered together. U 
wlll be nent to you postD&Id for only $5.00. 

THE VENTURE BOOKSHOP 
P 0. BOX 671 

EVAf'!STON, ILLINOIS 

FATE 

I also have an almond-shaped 
mark on my forehead, between my 
eyes. It is as big as an eye. I 
would be deeply grateful if some
one could tell me what all this 
means.-Nicliolas P. Debelo, New 
Orleans, La. 

A DEATH EXPLAINED 
In your March issue, page 22, 

under the heading "No Comment.'.' 
you have a paragraph stating that 
Mrs. Virginia Mottern, wife of Ed
ward Mottern of New York, was 
found by him seated in a chair at 
1 : 30 A.M. one day last summer and 
that the chair was smoldering. She 
died of burns. 

Lest readers get the idea this is 
all a mystery, I feel it is my duty 
to send in this information. 

M rs. Mottern was a heavy drinker 
and smoker. She was known to be 
careless about cigarettes because 
of drinking heavily and not being 
aware of what she was doing. She 
had been a schoolteacher for a pro
fessional children's school. I knew 
her through friends who had chil
dren in her class. Eventually drink 
became an obsession and she re
mained at home, not even able to 
go out for a walk. 

Since my name is known, I wish 
it left out of any publication at this 
time.-Name Withheld, New Yorlc, 
N. Y. 

SWEEPING AWAY THE COBWEBS 
The cobwebs that puzzled Geor

gians ( FATE, April, 1960 page 
22)  were gossamer, which is well
known in both the Eastern and 
Western Hemisphere. 

The cobwebs that form gossamer 
are produced by tiny spiders and 
serve them as a simple yet effec-



A BOOK OF LIFE • • • • OAHSPE! 
CONTAIN I NG: H ISTORY O F  PLANETS 

H ISTORY OF EVERY MAJOR RELIGION 

HISTORY OF THE HUMAN RACES 

MAN'S ORIGIN, PURPOSE AND DESTINY 
REVEALED 

SECRETS OF THE SPH I NX 

SECRETS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID OF 
GIZEH 

SECRETS OF SUBMERGED CONTINENTS 

MISSING L INK BETWEEN MAN and BEAST 

No occult library is complete without 
OAHSPE • • • no occult researcher is 
fully equipped to plumb the unknown 
without this amazing book. OAHSPE 
is  an education in itself. Tremendous 
in  scope, it embraces new knowledge, 
new worlds of which "modern" science 
as yet hardly is aware. Those seeking 
answers science cannot supply, will 
find them in OAHSPE. 

FACTUAL-INFORMATIVE-SCIENTIFIC 

Such books a s  OAHSPE (meaning 
Sky, Earth and Spirit) are given man
kind but once each 3,000 years, at the 
birth of a new cycle In man's evolu
tion. OAHSPE is a key to the past, 
a panorama of the present and a pre

view of the future. OAHSPE bridges 
the gap between the Seen and the Un
seen Worlds, explalns psychic pheno
mena in terms anyone can understand, 
floods the mLnd with new LIGHT on 
life's every problem. Deluxe Edition. 
Flexible binding of rich blue Fabrl
koid, 890 pages, 95 Illustrations. 
Thirty-six books In one volume. 

ACT PROMPTLY! 
:16 lOOKS IN ONE VOLUME AT 
A SINGLE-BOOK PRICE - $1 0.00 

ORDER TODAY! 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
I VENTURE BOOKSHOP, 
I P.O. Box 671, Eva,nston, Dlinois I Please send me._ •••••••. copies of OAHSPI: 

I 
for only $ 1 0.00 each. 

1 I enclose check .... cast.. ... money order __ __ I NAME . . .  ._ ... ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... ._ 

I ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. ._ ... ._._._._ ... 

I !.---------------- 1 CITY & STATE ..... . .. . . . . . . .  .-.-................ ._._._ .. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "" 
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SPIRIT PAI NTINGS 
Unusual oll  portraits o f  your spirit guardian 
OT te.aeber b1 altted medium. These portraits 
are so lite-like and beautllul you !eel tbat you 
are aeetng spirit taee to face instead of. a fac
simile. Sincere guidance on problems given with 
portrait. 

9"xl2" . . . . . . . . $ 12.50 

MARY 0. STEPHENS P.O. Box U06 Scottsdale, Arizona 

MEDIEVAL MAGJc-occult!st by power
ful magical ceremony, for EACH WISH 
prepares a Glyph Tal isman for "LOVE" 
"MONEY" "SUCCESS" or "BEAUTY" 
Internationally unique. $6.00 for each 
wish B/M ASMODEUS, 3 Bloomsbury 
Street, London W .C.l ,  England. 

YOUR 
LIFE 

IS 
WRITTEN 

ON 
YOUR 

HANDS! 

Fe�r can read It but It 18 all there - your 
love. marriage, bullneaa career, bopea, succea1 
- and your future, 

Tlmeb adYice may make tbe dlllerence be
tween success and failure. 

By special arran&ement wfth FATE, Mlr 
Ba1htr. world·tamed Indian palmist., wlll read 
your hsnf.lprlnts, send you a detatled hand 
analJ'Bfl tor $10.00. Learn the direction \vhere 
your auccess and happiness aro greatest. 

To take handprints : Obtain tube of oll 
paint. Pren out small Quanlity on \Ud of 
cotton or tluue. Dab evenly on each finger 
and palm, lncludlng one-inch space on wrist.. 
Preta band on platn sbeflt or paper. Let prints 
drJ'. . 

Send prlnta of both hands to M i r  Bashir, 
% FATE MOIIline, 845 Chicago Ave., 
Evl.llstortr. til., wlt.h cherk or money order 
for SlO.ro. Be aure to enclose your name, 
addreu and dati) or blrrh. Your readlng 
wW be sent t.o You air mall from abroad. 

FATE 

tive aircraft. The spiders ride the 
cobwebs to travel to other localities. 
They are skilled aeronauts, know 
how to make use of air currents 
and how to choose weather condi
tions favorable for their flights. 

Individual threads of web often 
meet in air and get entangled, es
pecially when the tiny aeronauts 
are as numerous as they were in 
Georgia. That is why gossamer 
sometimes takes whimsical forms. 
-Anatolij Bojko, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

THOSE "INVOLUNTARY MUSCUS" 
I have read M r. Hanscom's letter 

in the April issue with interest, but 
I do not agree with his conclusions 
either as they appear in his printed 
letter. He mentions "control by in
voluntary muscles" and what con
trols involuntary muscles? I have 
always thought it was the subcon
scious mind. If this be so, could not 
the contents of the subconscious 
mind be at fault? 

For instance, let us suppose that 
one is a salesperson. We are taught 
that the subconscious mind is an 
accumulation of former experiences. 
Sales people are not noted for being 
overly concerned with "huing to the 
line of truthfulness." So if we spent 
years in this type of vocation, then 
perhaps our subconscious would lose 
the ability-if ever it had it-to 
distinguish between the truth and 
what we want to hear.-Naomi J. 
Carlson, Los Angeles, Calif. 

SHATTERING EXPERIENCE 
Last summer I purchased quite 

a large bottle of expensive perfume 
and placed it on my dresser along 
with several other bottles of per
fume, cologne, etc. While preparing 



OTHER TONGUES-OTHER FLESH By George Hunt Williamson. We 
are begmning to realize that there are llving beings on other worlds. 
Our probes Into space indicate we may soon journey into the heavens 
to discover them. Here Is scientific evidence that there ARE brothers 
In the skies overhead ! A collection of man's knowledge of visits to 
Earth in the past of these people from other planets, proved by archae
ological research, including the author's own worldwide search. Facts. 
plus sensible extrapolation! Price: $4.00 

SECRET PLACES OF THE LION By George Hunt Williamson. The 
second book by this scientific researcher. Who built the Great Pyra
m i d ?  Did Lemuria and Atlantis really exist? What Is the meaning 
of the Aztec Calendar Stone? Is there an ancient space ship burled 
under the Sphyn x ?  Where is the Holy Grail ? Where is the lost treasure 
of the Inca ; the fabulous Disc of the Sun? Was Joseph of Arimathea 
burled in Britain ?  Did the American Indians guard ancient Lemurian 
records burled in Time Capsules ? (Book shipped direct from England) 

ROAD IN THE SKY-By George Hunt Williamson. The third book 
In this great series ! Startling evidence, proven by archeology, linking 
ancient civlllzations with the beginnings of humanity and visitations 
from Outer Space ! A "highway grander and longer than any 
on Earth, yet it often touched the green hills of Earth. A 
highway !Inking the stars together and moving out beyond the known 
Universe." This book takes you back to the most remote records of hu
manity ap.d throws light upon our beginnings. (Book shipped direct 
from England) Price : $4.50 

Price $4.00 

THE SECRET OF THE SAUCERS By Orfeo Angelucci. Five editions 
prove this book's greatness ! Psychic experience backed by eyewitness 
confirmation. There actually Is an unknown world around us, usually 
Invisible, but at least the veil is being torn away. The great message of 
the space men given by Orfeo In his strange adventure Into higher 
realms. Go with him on his psychic "trips" Into space aboard an eerie, 
phantasmic space vessel to the world from which mankind may have 
come, to a "fallen world" acting out its retribution ! Price : $3.00 

SON OF THE SON By Orfeo Angelucci. The second book in the series, 
written both by popular demand, and by pressure of new events ! Here 
are the dynamics of the Universe, simply presented. The Cosmos 
lives in a music of the spheres as a concept of Infinity and Eternity 
laid bare. In this very real Space Age. we need the spiritual and moral 
undercurrent presented in this book. The truth which man seeks will 
soon swell into world tides that sweep upon us from space and 
from the strange beings within it. Price : $3.95 

A DOCTOR IS BORN By Dr. W. D. Chesney, M.D. A book by a doctor 
who dares to tell the truth about medical trade unions, malpractice, 
kickbacks, fee-splitting, unnecessary surgery, drug monopoly and 
criminal overcharging, food poisons, poison sprays, medical rackets. 
The l ifetime notes of a General Practitioner, at the age of 80 deter
mined to reveal the evils that he has seen bottled up for a haH a cen
tury. Here is a book that contains not only facts, but a heart-warming 
story of real people, a doctor and his wonderful wlfe. Price : S3.50 

FLYING SAUCER PILGRIMAGE By Bryant & Helen Reeve. They went 
on a 23,000-mlle pilgrimage to meet the people who claimed to have 
seen flying saucers, even ridden on them ! Here is their factual ac
count of what they found, as they visited, and even lived with, the 
major "contactees". And then they saw a flying saucer themselves ! 
Read their exciting conclusions, their singular message to you ! This 
is no fiction book, but a documentary manuscript unique in U.F:O. re
search, valuable to those who want facts. Price : $3.50 

AMHERST PRESS 
lAKE MARJORIE, AMHERST, WISCONSIN 
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Scientific Astrologer,MAFA 
Your Full Llle Reading. 

Your Personality Psycho-analyzed 
Your Future predicted, Problems 

solved by the Stars. 
Send Birth Date, Time, Place, 

Fee $10. 
GILBERT 

Box 1012• Tampa 9, Florida 

CHANGI N G  YOUR ADDRESS? 
It you are a subscrlber, FATE won't follow you 
to rour new address unleu rou nottty us or the 
chanee 30 daYs in advance. Write us today lbtlnr 
both old and new addresses. 

Circulation Dept. CLA R K  P U B L I S H I N G  CO. 
845 Chicago Avonuo e Evanston, I l l i nois 

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND 
OR 

SPIRIT VOICE? 
WHICH SPEAKS THROUGH THE 

MYSTIC OUIJA BOARD? 
Whatever it is, the answers are out 
of this world. Serious psychic investl• 
gators long ago recognized that the 
Ouija Board provides amazing - al· 
most unbellevabl-true answers. 

• 
Give a OuiJa Board to a friend. Only 
$5.25, plus 25c for each order to in• 
elude cost of mailing. Order two. 

(50o for handling and mailing ea Canadian aad 
Foreign purchases.) 

---------------, I CLARK PUBLISIDNG co. . I 1 845 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Illinois I 
I Please send mo • • • • . • • • • • OuiJa Board& U 1 
I only $�.00 eacb plus 25o for bandllna and I l mailing. I 
J $. . . . .  . .  .. .. encloaed. 0 Bend C. 0. D. 1 
J Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
I Addrou . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  � 
I C!� 6 State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • .. 1 
,�_, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . 
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my evening meal, I heard a faint 
"ping" in the bedroom and found 
the bottle of perfume had shattered 
into bits. None of the other bottles 
were damaged and I supposed that 
because of the heat, or an imperfec
tion in the glass, the damage had 
occurred. 

This
. 

Christmas I received an
other large bottle of equally expen
sive perfume. At 2 : 00 o'clock in the 
morning I was awakened by an 
overpowering odor of perfume and 
I found the second bottle also shat
tered to small pieces. Nothing else 
on the dresser had been touched. 

Perhaps there is a logical explan
ation for this. The bottles were not 
shaped alike, the brands and odors 
were not similar.-Wilnta Richard
son, San Bernardino, Calif. 

SKY ICE AND DEUTERIUM 
Refer to the article by Paul 

Foght on ice falls in FATE, Febru
ary, 1960. On page 29, in alluding 
to the studies on the recovered ice, 
it is stated that the reports note 
that there was no radioactivity . 

I agree with the conclusion that 
the absence of radioactivity does 
not preclude an extra-mundane 
source. But I am led to inquire 
whether the analysis included a de
term ination of the ratio of deuteri
um to hydrogen in the recovered 
water. A ratio the .same as that 
found in normal water would be in
conclusive, but to discover a differ
ent ratio would certainly suggest an 
unearthly source.-Everett L. Gay
hart, Captain, U.S.N. (Ret.) Day
tona Beach, Fla. 

I do not possess a complete analy
sis of any of the ice samples. The 

( Continued on page 128) 



FATE Magazine accepts Classified Advertising for these columns, reserving the 

right to exclude a ny advertising which does not conform to its standards. Rates. 
are 25c per ward, including name and address. Because of this low rate, orders 

cannot be accepted un less accompanied by payment. Classified columns close on the 
5th of each month for issues dated three months later, on sale two months later. 

BOOKS-FOLIOS 

AVAILABLE AGAIN 
Margaret Storm's best seller, "RETURN 
OF THE DOVE, "  $5.00. Also "ROAD 
IN THE SKY , "  by Geo. Hunt William
son, $4.00, proving through archeology, 
anthropology, mythology and legends 
that Space Craft exist and have for cent
uries. FREE 25c Plastic Book-Jacket 
Covers.-Allen's Book Shelf, 1 1056 Sier
ra Ave. ,  Fontana, Calif. 

PSYCHIC BOOKS-Trade read for un
read, $1. 00.-Bookexg, 1226 Goodman St., 
Pittsburgh 18, Penna. 

OCCULT BOOKS, New, Used, Rare, Im
ported. Lists Free. -Stevens, 365 At
chison, Pasadena, calif. 
-------------------

FLYING SAUCERS & REINCARNATION 
-Comprehensive illustrated charts $1.00 
each .-CF-1 Keziah, 916 S. 21, Arli ngton, 
Va. 

REPRINTS, Borderland, 1895, Conan 
Doyle publication Letters From 
Julia, Magic, Leland, Atom, Besant, 
Scientific Gulliver, Prof. Crookes, 13 
articles, illustrated, $1.35 ppd. 3000 oc
cult, psychic books for sale. Want used 
books.-New Man Books, 1003 Penna. 
Ave .. N.W. , Washington, D.C. 

YOGA-VEDANTA BOOKSTORE 
"Canada's Leading Metaphysical Book
sellers . "  Free Catalogs. Mail-order Dept., 
6591 Marlborough, Burnaby, B.C., Canada. 
HOW TO ACHIEVE PAST LIFE RE
CALLS. A unique book ; scientific pro
cedure, $1.00 ppd.-Past Life Pub!. Co., 
1214 W .  30th St., Los Angeles 7, Cali!. 
THE APPROACHING CATASTROPHE. 
Truth Research foretelling the end o! 
our present epoch and the cause. This 
booklet may save your life ! 50c. Jan
uary 1960 issue of Truth Research As
sociates BULLETIN. Watch present 
opinions of the end of the world 
tumble as we ask five pertinent ques
tions, 25c. Both 75c.-Jane Schlee, 2404 
Washington Blvd. ,  Santa Monica, Call!. 

THE G R E A T WHITE BROTHER
HOOD'S Newest Golden Age Books, 
Magazines, Teach ings. Untold your La
tent Powers Safely under the Masters. 
Why be satisfied with less? Informa
tion !ree.-Edward R. Jordan, 3310 Les
ter Avenue, Louisville 15, Kentucky. 

HYPNOTISM. World's largest catalog 
free.-Merlin Enterprises, 1244 A Lin
coln A\'enue, San Jose. Calif. 

POCKET SIZE BOOKLET-started thou
sands. Profitable character analysis 
work, $1.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Lukas System, 2419 Sunset, Los Angeles 
26. Call!. 

MASTER your life !  INFLUENC.I!: 
others ! Unfold mind powers ! Send 
$2.00 for "The Gates of Heaven. "-Cllf
ford Allen, 7957 Hathon, Detroit 13, 
Mich. 

FANTASY & S-F books and mags. Low
est prices. List free. -Werewolf Book
shop, 7055D Shannon Road. Verona, Pa. 

FATE GIVES FAST RESULTS ! 
150.000 READERS scan these columns 
every month. Your classified ad here will 
bring quick profits. For details write 
today t o :  Advertising Director, Clark 
Publishing Co. , 845 Chicago Ave . ,  Evans
ton, Ill. 

FLYING SAUCER BOOKS - World's 
largest selection. Free list. - New Age 
Book Store. Bayshore Drive, Palmetto, 
Florida. 

FOR PROGRESSIVE THINKERS, two 
books that reveal ancient secrets about 
regeneration for the first time In many 
generations are now available. "THE 
ELIXIR of LIFE." $2.00 postpaid, re
veals alchemical secrets published tor 
the first time. "KEYS TO LIFE," $3.00 
postpaid, interprets the Bible according 
to the natural physiological functions 
within the human body and teaches the 
way to physical and mental regeneration. 
These books should be of interest to col
leges, students of Freemasonry, Rosicru
cianism, and particularly to students o f  
alchemy.-Faith Farm, Cooks Falls, N.Y.  



INSTRUCTION 

AUTOMATIC DOWSING. Introduced In 
FATE- now an International success. 
Still only $5.00. - Dowsing Engineers, 
Lafayette, Alabama. 

RELAX-RELAX-RELAX, but HOW ? 
Everyone tells you to RELAX. but we 
will supply a RELAXATION DEVICE and 
Instructions which have usecL hypnotic 
effects to reduce tensions and produce 
RELAXATION. Instructions a n d  Re
laxation Device for $2.00. No C.O.D. 
-Academy of Hypnotactics, P.O. Box 82, Teaneck, New Jersey. 

GOLDEN SECRET for Health, Success. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. S e n d $ 2 .  -
Golden Llly, Box 68, Collingswood, New 
Jersey. 

YOUR OWN "KEY WORD" revealed. 
Instructions t e I I h o w .  Special offer ! 
Send $1.00. -Lillian White, Box 2254, 
La Puente, Calif. 

ELIMINATE FOOT ODORS by using In
expensive, healthful mineral . Knowledge 
of mineral, $1.00. -Alice Smock, 2138 
Madrona Point, Bremerton, Washington. 

"PSYCHIC DOMINANCE-How to RULE 
OTHERS with your Thoughts." Full 
course--with stirring exercises. $3. Il
lustrated. Satisfaction or refund.-Clar
ion. Box 9309-T7, Chicago 90. 
YOU, too, can HEAL by methods used by Jesus ; surface hidden talents ; In
crease psychic abilities ; transform lives. 
$1 per lesson ; 5 for $4, refunded If re
quested.-F. Gunn, Rt. 1 , Hume, Mis
souri. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, hypnotize 
with your recorder, phonograph or 
amazing Electronic Educator endless tape 
recorder. Free catalog lists over 200 
unusual tapes. records. equipment tor 
experimenters.-Sieep-Learning Research 
Assn .. Box 24-FT. Olympia, Wash. 

' ' COBRA. Self-Defense Street-Fighting 
Tricks . "  Illustrated. Designed to help 
peaceful adults. $2. These are vicious 
days.-clarion, Box 9309-T, Chicago 90. 

KNOW YOUR GUIDES, Their Names, 
Lights and Uses. Absolutely essential to 
best Medlumship and Development. Not 
knowing is cause of most failures. Les
sons "Know Your Guides" and "Use of 
Guides, " and Service of Finding Your 
Guides, $5.00. One ot most helpful serv
ices.-Rev. Nina Hughes, 1269 First 
Street, Sarasota, Fla. 

LEARN WHILE YOU SLEEP 
Improve :Memory, Personality, Learn 
languages, Erase Tension, Stop Smok
ing, Lose Weight . . . without drugs. 
Free detalls.-ASR Foundation, Dept. F1, 
Box 21, Henry Clay Sta .. Lexington. Ky. 
WRITE VELMA for prayers and fast
lngs. You can be set free.-Velma Nut
ter, P. 0. Box 324, Des Moines. Iowa. 
1,000 YEARS AHEAD ! Thoughtformlng 
Manual, $2. Thoughtforming Brief, $1. 
Postpaid, guaranteed. -Sensitron System,
Box 1126, St. Augustine, Florida. 

PAINTINGS 

HAND water color paintings, 12 x 17 ln. , 
$3.50 and up. Name your deslre.-Rlg
llng, 3937 No. Hermitage, Chicago 13, 
Ill. 

PERSONAL 

YOUR HOROSCOPE charted to find your 
life trends, character and personality 
patterns. Solve your problems and ana
lyze your future. Send birth data and 
$5.00. Also two charts to compare !or 
compatablllty . Send full data on both 
and $10.00 to E. Orlowski, P.O. Box 3005, 
Grand Central Station, New York 17, 
N. Y. 
TRY A NEW approach to Life ! Your 
Destiny may lie among our carefully 
compiled lists of the most outstanding 
bargains of all types, from Mystic Items 
to Extraordinary money-making oppor
tunities and labor-, time-. and dollar
saving devices. Complete addresses fur
nished. Send $1.00 ( currency) to : In
formation Se1-vices, 2431 - 67th Avenue, 
Oakland, Calif. 
SEVEN QUESTIONS answered. $2 . 0 0  
donation, and stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. Give birth dates.-Maude Mc
Quillan, N e w t o n  Turnpike, Weston, 
Conn. 

PLAN AHEAD . . .  with conCldence. by 
KNOWING IN ADVANCE the psycholo
gical conditions for e a c h  day f c o m  
"MOON MAGIC" brochure. $1.00 per 
year, or 10c per month, balance 1960.
Joan Carlson, Box 145-A, House Springs, 
Missouri. 

ARE YOU WORRIED, or troubled. about 
your health, finances or other problems ? 
Would you like to know what the future 
holds tor you ?  Rev. Lee has studied 
!or many years to develop this wonder
ful psychic gift to be able to help others. 
$5.00 for your reading of the future and 
answers to three questions.-Rev. Lee, 
P.O. Box 7986, Portland, 12 Ore, 
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A MASTER IN TIBETAN MYSTICISM 
Answers your questions and pro�lems 
in the Light of Infinite Sources of 
Knowledge. Write and send $3.00 to : 
Rev. A. G. Vandenberg (Guru Dorjle) ,  
15237 So. New Hampshire Ave. ,  Gardena, 
Calif. 

DREAMS show the past and predict the 
future. Find out what your dreams 
mean. Send $2.00 and full data to : E. 
Orlowski, P.O. Box 3005, Grand Central 
Station, New York 17, N.Y. 

BE MASTER of your problems! Instruc
tions bring bright new future, never 
falls. Send $1.00. -E. Burgess, P.O. Box 28, Lees�rg, Ohio. 

PLAN YOUR YEAR! Your individual 
Solar Horoscope with Cyclescope for one 
year. Send complete blrth date. Sub
mit one problem for counsel and $3.00. 
-Crace Jaco, 631 N. Main, Cape Girard
eau, Missouri. 

COPY whole page of your own hand
writing. White paper, pen and Ink. 
Mall with $10.00 for your PERSONAL 
ANALYSIS. You can do this also ; ask 
me how. -Cosmic Equity, P.O. Box 258, 
Kinsman, Ohlo. 

WANT A BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION? 
I nformation on herb mentioned In Bible, 
$1.00.-(Nurse) Pearl Wooton, 2437 Stan
Islaus, Fresno 21, Calif. 
MARTINUS' COSMOLOGY-the new 
world-perception. Free Information. 
Writ e :  P.O. Box 124, North Bergen, 
N.J. 

NEW PROPHECY for America received 
on eve of Washington's �rthday, 1960, 
through prophet of Yahweh! Location 
and map of Atlantis. Place of safety i n  
coming destruction! America's o i l  sup
ply! $1.00 brings everything, plus per
sonal message and name of spiritual 
perfume to all who send birthdate.
Hazel Walters, P.O. Box 13383, Phoenix, 
Ariz. 

COUNSELING and HEALING. State 
problem. Enclose $1.00 in stamped ad
dressed envelope.-Avls King, 510 3rd 
N.E .. Auburn, Wash. 
SUCCESS PRACTITIONER. ProsperitY 
Treatments one month, $3.00. Includes 
valuable Lesson, "How To Increase 
Your Income. "  Lesson without Treat
ments, $2.00. One woman demonstrated 
$165,000 In an almost incredible way. 
Both offers Include Reading. 3 ques
tions answered. Send birth date. State 
Desires. Write : Mary Carter Allen, 
Box 219, Sulphur Rock, Ark. 

YOUR PROBLEM CAN BE SOLVED. 
Well-known Author & Metaphysician 
offers his services. Confidential and 
sincere help. Send $3.00. Replies by 
return air roail.-Dr. W. F. Wratten 
Ph. D. . 310 Bowes Road, London, N. 
11, England. 

CONTACT ASCENDED MASTERS. Cos
mic Beings -Hedgpeth, Box 830, Alham• 
bra 10, Calif. 

LET ME 
Answer your questions, and help solve 
your problems. Dynamic work for any 
need. Daily healing service $1.00 week
ly. Send problems and questions to : 
Dr. Carmen Shepherd, 3015 S.W. 19th 
St., Miami 45, Florida. 

PROBLEMS SOLVED ! Free literature. 
It's DYNAMITE! Write for it NOW!
Zahr F. Vollmer, 58 Washington St., 
Denver 3, Colo. . 

For HEALING and Increase of PSY
CHIC POWERS. Inspiration and Relax
ation, take vacation with Yoga, Lectures, 
Diet. Therapies, Papaya and Tropical 
Fruits for Rejuvenation. Write : Lytton
Bernard, APDO 1187, Guadalajara, JAL., 
MEXICO. 

WAYNE TEMPLE 
SCHOOL OF METAPHYSICS 

CLASSES - LECTURES 
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION 

PERSONAL PROBLEM COUNSELING 
ABSENT HEALING 
YOGA EXERCISES 

GEO. E. BOULTER, D.D. 
NEW AMSTERDAM HOTEL 
22nd & EUCLID - PR. 13200 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 

TROUBLED? WORRIED? Well-known 
Spiritual Advisor offers personal advice 
and help. Send five questions and $2.00 
currency.-M.L.F.,  5106 N.E. Gar!ield 
Ave. ,  Portland 11, Oregan. 

GIFTED SEER (Isaiah 47 : 13) prepares 
your Master Life Reading and answers 
three questions. (Reg. $5.00. ) Now $2.00. 
State full birthdate.-Glenn Williams,· 
RFD 2. Box 238, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 

SICKNESS, FINANCE problems can oo 
solved ! It you have any of these prob
lems, you need help. And I can help 
you through the power of Almighty 
God. I will send you a letter with 
Scriptures from the Holy Bible that will 
solve any problems you may have. It 
you got to go to court. I can help you. 
All you have to do is sit down and 
write, stating your problems, and en
close $1.00.-Rev. David S. Fowler, 
P.O. Box 333, . Scotch Plains, N.J." 
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COUNSELLING b y  mall only. Write 
fully three questions about your prob
lems. Hold handkerchief between your 
hands, praycr!uly, concentrating 20 min
utes. Send hanky and questions with $3.00 
(a fee paying for time to serve you 
personally) to : Rev. Nina Ward Hughes ; 
1269 First St., Sarasota, Fla. 

UNHAPPY ? Let me send you the Two
fold Key to Happiness ! Send $1.00 to : 
Laird Bartlett, P. 0. Box 521, Lake 
Charles, La. 

PRODUCTS-NOVELTIES 

ELECTRON CHAMBERS. Three s izes 
available, $2.50, $5.00, $8.50. Samples 
$1.00 ppd. -Pierce Industrial, 426 South 
Third Street. Lindenhurst, New York. 
GARDEN BIBLE VERSES and Inter
pretations. 8x10 Color Picture sultal71e 
for framing. Every flower In the Gar
den speaks. Unusual, makes a lovely 
gift. $2.00. Sole distributor.-Anna D. 
Thelner, 3407 E .  Lombard St., Balti
more 24, Md. 

RECORDS-TAPES 

TAPES, RECORDERS, HI-FI, Free 
wholesale catalog.-Carston, 125-F East 
88 St., New York 28, N.Y. 

STUDY COURSES 

AN EFFICIENT AND POWERFUL Sub
conscious Mind ; also doctor's degree in 
Metaphysics can be yours. Gain Peace, 
Health, Plenty. Home-study. -Institute 
of Metaphysics, 1250 Indiana Street, Bir
mingham 14. Alabama. 
150,000 READERS scan these columns 
every month. Your classified ad here 
will bring quick profits. For details 
write today to : Advertising Director, 
Clark Publishing Co. , 845 Chicago Ave. , 
Evanston. Ill .  
L E A R N  TECHNICAL METAPHYSICS 
and Insure your future. Learn the An
cient Masters' method of healing. Easy 
t o  l e a r n , inexpensive correspondence 
course. Write to : Premier College of 
Technical Metaphysics, Ltd., P.O. Box 
95. Ucluelet, B.C.,  Canada. 
ANCIENT PROPHECIES by American 
Indian Messiah are in fulfillment. Re
markable similarity to conditions today 
Join new study foundation of American 
Indian religions and prophecies, day of 
purification and destiny. Introductory 
information, $1.00. Continuance by con
tribution. -Supreme Council Fire, Box 
13383, Phocnlx, Ariz. 

FATE 

ice from the Georgia fall is now 
at the Smithsonian Institution under 
the supervision of Dr. Edward Hen
derson. I have written to Dr. Hen
de?·son asking for a copy of the 
completed analysis, but have yet to 
hear from his office. 

The absence of measurable radio
activity would seem to suggest that 
the quantity of deuterium present 
would be within the parameter·s of 
no?·mal water supplies-the con
centration of deuterium in some 
11tineral waters producing measur
able radioactivity, as I understand 
it. 

Of course, any effort to measure 
radioactivity is valueless if the 
sample is older than the ha lf-life.
Paul Foght, Evanston, Ill. 

"MYSTIC EYE" RESULTS 
I bought the "Mystic Eye" set 

and had perfect results. It is just 
amazing, this little contraption for 
reading the mind and giving the 
correct answers. 

I advise the readers of FATE to 
buy one for answers to a few of 
life's problems.-Pearl Wooton, Vi

' 
salia, Calif. 

-----

AMBER AND ELECTRICITY 
In his article "The Ancient Puz

zle of Amber" in the February issue 
of FATE, Author Willy Ley states 
correctly that amber's Lithuanian 
name is Gintaras, meaning "pro
tector" or "defender." 

Become a DOCTOR OF DIVINE SCI
ENCE (D. D.Sc. ) .  Study at home for 
your degree ordination. The Nazarene 
College or London, England, elfers the 
most comprehensive and authoritative 
metaphysical course on the planet. For 
our Free Handbook send a stamp to : 
American Registrar, The Nazarene Col· 
lege, Box 33, New Ipswich, New Hamp
shire. 



REPORT FROM THE READERS 

I doubt if Gintaras is derived 
from the verb "ginti" meaning de
fend or protect. "Ginti" also means 
to drive domesticated animals to or 
from a field. Some neologists of the 
Lithuanian language call electric
ity Gintm. It is known that amber 
or Ginta1·as has some bearing to 
electricity, thus Ginta1·as has some 
affinity to electricity.-Anis Rukas, 
Chicago, Ill. 

PREMONITIONS 
I am one who preferred the ex

citing picture covers on FATE, but 
if the majority of readers consider 
the picture covers too gaudy, I'll 
go along with the conservative type 
of cover. FATE is a grand maga
zine-by all means keep up the 
good work. 

I 've had a few psychic experi
ences, such as the time a friend 
and I decided to go for a bicycle 
ride in the country in N.S.W. Aus
tralia one fine, warm afternoon 
along rough, winding, hilly roads. 
My mother warned my friend that 
she had a strong feeling he would 
have a bad accident if he went. Go
ing down a steep grade, he got into 
a patch of deep, loose gravel and 
was thrown from his bike, sustain
ing numerous severe cuts and 
bruises. 

I once dreamed that a scaffold I 
was working on with my brother 
collapsed under us while we were 
putting up weather boards on the 
side of a house. The next day we 
built just such a scaffold and start
ed putting up weather boards. Sud
denly the scaffold gave way beneath 
us. We fell to the ground but were 
not injured.-Frank Sudlow, Victo
Tia, B.C., Canada 
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YOUR FUTURE 
By Psychometry 

For three years SEARCH magazine 
has presented the world-famous psy
chometry expert, Dorothy Spence 
Lauer. Why not send her $4.00, a 
Bible verse written In your own hand
writing, for a n  analysis of your fu
ture? She has been proven 87%% 
accurate! Also : 

AURA ANALYSIS 
A snapshot of yourself, and $4.00, 
will brin,g you her predictions based 
on your aura. Write 

DOROTHY SPENCE LAUER 
Amherst, Wisconsin 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back 

ELIMINATE DANDRUFF 

DARKEN FADED HAIR 
USE 

"TURN-ER'S" 
Ray Palmer, Editor of: 

FLYING SAUCERS 
SEARCH 

Recommends it! 
He &ays : 

"TURN-ER'S beats any other hair 
preparation I've ever used. Satisfied? I'll say I am ! "  

" I  have ab-out used u p  one bottle o! 
your hair preparation, please send me 
another. " Lionel 0. Brand berg, Sharon 
Springs, Kansas. 

" Enclosed find $10.00 for two more 
bottles of TURN-ER'S as soon as pos
sible. You sure found a good product ! "  
R. E. Van Gordon, 1905 W .  Milham 
Road. Kalamazoo. Mich. 

TURN-ER'S 
hair and dandruff preparation. Darkens 
faded hair, removes excess dandruff. H 
you aren't entirely pleased with it, 
we'll refund your money. Positively! 

Send $5.00 to Guy L. Turner 
Box H5-l' Boise, Idaho 



Join our EXPEDITION 
into tJw UNKNOWN • • • 

Every issue of FATE takes you on a great adventure. Thousands of people 
find l ife  more exciting, more meaningful, since they began to read FATE 
regul arly. And that is because FATE is exploring new worlds more won
d rous than Columbus or Magellan ever dreamed of. For instance, coming 
articles wil l  tel l  you about • • •  

CO Report on the A ura-sur
prising details about the 
size, shape and c olor of 
the "human aura," turned 
up in an independent re
search project • • •  

co You Too Can Be a Yogi
amazingly s i m p l e  t e c h '• 
niques, requiring no effort 
or practice to help you 
think better, f e e l  m ore 
comfortable • • •  

co O ur Lives in Two Worlds 
-astonishing experiences 
in the realm of the here
after, reported by persons 
wko "died" and returned 
to life • • •  

co H o w  M y  M ed i u m s h ip 
Works-famed p s y c h i c 

A rthur Ford explains the 
operation of his strange 
partnership with Fletcher, 
his "spirit control" • • •  

YOU CAN READ SUCH STORIES ONLY I N  F�TE 

BECAUSE FATE IS THE ONLY MAGAZI N E  OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLDI 

DON'T MISS A S I NGLE I S S U E - SU BSCRI B E  TODAY ! 
SEND YOUR REMITTANCE TO: 

� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
CLARK PUBLISHING COMPANY • 845 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Ill 
NAME ......... --------------------------------·---.................................................................................... _______________ __ 

ADDRESS ................................................... , _________________________________ ............... ________________________ .. ___________ _ 

CIIT ................ ..................... ______________ ZONE ...... ______________ , STATE ................................... _______ , ______ __ 

I wish to subscribe to FATE Magazine for (check square) 

0 24 issues $6.50 0 12 issues $3.50 
(Foreign subscriptions: 12 issues $4.00, except Canada & Mexico.) 

Enclosed is 0 cash 0 check 0 money order for $ ......... _________ .. _ .. ____________ _ 

Begin my subscription with the ____ _ _________ ,, ______________ .... _____________________ ______ .,.,_ issue. 

If this is a renewal of a previous subscription, cluck lure 0 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
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A WORLD TEACHER 
T h e  l a t e  P a ra m a h a n s a  Yo g a n 

a n d a ,  a g re a t  M a s t e r f r o m  I n d i a ,  

came to America i n  1 920.  H e  ta ugh t 

I 00,000 Westerners scien t i fi c  tech

n iques for ach ieving d i rect personal  

experience of God. 

t e r n a t i o n a l  h e a d q u a r t e r s  o f  Sel f

R eal izat ion Fel lowship.  founded by 

Yoga nanda.  By a pp l ication of these 

p r i n c i p l es a n d  t ec h n i q ues, f a i t h ful  

s tudents  a rc rewarded with  ever i n

creas i n g  Sel f- re a l i z a t i o n : peace o f  

m i n d ,  a w a r e n ess o f  t h e  i m mortal  

soul ,  and the wisdom a n d  fort i tude 

to cope successful ly w i t h  all prob· 

!ems of l i fe. 

H u man i l l ness - physical  d isease, 

m e n t a l  i n h a rm o n i e s ,  a n d  s p i r i t u a l  

i g n o r a n c e - m a y  b e  o v e rc o m e  b y  

attunement w i t h  cosmic l aws o f  l i fe.  

Yoga n a n d a ' s  teac h i n gs show how 
mankind may sec k,  a n d  find,  help 

from the Cosmic H ea ler. 

Luther Burhank said of these les
son s :  ' ' I deal  for tra in ing and ha rmon

izi n g  m a n's p h ys ica l ,  m e n t a l ,  a n d  

spir i t ua l  n a t u res. By s imple a n d  scien

t ific methods of concentra tion and 

m ed i tat ion, most o f t h e com plex prob

lems of l i fe may be solved , and peace 

and good w i l l  come upon earth:' 

T h ese pract i c a l ,  s c i e n t i fi c  t ech

n iq ues may be learned and practiced 

in the privacy o f  one's home. Les

s o n s  a re s e n t w e e k l y  to s t u d e n t s  

throughout t h e  world, from t h e  in-

S E N D  F O R  
F R E E  B O O K L E T 

SELF-REALIZATION 
FEL LOWSH I P  

3 880 San Rafael Avenue 
Los Angeles 65, California 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --, 
I SELf.REALIZATION FELLOWSHIP, Dept. F2 1 
I 3880 Sa n Rafael Ave., Los Angeles 65, Ca lif. I Please send me the free booklet, " Highway to ( t h e  I n f i n i t e , ' '  w h i c h  e x p l a i n s  h o w  I m a y  I 
1 achieve my own Self.real ization.  1 
I N A M E I 
I I 
I S T R E ET I 
I I 
I C I T Y  STATE I 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -� 



WESTERN SHAMBALLA 
From the mystical Church and College of the Brotherhood, h igh 
in the Rocky Mountains, these lectures by Dorea!, founder of the 
B rotherhood of the White Temple, a re now made avai lable ; each 
in booklet form. 

SOc each; 1 2  For $5.00 
, /  

ChJ'st and the lost Days 
l}yh!bolism of the life of Jesus 

oul and Its Nature 
Creation a.nd the Fall af Man 
Mysteries of the Gobi 
Mystery of Mt. Shasta 
Atlantis and lemuria 
The Great Temple 
Adam and the Pre-Adomiles 
Mysteries of the Mayas 
Ancient America 
Soul Cycles 
Science af Hea.lth 
Tbe Dream Stale 
light ond Color 
Polar Paradise 
The Inner Earth 
Webs of Destiny 

The Banner of Shombollo 
Mysteries of the Moon 
The Secret of True Prayer 
The Secret Teach ings of Jesus 
The Oc<ult Anatomy of Man 
Personal Magnetism 
Previous lnc•rnations of Jesus 
Reincarnation; life After Death 
Five Great Initiations 
Astra I Projection 
Divine Healing 
The Ten Lost Tribes 
SpH-itual Alchemistry 
The Master Key 
Spinal Brain & Health 
Wiodom of The Kabbala 
Tibet and Its Religions 
The Perfect Way 

The Emerald Tablets, By Thoth, The Atlantean . . . . . . $2.00 
Flying Saucers, By Doreal ;  An Occult Viewpoint . . . .  $ 1 .00 
Four Planes of Healing, By Doreal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00 
Symbolism of The Great Pyramid, By Doreal . . . . . . . . $ 1 .00 

You a re invited to write for free l iteratu re comp rising ' ' M aster 
You r Destiny," our magazine "Light on the Path," a pict u re folder 
:lnd a copy of our weekly Truth Sheet.  o obligat ion. 

BROTHERHOOD OF THE WHITE TEMPLE, 
Dept. F, Sedalia, Colorado 
�#########################¢###############################�###·· 




